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This dissertation presents a knowledge-guided expert system that is capable
of applying routines for multispectral analysis, (un)supervised clustering, and basic
image processing to automatically detect and segment brain tissue abnormalities, and
then label glioblastoma-multiforme brain tumors in magnetic resonance volumes of
the human brain. The magnetic resonance images used here consist of three feature
images (T1-weighted, proton density, T2-weighted) and the system is designed to be
independent of a particular scanning protocol. Separate, but contiguous 2D slices
in the transaxial plane form a brain volume. This allows complete tumor volumes
to be measured and if repeat scans are taken over time, the system may be used to
monitor tumor response to past treatments and aid in the planning of future treat-
ment. Furthermore, once processing begins, the system is completely unsupervised,
thus avoiding the problems of human variability found in supervised segmentation
eorts.
Each slice is initially segmented by an unsupervised fuzzy c-means algorithm.
The segmented image, along with its respective cluster centers, is then analyzed by
a rule-based expert system which iteratively locates tissues of interest based on the
hierarchy of cluster centers in feature space. Model-based recognition techniques an-
alyze tissues of interest by searching for expected characteristics and comparing those
found with previously dened qualitative models. Normal/abnormal classication is
performed through a default reasoning method: if a signicant model deviation is
found, the slice is considered abnormal. Otherwise, the slice is considered normal.
Tumor segmentation in abnormal slices begins with multispectral histogram analysis
and thresholding to separate suspected tumor from the rest of the intra-cranial re-
gion. The tumor is then rened with a variant of seed growing, followed by spatial
component analysis and a nal thresholding step to remove non-tumor pixels.
The knowledge used in this system was extracted from general principles of
magnetic resonance imaging, the distributions of individual voxels and cluster centers
ix
in feature space, and anatomical information. Knowledge is used both for single slice
processing and information propagation between slices. A standard rule-based expert
system shell (CLIPS) was modied to include the multispectral analysis, clustering,
and image processing tools.
A total of sixty-three volume data sets from eight patients and seventeen vol-
unteers (four with and thirteen without gadolinium enhancement) were acquired from
a single magnetic resonance imaging system with slightly varying scanning protocols
were available for processing. All volumes were processed for normal/abnormal clas-
sication. Tumor segmentation was performed on the abnormal slices and the results
were compared with a radiologist-labeled \ground truth" tumor volume and tumor
segmentations created by applying supervised k-nearest neighbors, a partially super-
vised variant of the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm, and a commercially available
seed growing package. The results of the developed automatic system generally corre-
spond well to ground truth, both on a per slice basis and more importantly in tracking
total tumor volume during treatment over time.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
According to the Brain Tumor Society, approximately 100,000 people in the
United States will be diagnosed with a primary or metastatic brain tumor within
the next 12 months [33]. One of the primary diagnostic and treatment evaluation
tools for brain tumors has been magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. MR imaging has
become a widely-used method of high quality medical imaging, especially in brain
imaging where MR's soft tissue contrast and non-invasiveness are clear advantages.
MR images can also be used to track the size of a brain tumor as it responds (or
doesn't) to treatment. A reliable method for segmenting tumor would clearly be a
useful tool [69, 67, 121].
Currently, however, there is no method widely accepted in clinical practice for
quantitating tumor volumes from MR images [83]. The Eastern Cooperative Oncol-
ogy group [34] uses an approximation to tumor cross-sectional area in the single MR
slice with the largest contiguous, well-dened tumor. These manual measurements,
however, have shown poor reproducibility and tumor response criteria based on these
manual estimations have shown poor correlation with quantitative 2D and 3D met-
rics [24]. Supervised pattern recognition methods have also shown problems with
reproducibility, due to the signicant intra and inter-observer variance introduced
over multiple trials of training example selection [23]. Furthermore, because supervi-
sion, such as the selection of training examples, can be time consuming and requires
domain \expertise" to be eective, supervised methods are unsuitable for clinical use.
2These limitations suggest the need for a fully automatic method for tumor volume
measurement, not only for tracking tumor response to therapy, but in planning future
treatment as well [69, 67, 121, 24].
Research into the segmentation of brain images, both supervised and auto-
matic, has remained largely experimental work, however. While some eorts have
been proposed for determining the volumes of parenchymal brain tissues, multiple
sclerosis lesions, and tumors, most reports on MR segmentation have either dealt with
normal data sets, or with neuro-psychiatric disorders with MR distribution charac-
teristics similar to normals [23, 56]. Some approaches used a single contrast image,
while others exploited MR imaging's capability to produce multi-dimensional data
through multispectral analysis [23]. A number of theses at the University of South
Florida have also addressed MR segmentation. Bensaid [3] and Velthuizen [124] each
developed modications to the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm in an attempt to
improve the quality of tissue segmentation. Namasivayam [87] used fuzzy rules to
segment normal brain tissues. Eorts by Li in [70, 71] showed that a combination
of knowledge-based techniques and multispectral analysis could detect pathology and
label normal tissues for a very small range of contiguous slices intersecting the ven-
tricles of the brain. This range was expanded by this author, in his Master's work
in [20, 18], to detect abnormalities in multiple contiguous slices (above the ventri-
cles), making up partial volumes of a brain data set. None of these eorts, however,
including this author's Master's work, have addressed the more dicult task of au-
tomatically extracting enhancing tumor from a complete MR volume using a xed
parameter set, without operator supervision.
In contrast, this dissertation presents a knowledge-based paradigm that pro-
duces the rst and only (based on examination of available literature) unsupervised
system capable of automatically detecting abnormalities in an MR image and seg-
menting and labeling of complete glioblastoma-multiforme tumor volumes. Further,
3this system has been tested on a large number of unseen images with a xed param-
eter (rule) set and quantitatively compared with \ground truth" images. This allows
tumor response to therapy to be tracked over repeat scans and aid radiologists in
planning subsequent treatment. More importantly, the system's unsupervised nature
avoids the problems of observer variability found in supervised methods, providing
complete reproducibility of results. Furthermore, observer-based training examples
are not required, making the system suitable for clinical use. And as new domain in-
formation becomes available and eective processing tools are developed, the exible
nature of a knowledge-based system allows straightforward expansion, not only into
other tumor types, but additional brain pathologies, such as multiple-sclerosis lesions
or possibly head trauma.
A \slice" is dened as a multispectral MR image recorded at the intersection
of a subject brain and a specic 2D plane created by an MR coil. The (4-5mm
thick) slices considered here were taken from the transaxial plane, a plane roughly
perpendicular to the long axis of the human body [91], with a series of contiguous
slices forming an MR volume. Only transaxial slices that intersect the cerebrum are
considered by this system. The initial slice processed by this system (also called the
\center slice") lies approximately 7 to 8cm from the top of the head. The initial
slice was originally chosen by Li in [70, 71] as the starting point due to its uniform
signal within the MR imaging coil and its well dened and recognizable anatomical
structures, such as the slice's intersection with the ventricle area. In fact, any slice
in a restricted region through the ventricles can be used as the initial slice, as is the
case with the system presented here.
Approximately 8 to 9 \upper" slices lie above the initial slice, and an additional
6 to 11 \lower" slices are found below the initial slice. Once processing of the starting
slice has been completed, the system begins moving outward from the ventricles to
consider other slices, both upwards towards the top of the brain and down towards
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the neck. The internal structure of the brain changes throughout an MR volume,
both above and below the ventricles. Because each slice is processed separately,
however, rather than model the entire brain as a single entity, six discrete qualitative
brain tissue models, called \templates," are dened. Using low-level knowledge, these
templates qualitatively model not only the internal brain structures, but the shape of
the brain itself and the extra-cranial tissues surrounding the brain, such as the eyes
and its associated tissues.
The organization of the system is shown in Figure 1. Domain information was
available in the form of general principles of MR imaging, discussions with experts, the
distributions of individual voxels and cluster centers in feature space, and anatomy
of the brain. Knowledge useful for the desired tasks of pathology detection and
tumor segmentation is extracted via \knowledge engineering" and implemented as
heuristics/rules. Knowledge is used both for single slice processing and to propagate
information between slices. The systems described here are completely automatic (no
5human intervention on a per volume basis) after a rule set was built from a set of
training images.
In addition, knowledge engineering guides the selection of multispectral analysis
and image processing tools that best exploit extracted heuristics. These tools are
integrated into a rule-based expert system shell, CLIPS [99, 40]. All necessary low
and high level image processing and multispectral analysis modules are written in C,
integrated directly into the CLIPS shell, and called as actions from the right hand
sides of the rules.
Pathology detection is organized as follows. Each MR slice is initially seg-
mented by an unsupervised fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm (FCM) [13, 45]. The
segmented image and its corresponding cluster centers are then passed to an expert
system which uses model-based recognition techniques [16] to locate a landmark,
called a focus-of-attention tissue. Qualitative models of brain tissues are dened
according to the slice's appropriate template and compared with their respective in-
stances from the image being processed. If a signicant deviation from the model is
found, the slice is classied as abnormal (and later tumor segmentation is performed
on it). Otherwise, the expert system locates the next focus-of-attention tissue based
on a hierarchy of expected tissues. This process is repeated until either an abnormal-
ity is detected or all qualitative tissue models have been approximately matched. The
system will proceed to the next slice and repeat the classication steps until all slices
that comprise the volume are processed. A total of 397 slices (lying below the ventri-
cles) were available to the pathology detection system described in Chapter 4, with
65 slices used as training. Of the 397 slices processed, 391 were correctly classied.
If a slice has been classied as abnormal, it is passed to a system that can
segment enhancing tumor from any slice intersecting the cerebrum. Tumor segmen-
tation begins with the removal of all pixels (really voxels since the scanned slices
6have thickness) containing extra-cranial tissues. The remaining pixels form an intra-
cranial mask in which all subsequent processing is performed. An expert system uses
information gathered from multispectral analysis to rst separate suspected tumor
from the rest of the intra-cranial mask through a series of adaptive histogram thresh-
olding steps. Following the threshold operations, a seed growing based algorithm
called \density screening" locates and removes non-tumor pixels based on their con-
centration in feature space. Local statistics are then applied to spatially connected
components to discriminate tumorous region from non-tumorous regions. A nal
pixel-level threshold is then applied to complete the tumor segmentation process.
All patient cases studied here are known to contain glioblastoma-multiforme
tumor (based on pathology reports). Of the tumor types that are found in the brain,
glioblastoma-multiformes were addressed rst because of their relative compactness
and tendency to enhance well with paramagnetic substances, such as gadolinium. A
total of 385 slices, across 33 volumes and 8 patients, known to contain tumor, were
processed by the knowledge based system. The knowledge-based tumor segmenta-
tions were compared with radiologist-labeled \ground truth" images, with 18 of the
33 cases capturing at least 90% of ground truth tumor. For the purposes of tumor
volume tracking, segmentations from individual slices (within the same volume) are
merged to calculate total tumor size in 3D. The knowledge-based tumor segmenta-
tions generally match the ground truth images, with the knowledge-based system
correctly tracking tumor response in 22 of 25 transitions. Additional comparisons are
made with supervised segmentation methods and commercially available seed grow-
ing package. The knowledge-based system is shown to outperform these methods,
both in capturing more of the ground truth tumor as well as following tumor re-
sponse over repeat scans. The reproducibility of the knowledge-based system is also
demonstrated.
7The remainder of the dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 dis-
cusses the MR domain, the slices processed, some of the fundamentals this knowledge-
based system is built upon, and gives brief overviews of the pathology detection and
tumor segmentation modules in the knowledge-based system. Chapter 3 reviews some
of the related work available on MR segmentation. Chapter 4 presents the pathology
detection system for slices below the initial slice and details the knowledge used at
each step. Chapter 5 describes the major processing stages in the tumor segmentation
system and also describes the specic knowledge used at each stage. The last two
chapters present the experimental results, an analysis of them, and future directions
for this work. Appendices include details concerning the exact scanning protocols
used for the MR volumes, tumor segmentation results on a per slice basis, and a
listing of the rules and image processing/multispectral analysis modules used in this
work.
8CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Slices of Interest for the Study
The slices used in this research are obtained in the (trans)axial plane, a plane
roughly perpendicular to the long axis of the human body [91]. Figure 2(a) shows the
orientation of the axial plane. An example of a normal axial slice after segmentation
is shown in Figures 3(a) and (b). Each brain slice consists of three feature images:
T1-weighted, proton density weighted, and T2-weighted [121]. The feature images
were acquired in a single scanning session and with gentle restraints placed on the
head to avoid problems of image registration. The characteristics of each feature are
discussed in the following section. Figures 3(c) and (d) show the raw and segmented
images of an abnormal axial slice through the ventricles. The labeled tissues of
interest are: cerebro-spinal uid (CSF) (dark gray) and the parenchymal tissues,
white matter (white) and gray matter (black). In the abnormal slice, pathology
(light gray) occupies an area that would otherwise belong to normal tissues.
As stated in the introduction, the rst slice processed by this system comes
from a small range of slices intersecting the ventricles [102] approximately 7 to 8
cm from the top of the head. This initial slice (also called the \center slice"), was
originally chosen by Li [70, 71] due to its uniform signal within the MR imaging
coil and well dened and recognizable anatomical structures, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. The Three Major MR Imaging Planes. Images are acquired from the axial
plane.
Using the initial slice as a point of reference, the remainder of the brain volume is
divided into two primary subsets. Figure 4(a) shows these two subsets: \upper"
slices, which contain all slices above the ventricles, including the initial slice, and
\lower" slices, which contain all slices below the ventricles (initial slice). A brain
volume may contain approximately 8 to 9 upper slices, and 6 to 11 lower slices,
depending on slice thickness and location of the initial slice. Typical slice thicknesses
for volumes use in this dissertation range from 4 to 5mm. Figure 4(b) shows the major
brain structures that will be referenced when describing qualitative brain tissue model
(called \templates") in Section 2.3. The tumor segmentation system in Chapter 5
processes slices from either range.
Table 1 lists the MR image volumes used for this research. Three types of MR
image volumes were available for processing. Volunteers were healthy subjects who
volunteered for MR scanning and received no gadolinium enhancement. Gadolinium
enhanced normals were subjects who were administered gadolinium prior to scan-
ning, but the MR image revealed no pathological tissues. Patients volumes contained
radiologist diagnosed glioblastoma-multiforme tumor (Grade IV Glioma) and had
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(a)
Ventricles
(b)
(c)
Pathology
(d)
Figure 3. Slices of Interest: (a) raw data from a normal slice (T1-weighted, PD and
T2-weighted images from left to right) (b) after segmentation (c) raw data
from an abnormal slice (T1-weighted, PD and T2-weighted images from
left to right) (d) after segmentation. White = white matter; Black = gray
matter; Dark gray = cerebro-spinal uid; Light gray = pathology in (b)
and (d).
received varying levels of treatment prior to initial volume acquisition and between
subsequent acquisitions, including surgery, radiation therapy, and chemo-therapy. All
patient volumes received gadolinium enhancement.
From the available slices, a training set was created to extract heuristic rules.
The rules are based on knowledge described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, for pathology
detection in the \lower" slices and tumor segmentation throughout the MR volume.
Tables 9 and 10 in Chapter 6 list the distribution and usage of the training slices.
Knowledge extraction is not automated, but human assisted and made as \general"
as possible to avoid dependence on a particular slice thickness, scanning protocol, or
level of signal intensity. System generality is discussed in Chapter 7 and the scanning
protocol for each MR volume is listed in Appendix A.
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(a) Medial View of Brain Hemisphere
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(b) Lateral View of Brain Hemisphere
Figure 4. Volumes of the Brain. Slices above the initial slice, shown in (a), are
referred to as \upper" slices, while those below the initial slice are called
\lower" slices. The medial (a) and the lateral (b) views show the gross
anatomy of the brain. Landmarks are included for alignment purposes.
The templates marked in (a) are described in Section 2.3. This gure is
based on an image from [44].
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Table 1. Summary of MR Data Available.
Type # Subjects # Volumes # Slices
Volunteer 13 26 194
Gadolinium Normals 4 4 27
Patient 8 33 417
Total 25 63 638
2.2 Basic MR Contrast Principles
One of the key advantages in MR imaging is its ability to acquire multispectral
data by rescanning a patient with dierent combinations of pulse sequence parameters
(in this case, repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE)). For example, as stated in
Section 2.1, the MR data used in this study consists of T1, proton density (PD), and
T2-weighted feature images. A T1-weighted image is produced by a relatively short
TR/short TE sequence, a PD-weighted image uses a long TR/short TE sequence,
while a long TR/long TE sequence produces a T2-weighted image [78, 32]. For the
purpose of brevity, the T1-weighted, PD-weighted, and T2-weighted features will be
referred to as T1, PD, and T2 respectively.
A particular pulse sequence parameter set will provide the best contrast be-
tween dierent tissue types [78] in an individual image and a series of these images
can be combined to provide a multispectral data set. The exact physics of these
pulse sequences are outside the scope of this dissertation and their discussion is left
to other literature sources [78, 32, 106]. The primary concern here is which pulse
sequence best delineates specic tissues. A brief synopsis is shown in Table 2 (based
on [78, 32, 106, 49]).
Given an MR data set, a scatterplot of individual pixels/voxels can be formed
that is consistent with Table 2. For example, Table 2 indicates that paramagnetic
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Table 2. A Synopsis of T1, PD, and T2 Eects on the Magnetic Resonance Image.
TR=Repetition Time; TE=Echo Time.
Pulse Sequence Eect Tissues
(TR/TE) (Signal Intensity)
T1-weighted Short T1 relaxation Fat, Lipid-Containing Molecules,
(short/short) (bright) Proteinaceous Fluid, Paramagnetic
Substances (Gadolinium)
Long T1 relaxation Neoplasms, Edema, CSF,
(dark) Pure Fluid, Inammation
PD-weighted High proton density Fat, Blood
(long/short) (bright) Fluids, CSF
Low proton density Calcium, Air,
(dark) Fibrous Tissue, Cortical Bone
T2-weighted Short T2 relaxation Iron containing substances
(long/long) (dark) (blood-breakdown products)
Long T2 relaxation Neoplasms, Edema, CSF,
(bright) Pure Fluid, Inammation
substances (used to enhance brain pathology) will have a short/bright T1-weighted
signal, while CSF will have a relatively long/dark T1-weighted signal. Therefore pix-
els belonging to the two respective classes will have a similar distribution. When
segmented by a clustering algorithm, the resulting clusters (and their respective clus-
ter centers) will have a similar distribution.
This \distribution" in feature space has been investigated by a number of re-
searchers [111, 120, 119, 38] and forms an important foundation in the knowledge-
based system here, as well as work [70, 71]. This synopsis is also the starting point for
acquired knowledge, which was rened for the specic tasks of pathology detection
and tumor segmentation. In Chapters 4 and 5, when specic processing stages are
presented, the relevant knowledge will be detailed.
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2.3 Qualitative Modeling and Anatomical Knowledge
While the information presented in Section 2.2 is extremely useful, it does have
some limitations. First, MR distributions can vary between volumes, depending on
the subject's age and gender, as well as scanning protocols such as slice thickness
and the actual TR/TE parameters used in image acquisition [53]. Secondly, dierent
tissues can sometimes have similar MR characteristics, especially when gadolinium is
introduced. Therefore having information that is independent of feature space would
make the knowledge base more robust.
Anatomical knowledge is useful in testing and verifying clusters (from an FCM
segmentation) that are candidates for specic tissue labels. It also provides infor-
mation for the more general problem of normal/abnormal classication through a
\default reasoning" method [98] that searches for signicant deformations from ex-
pected qualitative tissue models. Li created the original qualitative model in [70, 71]
for the initial/center slice. Since the internal shape of the brain changes through-
out the volume, however, rather than attempting the complex task of modeling the
entire brain as a single entity, it was decided that it would be broken into discrete
spatial regions based upon anatomical structure. A particular input slice could then
be matched against the appropriate qualitative model to detect tissue deformations.
Figure 5 shows a normal slice from each of the primary models, called templates,
created from careful examination of available training volumes. The top of each image
represents the \front" of the brain. Figures 5 (a) through (c) show the templates
created to process the \upper" slices. The models shown in Figures 5(d) through
(f) process the \lower" slices. In all cases, the primary tissues are white matter
(light gray), gray matter (dark gray) and CSF (black). The templates created were
based upon the internal shape of white matter and CSF, as well as the shape of the
brain itself. Each template has distinct characteristics, as will slices that \t" the
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(a) Template 1 (b) Template 2 (c) Template 3
(d) Template 4 (e) Template 5 (f) Template 5L
Figure 5. Templates for Qualitative Tissue Models. The top of each image is con-
sidered the \front" of the brain, while the bottom is the \back" of the
brain.
template. \Fitting" simply means that an input slice's intra-cranial, CSF, and white
matter qualitative characteristics are very similar (though not necessarily an exact
match) to those of a specic brain template. The images shown for Templates 1
through 4 (Figures 5(a) through (d)) were completely generated by the knowledge-
based system. The images for Templates 5 and 5L (Figures 5(e) and (f)) required
some manual tissue labeling, which is detailed as each Template is described.
A Template 1 slice is shown in Figure 5(a) and includes the initial slice. It is
generally dened by: (1) a single, symmetrical region of white matter, (2) a single
distinct \buttery" shaped ventricle area (VA) with contiguous white matter along
both vertical sides, (3) CSF occupies the VA and surrounds the intra-cranial region
along the perimeter, enclosing gray matter, (4) CSF lling the VA is symmetrical
along the vertical axis, as are all intra-cranial tissues (5) gray matter surrounds white
matter and tends to occupy the edge of the intra-cranial region. An MR volume
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generally has one to two slices above and below the initial slice, for a total of three
to ve slices.
Moving upwards, a Template 2 slice is found immediately above the Template
1 slice closest to the top of the head. A Template 2 slice (Figure 5(b)) is similar
to a Template 1 slice, but includes the body of the corpus callosium. The VA has
been split into two smaller oval areas and white matter is being partially separated
by the inter-hemispheric ssure. In the volumes processed by this system, only one
Template 2 slice has been found per volume.
The remaining upper slices are considered Template 3 (Figure 5(c)), where the
VA has disappeared entirely, leaving CSF to be found only on the brain perimeter and
between the two hemispheres. White matter separation is complete and symmetry
of all intra-cranial tissues along the vertical axis is still intact. Approximately ve
Template 3 slices can be found in an MR volume.
In the lower slices, Template 4 (Figure 5(d)) slices lie immediately below the
Template 1 slice closest to the neck and are distinguished by the shrinkage of the
frontal lobe and the breakdown of the buttery shape of the white matter surrounding
the ventricle area. The CSF contained in the ventricles begins to disappear, though
pockets of CSF can be seen forming between the folds of the temporal and frontal lobes
(shown in Figure 4(b)). Vertical symmetry of the intra-cranial tissue is still intact.
In some Template 4 slices, the cerebellum begins to appear within the occipital lobe
(at the \back" of the brain). While occasionally found in a Template 1 slice, the eyes,
ocular nerves, and muscles are much more evident in Template 4 slices. Three to ve
Template 4 slices can generally be found in an MR volume.
The spatial arrangement of white and gray matter (also called the parenchymal
tissues) and CSF becomes more intricate and much less reliable in a Template 5 slice
(Figure 5(e)), especially within the cerebellum. Template 5 slices can be detected,
however, by noting the disappearance of the frontal lobe and the extension of the
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temporal lobes, resulting in a \horseshoe" shape. The eyes and their associated tis-
sues are also found near the front-most extreme of each temporal lobe. Most of a
Template 5 slice belongs to the cerebellum and two to three Template 5 slices are
found in an MR volume. The Template 5 slice in Figure 5(e) had a single cluster man-
ually labeled because white matter \splitting" (over-segmentation during clustering)
was not checked. White matter splitting is checked only during the examination of
the shape of the white matter surrounding the VA for detecting transitions between
Template 1 and 4. A rule could be developed for white matter splitting in Template 5
slices, but due to the intricate arrangement between white and gray matter, especially
within the cerebellum, additional knowledge (including ground truth) is necessary for
accurate delineation.
Template 5L slices (the letter L standing for \low", shown in Figure 5(f))
are not considered for pathology detection, because unlike the other templates, the
assumption of a single intra-cranial region is violated as the remaining parts of the
temporal lobes (and cerebrum) become visually separable from the cerebellum. In
Templates 1 through 5, a consistent piece of anatomical knowledge is that extra-
cranial tissues (air/bone, bone marrow, skin, fat, muscle) surround the intra-cranial
region. This knowledge is useful (Chapter 4) in extracting the brain from the rest
of the head. In Section 5.4.1.2, it is used to discriminate extra-cranial tissues from
enhancing tumor. Also, gliomas (of which glioblastoma-multiformes are a subtype)
are primarily found within the cerebrum, not the cerebellum [100]. Thus, a Template
5L slice is processed for tumor segmentation only if pathology has been detected in
the slice immediately above it. Like the Template 5 image, the Template 5L image
in Figure 5(f) had white matter manually labeled, but the temporal lobe that had
separated from the cerebellum was also manually recovered since the current system
assumes a single intra-cranial region.
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As mentioned earlier, these models are discrete. Acquired images are dependent
on the exact MR pulse sequence, the coil loading, and the patient's age, gender, and
position relative to the coil, all of which are volunteer or patient dependent. Hence,
clustered slices invariably match one of the three models on a imprecise or fuzzy basis.
This type of variation is allowed, however, during pathology detection. Another
important feature of these models is that they are strictly ordered to reect the
internal structure of the brain. This ordering, moving downwards from the ventricles,
is Template 1, 4, 5, and 5L and is useful knowledge. For example, once a particular
slice is positively identied as Template 4, moving downward, no succeeding slice may
be classied as a Template 1. This occurs because Template 1 lies only in an area of
the volume already processed.
The templates described above are most useful in establishing qualitative traits
used by a reasoning by default method (Section 2.4.1) to detect deformations within
an MR slice. The nature of glioblastoma-multiforme tumors, however, severely com-
plicates the use of anatomical knowledge, since they can have any shape and occupy
any area within the cerebrum. This prevents qualitative tumor models from being
used reliably. Although anatomical knowledge cannot be easily applied to model
tumors, it can be used to discriminate areas that are known to contain no tumor.
Table 2 shows that certain extra-cranial tissues such as fat, will have a bright
T1-weighted signal intensity. Extra-cranial tissues that receive a signicant blood
supply will also receive gadolinium enhancement, articially brightening their T1-
weighted signal intensity. This can interfere with the assumption in the knowl-
edge base that areas with the highest T1-weighted mean value contain gadolinium-
enhanced tumor. Since the anatomical layout of these extra-cranial tissues is more
easily modeled than tumor, however, processing steps focus on their removal rather
than identifying tumor, as shown in Chapter 5.
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Lastly, an important anatomical mechanism is found and exploited regardless
of a slice's particular template. Called the blood-brain barrier (BBB), it is one of the
most important pieces of knowledge for detecting enhancing-pathology. In a normal
brain, the BBB acts as an extremely selective ltering device, allowing only a limited
number of naturally occurring substances, such as oxygen and glucose, to migrate from
the blood supply into the brain itself and excludes many other compounds, including
paramagnetic substances like gadolinium. The presence of tumors and other brain
pathologies, however, damage brain tissues and alter the BBB. This \breakdown" of
the BBB allows paramagnetic substances to enter the tumor and enhance it in MR
images [118, 92]. The pathology detection system described in Section 4.4.3, as well
as the tumor segmentation system in Chapter 5, rely heavily on this fact.
2.4 Knowledge-Based Systems
The system presented here is a \knowledge-based system." Knowledge is any
heuristic or chunk of information that helps discriminate one class type from an-
other [40]. In the domain of MRI volumes, there are two primary sources of knowledge
available. The rst is pixel intensity in feature space based on tissue characteristics
within the MR imaging system. Table 2 lists examples of such knowledge. The second
is image/anatomical space and includes expected shapes and placements of certain
tissues within the MR image, such as the templates described in Section 2.3. In order
to be useful, the knowledge must be implemented in an eective manner. This section
describes some of the tools used for this purpose.
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2.4.1 Reasoning By Default
Reasoning by default [98] is a defeasible non-monotonic method of inferring
conclusions when complete knowledge is unavailable, or changing those conclusions
when new, and contradictory, information becomes available. Given a hypothesis S,
reasoning by default assumes S to be true unless and until evidence is discovered that
proves S invalid, in which case the hypothesis is withdrawn. More formally: Default
S as true unless and until S is disproved.
This concept can be expanded to simplify decisions and save space. For exam-
ple, when driving to a particular location, most people take the same route, making
a variety of assumptions about traveling conditions. When one of these conditions
is violated by \exceptions," such as construction, the route is adjusted. Since it is
much easier to store a smaller set of \exceptions," (traveling conditions that require
the travel route be changed) than the much larger set of conditions where the normal
route can be followed, a workable rule might be: If current traveling conditions do not
match any of the \exceptions" stored and no other contrary evidence exists, conclude
that the normal route may be taken.
Detecting pathology within an MR slice can be a complex problem. As stated
in Section 2.3, the variance between patients, MR coils, head positions, scanning
protocols, etc, prevents a quantitative description of MR volumes. By creating quali-
tative models and using reasoning by default, however, the problem can be simplied
by searching for deformations from these models. Given an input slice, an instance
of a tissue is matched against its corresponding qualitative model. If no signicant
deviation from the model is found, the instance is considered normal until evidence
to the contrary is found. Reasoning by default is also used for tumor segmentation.
Since normal brain tissues can be more reliably modeled, pixels belonging to them
are detected and removed, leaving the remaining pixels to be labeled as tumor.
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2.4.2 Rule Based Systems
A rule based system consists of three fundamental elements: a working memory
of facts from which inferences are derived, a knowledge base of rules to guide the
inferences, and the inference engine to draw conclusions and re rules [40, 108]. Rules
resemble IF-THEN statements and have the basic form:
hANTECEDENTi =) hCONSEQUENT(S)i
The left hand side of the rule, hANTECEDENTi, contains the set of conditions
required for the rule to re, while the right hand side, hCONSEQUENT(S)i, is a set
of one or more resultant actions. When all of the left hand conditions of a rule are
satised by the facts in working memory, the rule is red by the inference engine and
all of its right hand actions are executed, which may modify the working memory.
When domain specic knowledge is available, an \expert system" is one of
the most common implementations of rule based systems. Domain knowledge is
explicitly integrated into the rule based system (stored as rules) through a process
called \knowledge engineering" [79]. Knowledge discussed in Section 2.3 and listed in
Table 2 are examples that were manually extracted and integrated into the system.
In this dissertation, the expert system is implemented through the C Language
Incorporated Production System (CLIPS). CLIPS is a standard rule based system
and has a well dened interface protocol with the C language. This allows addi-
tional functions to be written and integrated directly into the CLIPS shell, including
image processing, pattern recognition, and multispectral analysis functions. More
information can be found in [99, 40].
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Figure 6. Fuzzy Membership for Numbers Close to Ten.
2.5 Fuzzy Sets and the c-Means Clustering Algorithms
Fuzzy sets allow elements to have partial membership in multiple classes. In
classical (crisp) logic, an element either belongs or does not belong to a set A. In a
fuzzy set, however, a membership grade is associated with each element to reect the
degree to which the element belongs to set A. This fuzzy membership can have a value
anywhere between 0 (complete exclusion) and 1 (completemembership), inclusive. An
element with membership 0.6 belongs more to set A than an element with membership
0.59, although both belong only partially to the set. A membership grade may be
mapped into a qualitative concept in an application.
Figure 6 shows a fuzzy set dened to describe numbers that are \close to ten".
Given number a A, some elements of the set (in the form (hAi,grade (A))) are
f(h8i; 0:2), (h9i; 0:5), (h10i; 1:0), (h11i; 0:5), (h12i; 0:2) g. One may conclude that if
the membership grade of hAi is not less than 0.5, the number is \close to ten."
As stated in the introduction, the rst step in processing an input MR slice is
to apply the fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM) algorithm [13, 45] to achieve an initial
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segmentation of expected tissues within the MR slice. A brief review of the algorithm
is given as follows.
Given a data set of p tuples of reals fx
1
, x
2
, ..., x
n
g, which is to be partitioned
into c classes, a fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm (FCM) creates c fuzzy sets and a
set of c initial class centers fv
1
, v
2
, ... , v
c
g, each being p tuples of reals. The i
th
fuzzy
set has the form U
i
= f
i1
, 
i2
, ..., 
in
g, in which 
ik
represents that x
k
belongs to
the i
th
class with a membership grade 
ik
. The c fuzzy sets form the rows of a fuzzy
partition matrix U. FCM iteratively minimizes the following objective function:
J
m
=
n
X
k=1
c
X
i=1
(
ik
)
m
(d
ik
)
m
where
d
2
ik
= kx
k
  v
i
k
2
is any inner product norm metric. This leads to the clustering of the given data set
into c fuzzy sets. The iterative optimization is carried out as follows.
1. Initialize the cluster center matrix V,
2. Set b = 0,
3. If b 6= 0 calculate the c cluster centers v
(b)
i
with U
(b)
:
v
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il
=
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m
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4. Update U
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5. Compare U
(b)
and U
(b+1)
,
U =
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i=1
n
X
k=1
k
(b+1)
ik
  
(b)
ik
k
if U < , stop; otherwise, set b = b+ 1, go to step 3.
To start FCM by initializing the membership matrix U, steps 1-3 above can
be modied as follows:
1. Initialize the fuzzy partition matrix U,
2. Set b = 0,
3. Calculate the c cluster centers v
(b)
i
with U
(b)
:
v
(b)
il
=
P
n
k=1
(
(b)
ik
)
m
x
kl
P
n
k=1
(
(b)
ik
)
m
; l = 1; 2; :::; p:
In either initialization scheme, there are several parameters to be decided when
using FCM. In this system, they are: the weight given to the distance and membership
valuesm = 2, the stopping criteria  = 0:225, kx vk
2
= (x v)
T
(x v), the Euclidean
distance, and the matrix V
(0)
which is initialized as follows.
for i= 1 to s, where s is the number of features
nd MIN
i
, the minimum value for all x
i;1::n
nd MAX
i
, the maximum value for all x
i;1::n
end
for i= 1 to s
MIN
i
=MIN
i
 1:1
MAX
i
=MAX
i
=1:1
dene STEP
i
=
MAX
i
 MIN
i
c
end
for i= 1 to s
v
1;i
= STEP
i
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end
for j = 2 to c
v
j;1
=MAX
1
  (j   1)  STEP
1
for i= 2 to s
v
j;i
=MIN
i
+ (j   1)  STEP
i
end
end
The minimum value, MIN
i
, was multiplied by 1:1 and the maximum value,
MAX
i
, was divided by 1:1 to insure that all initial cluster centers were within the
input data range. A cluster center located outside the data range may prevent FCM
from converging to useful local extrema. The rst cluster center was set to STEP to
cover a known air cluster. The remaining clusters were initialized such that the rst
feature (T1) decreased as the remaining features (PD and T2) increased. This is to
reect knowledge in Section 2.2 that intra-cranial clusters of interest tend to decrease
in their T1-weighted centroid value as their PD and T2-weighted values increase.
2.6 Knowledge Propagation
Knowledge propagation expands single slice processing into volume-based ef-
forts by saving knowledge gained from processing a slice and using it as a guideline for
decisions in processing adjacent slices. For example, when a current slice's template
is being determined, the template model and, in some cases, shape of the intra-cranial
mask of the previous slice guides the decision process, allowing ineligible models to
be excluded through the template ordering heuristic described in Section 2.3. In
Template 5L slices, the intra-cranial mask from the Template 5 slice spatially nearest
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to the neck is used to recover intra-cranial clusters and guide tumor segmentation in
abnormal cases. Also, a Template 5L slice is considered only if its immediate neighbor
was found to contain tumor.
2.7 Relevant Image Processing Techniques
A data set of p tuples of reals of size n, fx
1
, x
2
, ..., x
n
g, can be viewed as
p feature images. Each feature image can be treated as a two-dimensional array f
x
1;1
, x
1;2
, ... , x
1;k
, x
2;1
, x
2;2
, ... , x
j;k
g and the product of the width j and height
k of the array equals n. Each image element is called a pixel. In this section, there
are two primary classes of pixels: \foreground" pixels are pixels of interest, while
\background" pixels are not. In this work, background pixels have a value of 0,
while foreground pixels receive a positive non-zero value. These binary images are
often treated as image \masks" which restrict processing to only foreground pixels
contained by a particular mask.
2.7.1 Morphological Operators
Morphological processing refers to operations where an input object (usually
binary) is modied by another object called a structuring element to reveal a more
useful or interesting shape [54, 103, 55]. The two fundamental operations are erosion
(	) and dilation (). Let B
x
denote that the structuring element is translated to
point x. The erosion operator of object X by structuring element B
x
is dened as
the set of all points x such that B
x
is included in X.
X	B = fx : B
x
2 Xg
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Similarly, the dilation operator of X by B
x
is dened as the set of all points x
such that B
x
hits X (having a non-empty intersection).
XB = fx : B
x
\
X 6= ;g
By combining erosion and dilation operations, two new operators, opening and
closing, can be created. The opening operator removes isolated objects and breaks
weak connections in components. It is an erosion operation followed by dilation, using
the same structuring element: (X	B)B. The closing operator, a dilation followed
by an erosion using the same structuring element, (XB)	B, connects small gaps
in components. In this work, whenever one of these operations was employed, the
structure element used was chosen to minimize the amount of change from the original
image while still achieving the desired eect.
When considering two binary images, X and Y, their union ([) is the binary
image in which each pixel x is a member in either X, Y, or both.
X [Y = fx : x 2 X OR x 2 Yg
In this system, the union of X and Y is called \merging" X and Y.
The intersection (\) of X and Y is the binary image in which all pixels x
belong to both X and Y.
X \Y = fx : x 2 X AND x 2 Yg
2.7.2 Image Reection
The geometric complement of a binary image is called its reection, producing
a mirror image of the binary image relative to the origin or axis of reection [55, 48].
Given a binary image X, its reection B
0
is symmetrical with B. That is:
X
0
= f xjx 2 Xg
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Figure 7. Connected Components in Image Space. Background pixels are white,
while foreground pixels are non-white. Figures (a) and (b) show the four-
and eight-wise neighbors of a pixel respectively. Figure (c) shows a binary
image with two spatial regions, while (d) shows their corresponding eight-
wise connected components marked with dierent patterns.
2.7.3 Connected Components
The MR images processed here are arranged as a 256256 rectangular grid and
a pixel is considered to be four- or eight-wise connected, if it has the same properties
(e.g., class value) as one of its four or eight neighbors, as shown in Figures 7(a) and
(b) [54]. Connectivity is a transitive relation: if pixels a and b are connected, and b
and c are connected, then a and c are also connected, regardless of whether a and c
are the nearest four or eight neighbors of each other. The type of connectivity must
be consistent. If a and b are four-wise connected, then b and c must be four-wise
connected also.
Figure 7(c) shows an example binary mask. Looking at pixel a in Region 1, pixel
a is said to be connected to a because there exists a path from a to b that is composed
entirely of foreground pixels. Pixel a cannot reach c in Region 2 however, without
crossing a background pixel. This connectivity of pixels allows spatial components to
be formed, such as in Figure 7(d), which indicates the distinct spatial regions of (c)
with dierent patterns.
Connected pixels are grouped to form connected components or regions, which
are used to extract boundaries and individual spatial regions in an image [54]. Once
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spatial components have been created, each component can be isolated and examined,
not on a pixel level, but on a collective level. Thus the six pixels in Region 2 of Figure 7
can be examined as a group, independent of the other foreground pixels. In this work,
each spatial component receives a unique \label," and is referred to as Region
a=1;:::;n
,
where n is the total number of connected components in the image.
The connected components operation is also used by this system to ll \holes"
within a foreground mask. Small holes can normally be lled with a suitably sized
dilation operation. Larger dilation operations, however, can distort the boundaries
of the original binary image, while using connected-components avoids this problem.
Given a binary image mask, it is pixel-wise inverted so that any foreground pixel
now occupies the background, and visa-versa. An eight-wise connected components
operation is performed and the largest foreground region (the air surrounding the
head) is removed. All other spatial components, holes in the image mask, are merged
with the original image mask, and the resultant image in pixel-wise inverted again so
that pixels of interest are foreground.
2.7.4 Median Filter
Given an image, each pixel of the image is replaced in the output image by
the median of the pixels contained by a window operator. A typical window is 3 3,
but this system also used 5  5 and 7  7 windows. Median lters are eective
in removing impulse noise in images [54]. In this dissertation, median lters are
applied to binary images to remove small isolated areas for simplifying connected
components operations and to smooth an object's boundary after a morphological
operation. While median lters can operate in a grayscale environment, they are
used here in a binary context.
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A variation of the erosion operation that mimics the median lter was also
added. Called \wiping," it was designed to remove small or isolated pixels, while
leaving most pixels connected to larger components intact, without the need for the
median lter's sorting step. Given an m  n window, with the center element the
pixel under consideration, the total number of foreground pixels within the window
is counted and compared against a threshold. If the total number is less than the
threshold, the center element is removed. Otherwise, it is left in place.
2.7.5 Thresholding
The image processing tools used above consider pixels only in a binary and spa-
tial context, without regard to the particular feature values each pixel might contain.
One of the most important problems in image processing is to separate foreground
regions of interest from the rest of the image and thresholding is one of the simplest
\object-background separation" tools available [55]. Given a grayscale image, or in
the context of multispectral data, a particular feature image F , a binary image F
T
can be created where the corresponding feature value of each pixel in F
T
is greater
than a threshold T . Formally:
F
T
[i; j] =
(
1 if F [i; j]  T
0 otherwise
The MR domain is a multispectral domain, so thresholding can be done on any single
feature image. Thus, a pixel survives only if its signal intensity value in a particular
feature is greater than the intensity threshold for that feature.
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Figure 8. Bi-orthogonal Thickness. The BT's of three example objects are shown.
2.7.6 Bi-orthogonal Thickness
Bi-orthogonal thickness, BT (x; y), was dened by Li [70, 71] to be the lesser
of the vertical (Y) and horizontal (X) thickness of a spatial object or component at
point (x; y). In most cases, (x; y) is the centroid of the object. Figure 8 shows the
BT of some example objects. The BT of the circular object is its diameter, while
the rectangular area has a BT of the lesser of its width and length. The BT of the
irregular object is the lesser of w1 and w2. To apply bi-orthogonal thickness to a
tissue or cluster with multiple spatial components, BT is dened to be the maximum
BT (x; y) of all components in the image. For example, if the three objects shown in
Figure 8 were in the same image and belonged to the same class, then the BT of that
class would be the maximum of d, w and w1. BT's are used to detect white matter
splitting in Section 4.3.3.1.
2.8 System Overview
To better illustrate the systems' organizations, they are presented at a more
abstract level. The systems for both pathology detection and tumor segmentation
employ a paradigm called \iterative processing" where a particular goal is achieved
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through a series of processing stages, rather than a single classication step. Each
of these processing stages locates and removes easily identiable pixels, allowing the
system to concentrate on the remaining (fewer) pixels.
2.8.1 Pathology Detection in Slices Below the Ventricles
Figure 9 shows the primary processing stages for pathology detection in the
\lower" slices. Chapter 4 gives a more detailed description of these processing steps.
After clustering the raw data with the FCM algorithm, the initial segmentation
is passed to Stage One, which separates clusters primarily containing pixels belonging
to extra-cranial tissues from those clusters with mostly intra-cranial pixels. This
separation is based on anatomical knowledge concerning the spatial organization of
extra-cranial tissues such as skin, fat, and muscles versus parenchymal brain tissues
and CSF. An initial intra-cranial mask is created and rened by removing extra-
cranial pixels that were misplaced into an intra-cranial cluster.
Stage Two determines the Template of the slice, based initially on the shape of
the intra-cranial mask, then through the internal structures of the brain's soft tissues.
Once its Template has been determined, the corresponding qualitative model can be
assigned.
In Stage Three, each pixel within the intra-cranial mask is mapped with its class
label from the initial FCM segmentation step, allowing each intra-cranial cluster to
be analyzed, but only with those pixels truly belonging to the intra-cranial region.
The system then compares the slice with its qualitative model. If a deformation is
found, the slice is labeled as abnormal and sent to the tumor segmentation system.
Otherwise, the slice is labeled normal and processing halts.
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Raw MR image data: T1, PD, and T2-weighted images.
Cluster labels are mapped back onto pixels
within the intra-cranial mask.  Each cluster 
can then be examined separately.  Deviations 
from qualitiative models denote abnormal 
slice (such as the failure of symmetry along 
the vertical axis, shown below).  Abnormal 
slices are passed to the tumor segmentation 
system.
STAGE THREE
The slice’s template is initially identified
based on the shape of the intra-cranial
mask.  The mask is refined to verify
expected intra-cranial tissues, which are
then used to confirm the slice’s template.
STAGE TWO
Separation of clusters containing primarily
extra-cranial tissues from clustering with
mostly intra-cranial tissues forms an
initial intra-cranial mask.  The brain is
extracted and the mask refind based 
on spatial knowledge.
STAGE ONE
Initial segmentation
by unsupervised
clustering algorithm.
Mask after initial
cluster separation.
Extracted intra-
cranial mask.
Pixels mapped
onto intra-
cranial mask.
Detected
abnormality.
Figure 9. Overview of Pathology Detection for Slices Below the Ventricles.
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2.8.2 Pathology Detection in Slices Above the Ventricles
Figure 10 shows the primary processing stages for pathology detection in the
\upper" slices. All of the knowledge described in Section 2.2 applies to both upper and
lower slices, as does some anatomical knowledge described in Section 2.3. Therefore,
many of the processing steps described in Chapter 4 for processing slices below the
ventricles are applicable here as well. A more detailed description of these pathology
detection steps by this author can be found in [20, 18].
1. After clustering the raw data with the FCM algorithm, clusters primarily con-
taining pixels belonging to extra-cranial tissues are separated from those clusters
with mostly intra-cranial pixels using a \quadrangle test," similar to the one
described in Section 4.2.1.
2. Once intra-cranial clusters are identied, white matter clusters are located using
knowledge that white matter has the lowest T2 value of all intra-cranial tissues
(Section 4.2.3). Possible white matter splitting is determined with a two-level
binary decision tree rst developed by Li in [70, 71] and used in Section 4.3.3.1
when detecting a transition between Template 1 and 4 slices.
3. If the slice being processed is not the initial/center slice, CSF is located by
searching for the intra-cranial cluster whose centroid is closest in T2 space to
the centroid of the CSF cluster in the initial slice (which has been completely
processed). Pathology can also be detected by noting that a normal CSF cluster
should have a low T1 value for its centroid, while a cluster containing enhancing
pathology will have a high T1 value for its centroid.
4. White matter and CSF are isolated and a slice template is assigned by counting
the number of signicant regions of CSF and \holes" in white matter (regions
of CSF surrounded by white matter), determined by where the slice intersects
with the ventricles. For example, a Template 3 slice lies above the ventricles
and has no holes in white matter. If the initial slice is being processed, it can
be assumed the slice is Template 1.
5. Once a template is assigned to the slice, pathology detection begins by isolating
white matter and using \emitter lines" (Sections 4.3.3.2 and 4.4.3.2) to verify the
shape of white matter around the VA and along the inter-hemispheric ssure,
which is usually deformed in the presence of gross pathology. The symmetry of
white matter along the vertical axis is also veried.
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Raw MR image data: T1, PD, and T2-weighted images.
White matter is isolated and refined to examine 
its shape.   Deviations from qualitiative models 
denote an  abnormal slice.   If processing the initial
slice and white matter is normal, CSF (above)
is located by approximating the ventricle area 
and finding the cluster with the most pixels inside.  
Both CSF and white matter should be vertically 
symmetrical.  Abnormal slices are passed to 
the tumor segmentation system.
The white matter cluster(s) (left) are 
located and the slice’s template is 
assigned based on the number of 
significant CSF regions (right) and 
"holes" in white matter caused by 
CSF regions.   If processing the initial
slice,  the  slice is skipped and
assumed to be Template 1.
Separation of clusters containing primarily
extra-cranial tissues from clustering with
mostly intra-cranial tissues forms an
initial intra-cranial mask.  The brain is
extracted and the mask refined based 
upon spatial knowledge.
Initial segmentation
by unsupervised
clustering algorithm.
Image After Removing
Extra-Cranial Clusters
The initial slice is 
skipped in this step also
because CSF has yet to 
be located.  CSF in
the initial slice is located
below and  used as a
landmark in finding CSF
in other slices.
White matter here is deformed
by the presence of pathology.
Each gray matter cluster is isolated and
examined with a bi-orthogonal thickness
measure.  Normal gray matter should 
have no regions that are spatially "dense."
Abnormal slices are passed to 
the tumor segmentation system.
The image on
the right contains
pathology.
Figure 10. Overview of Pathology Detection for Slices Above the Ventricles.
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6. If the initial slice is being processed, the ventricle area is approximated with
\chain coding" [54] that searches along the white matter surrounding the VA for
the local extrema of each of the four horns in the ventricles. Figure 23(a) shows
an example of this approximation. CSF is located by nding the cluster with
the greatest number of pixels within the approximated VA. In all templates,
the CSF cluster should also be the intra-cranial cluster with the highest T2-
weighted centroid and should also be spatially symmetric along the vertical axis.
Violations of either condition indicate pathology.
7. Gray matter clusters are located between white matter and CSF in T2 space.
Each gray matter cluster is isolated and tested for pathology by noting that
a normal gray matter cluster is relatively \sparse" spatially, as dened by bi-
orthogonal thickness measure (Section 2.7.6), while pathology is more \com-
pact" grouped in image space.
2.8.3 Tumor Segmentation
Figure 11 shows the primary steps that take place in extracting tumor from
raw MR data. Chapter 5 describes the individual process steps. All slices processed
here had abnormalities detected within them and are passed onward to the tumor
segmentation system along with knowledge gained during pathology detection. Slices
that are free of abnormalities are not processed further. Figure 11 refers to pathology
detection as Stage Zero.
The tumor segmentation system has ve primary steps. Stage One creates
an image mask of the intra-cranial region from the rest of the MR image based on
information provided by Stage 0 and recaptures any lost pathological pixels misclas-
sied into an extra-cranial cluster during initial segmentation. Since pixels of air, fat,
muscle, etc. are not of interest, only pixels within this mask are considered in Stage
Two.
An initial tumor segmentation is produced in Stage Two through a combination
of the application of histogram thresholds on the T1 and PD feature images. The
actual thresholds used are not xed, but automatically adjust to the slice's properties.
The initial tumor segmentation is passed on to Stage Three, which processes only
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Raw MR image data: T1, PD, and T2-weighted images.
Radiologist’s hand
labeled ground truth 
tumor.
Tumor segmentation 
refined using ‘‘density 
screening.’’
STAGE THREE
Initial tumor segmentation 
using adaptive histogram 
thresholds on intracranial 
mask.
STAGE TWO
Intracranial mask created 
from initial segmentation
to reclaim possible lost
tumor pixels.
STAGE ONE STAGE 0
    Pathology Detection.
Slice tissues are located 
and tested.  Slices with 
detected abnormalities 
(such as in the white matter 
class shown) are segmented 
for tumor. Slices without 
abnormalities are not 
processed further.
Initial segmentation
by unsupervised
clustering algorithm.
White matter class.
Removal of ‘‘spatial’’ 
regions that do not 
contain tumor.   
STAGE FOUR
Final thresholding in T1
spectrum.  Remaining 
pixels are labeled tumor 
and processing halts.  
STAGE FIVE
Figure 11. Overview of the Tumor Segmentation System.
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those pixels contained in the new mask. A \density screening" operation in Stage
Three removes more unwanted pixels based on the observation that pixels of normal
tissues are grouped more closely together in feature space than tumor pixels.
Stage Four continues tumor segmentation by separately analyzing each spatially
disjoint \region" in image space created by a connected components operation. Those
regions found to contain no tumor are removed and the remaining regions are passed
to Stage Five for application of a nal threshold in the T1 spectrum. The resulting
image is considered the nal tumor segmentation and can be compared with a ground
truth image.
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CHAPTER 3
RELATED WORK
The extensive use of magnetic resonance brain imaging has drawn increasing
attention to the subject of the segmentation and labeling of MR slices and volumes.
Thus, a variety of approaches to the problem of segmenting MR brain data have been
taken, though these eorts remain largely experimental, especially in pathological
cases. The segmentation techniques that have been explored can be placed into two
primary categories based on the kind of data to which they are applied: single contrast
data, where only a single MR pulse sequence was used, and multispectral data where
more than one MR pulse sequence is used. This chapter will briey review some of
those eorts.
Many of these eorts deal only with normal cases. The primary focus of this
dissertation is segmentation of enhancing tumor, making comparisons between the
two inappropriate. This knowledge-based system can do complete tissue labeling of
some slices, however, results of which can be found by this author in [20, 18]. Of
the segmentation eorts that deal with patient cases, most do not quantify their
performance against ground truth, instead using other methods such as visual in-
spection or \agreeability" between segmentations over multiple trials. Those eorts
with quantiable results are reviewed here, then compared in Section 6.3.4 with the
knowledge-based system using the evaluation formula of the eort reviewed.
It should also be noted that some of the eorts dealing with patient volumes
segment multiple-sclerosis (MS) lesions. Since MS lesions are not cancerous, but
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regions of white matter demyelinization, they have dierent properties (such as a
lack of signicant edema, which can blur tumor boundaries) than gliomas. Therefore,
comparability between such systems and the knowledge-based system presented here
is limited since, in eect, they are performing dierent tasks.
3.1 Single Contrast Segmentation Methods
Methods have been developed for MR segmentation where only a single pulse
sequence is available. In these cases, the MR image is treated as a grayscale image and
can be processed with a number of image processing tools. Unfortunately, while these
methods can provide useful information and can segment various tissue types, they
are usually limited to tissues with relatively simple structures [36]. More complex
tissue types, such as pathology, generally require additional information that is found
in multispectral MR data [23]. Approaches that use multispectral data, however,
such as the system presented here, can use these single contrast techniques in a
multispectral context by applying them on multiple feature images and combining
their results.
3.1.1 Thresholding
Tsai, Majunath, and Jagadeesan [113] present an unsupervised system that
detects multiple-sclerosis (MS) lesions in PD and T2-weighted images. Knowledge
in the form of anatomical/structural information is used to guide low level image
processing operations, such as morphological operations, to extract the intra-cranial
region. Histogram analysis is also included to allow knowledge-based thresholding of
brain tissues. Over 200 images, mostly in the axial plane, were taken from eight case
studies (two normal, four with abnormal ventricle sizes, one with multiple lesions),
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but no clear distinction between training and test sets was made. Threshold selections
were based on histogram analysis, both in clinical studies and empirical observations,
of brain tissues. While the authors show success in labeling normals and detecting the
MS lesions, the results are not directly compared against any ground truth. Instead,
they state the segmentations are of \acceptable quality" according to radiologists.
Moreover, the authors only consider slices that intersect with the ventricle area.
In [107], Sukuki and Torikawa use \iterative thresholding" to extract the intra-
cranial region in axial slices. Two image sets were available. The rst consisted of
fourteen slices acquired using Inversion Recovery, while the second set consisted of
128 T1-weighted slices. A \goodness measure" checks anatomical boundaries of the
resulting segmentation and adjusts the thresholds if improvement is needed. The
system achieves the highest goodness measure in seven of the fourteen slices from
the rst set, and seven of the 128 slices in the second set. The remaining slices from
the rst set and 115 slices from the second achieved a sub-optimal, but satisfactory,
segmentation. Since only normal MR slices are tested, it is unknown if the method
is applicable to pathological tissues.
Although not in MR images of the brain, similar use of knowledge in threshold-
ing was done by Kobashi and Shapiro [64, 63] in extracting abdominal organs from
CT images on a training set of 100 images from ve patients and test set of 75 images
from three additional patients. Segmentation was graded qualitatively by the author
using grades A, B, or C to indicate the severity of mismatches. Kidney segmenta-
tions were given an A in 94% of the slices, while the spleen and liver segmentations
were given an A in 62% and 60% of the slices respectively. No quantitative values
were given to the grades by the authors, however, so the exact segmentation quality
required for an A is unknown.
Gong and Kulikowski [42] compare local binary thresholds versus global multi-
level thresholds for the tasks of extracting the intra-cranial region from an MR image
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and segmenting tumors and MS lesions. Forty PD-weighted and forty T2-weighted
images from ten patients (four slices from a sequence of scans from each patient) were
used to test the threshold methods for extracting the intra-cranial region from an MR
image. Forty-one PD and their respective T2-weighted images from ve patients were
used to test tumor segmentation, while only eight T2-weighted images were available
for segmenting MS lesions. The authors state the the thresholding methods were
developed in other works, and do not indicate if any of the images tested here were
used as training. Although the data was multispectral, the thresholding operations
were applied to the PD and T2 images separately and the multispectral information
was not exploited. According to the authors, the local thresholding method was
superior to the global method in segmenting MS lesions. The local method, however,
performed relatively poorly when segmenting brain tumors. The authors cite the
local method's dependence on edge detectability and within slice inhomogeneities
and note the global thresholding method as superior. Based on whether the target
region was separated from surrounding structures without over-segmentation, high
performance rates are shown. It should be noted, however, that their method did not
remove enhancing extra-cranial tissues or other intra-cranial regions spatially disjoint
from the tumor mass, both of which are addressed by the knowledge based system.
Furthermore, no direct comparison with any ground truth was made, so their system's
segmentation accuracy is unknown.
Brummer [12] proposes a system that recomputes threshold values from initial
sub-optimal segmentations using parametric curve tting and histogram modica-
tion to estimate true tissue distributions. This approach was applied to coronal
T1-weighted images of six normal brain volumes, approximately 35-40 slices per vol-
ume. It was also applied to an articial phantom of the ventricles. For the ventricle
phantom, the results show the system's ability to properly recompute the optimal
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threshold for extracting the articial ventricles given an initial sub-optimal segmen-
tation. For the normal volumes, the author shows how well the curve tting procedure
corresponds to the actual T1-weighted histogram. Only one of the six cases showed
poor correspondence between the tted curve and the actual histogram. No quan-
titative validation was made, nor did the author indicate what training was used or
how well it would perform in cases with gadolinium enhancement.
Pannizzo, Stallmeyer, et al. use histogram analysis to separate parenchymal
tissues from periventricular eusions, chronic MS lesions, and edema [94]. Before
this analysis is applied, however, a supervised edge-following algorithm is applied
to extract the intra-cranial region. Also, operator intervention is also needed to
determine whether the slice has a multi-exponential histogram distribution. A total
of seventy-two slices from ten patients were used, with all patients having at least one
follow-up scan for a total of fourteen transitions between scans. Multispectral MR
scans were taken, but the method appears to use only a single contrast image. Two
independent operators showed a mean agreement of 97% with a standard deviation
of 2:9%. For validating the growth/shrinkage of the MS lesions over time, the mean
results of the system were compared with clinical studies and agreement was found
in twelve of the fourteen transitions. No attempt was made, however, to distinguish
between new MS plaques and old MS plaques, edema, or other lesions.
Lim and Perbaum focus on manipulating T1 and T2 images, by approaches
such as image dierencing, to enhance tissue separation before interactively applying
thresholds for segmentation [74]. Thirty-four slices from ve normal male subjects
were examined and results were based on a ratio of the number of gray matter pixels
to white matter pixels. These ratios were then compared with similar ratios taken
from post-mortem studies. All ratios generated by the authors' system (1:07 - 1:18)
were found to be within the range of values given by the post-mortem studies (0:9
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- 1:3). Training/test slice distinction was not made and no pathological cases were
evaluated and only normal volumes were processed.
Finally, Kundu [66] takes an alternative approach to histogram analysis and
local thresholding by using an \optimal quantizer" design to set thresholds in CT
scan and x-ray images without having to compute the image histograms. Kundu
stated that the new design was computationally less expensive yet produced results
comparable to standard histogram based methods. The author, however, did not
provide the number of images this method was developed or tested over.
3.1.2 Texture Analysis
Kjr, Ring, Thomsen, and Henriksen [62] looked for signicant dierences be-
tween tissue types, both normal and pathological, in 6 volunteers and 88 patient cases
using a variety of texture measurements. Supervised regions of interest (ROI's) of
each brain tissue were selected from a number of parameter images, including calcu-
lated T1 and T2 images (images that approximate the \pure" T1 and T2 properties
of brain tissues, and are calculated from T1, PD, and T2-weighted images), and \am-
plitude" proton density images. A series of rst and second order texture methods
were then applied to each of these ROI's. The authors' goal was a simple study of how
well each texture method would discriminate between two tissue types (e.g., white
matter vs. CSF) and did not evaluate them on how well they would segment the
entire slice.
The FCM algorithm was modied by de Oliveira and Kitney [29] to use tex-
ture based features instead of signal intensity values in an unsupervised nonparametric
environment. Sixty-four sagittal slices of a human head were processed, but no in-
formation concerning their imaging parameters was provided by the authors. From
these sixty four sagittal slices, a single transaxial slice was generated and a total of
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four texture-based feature measurements were then calculated and added to the orig-
inal image, resulting in a ve-dimensional data set. Before textures were extracted,
however, the slice rst underwent a series of smoothing operations to enhance texture
uniformity while still avoiding signicant blurring. The authors based the quality of
results upon visual inspection and did not compare them with any ground truth.
Zuna, Harle, Schad, et al. [101] used a \layered" approach to iteratively segment
specic tissues in the brain image by using dierent texture measurements in dier-
ent feature images. Twelve patients with brain tumors were examined; with known
tumor histologies available in ten of these patients. Five patients were diagnosed
with primary glioblastomas while, ve others had tumors as a result of metastases.
A total of 113 texture samples were selected by radiologists from calculated T1 and
T2 parameter images, but the authors state that eective ROI's usually require at
least 200 pixels, which reduced the number of samples actually used to 78. These
tissue samples were then discriminated in a hierarchal fashion, where each \layer"
addresses a particular tissue type and uses a dierent texture feature in its decision
making process. The authors show discrimination rates of 95% or better between
the ROI's selected, but do not consider any test tissue samples. Since texture is a
statistical feature that requires a large number of pixels for a reliable value [46], it is
better suited to region identication and labeling than boundary delineation.
Markov random elds have been studied extensively as a model for texture
representation [55]. \Mixels" were dened by Choi, Haynor, and Kim [17] as voxels
(pixels with volume) that suered from the partial volume eect, when multiple tissue
types are contained in the same pixel/voxel. By assuming a Gaussian distribution in
signal intensity, a Markov random eld is used to create a \mixel" image model to
statistically classify the major intra-cranial tissues in partial normal brain volumes,
based on manually selected training pixels. The authors do not state the number
of training images used and testing was performed by creating simulated brain MR
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images based on the mean tissue distributions of the training cases with white Gaus-
sian noise added. Use of Markov random elds have also been attempted by Leahy,
Hebert, and Lee [68]. Some, however, have noted that accurate estimation of model
parameters is often dicult [129]. Attempting to estimate parameters for structures
with far a less uniform distribution than normal intra-cranial tissues would be even
more problematic.
3.1.3 Edge Detection
Bomans, Hohne, Tiede, and Riemer [8] extend a Marr-Hildreth operator into
3D and show that the operator's zero-crossings are related to anatomical surfaces.
Five image volumes with 128 slices per volume were tested, with the signal intensity
values linearly scaled from 12 to 8 bits and interpolated to achieve isotropic gray
level values. These images were also examined to determine the optimal size of the
Marr-Hildreth operator. Morphological lters and a connected-components algorithm
are then used to rene the detected edges. Contour correction and labeling is per-
formed interactively, so no direct ground truth comparison was made and only normal
volumes were processed.
Wu and Leahy [131, 130] use network ow theory to implement edge contour
nding that overcomes the shortcomings of Marr-Hildreth or local intensity dierence
models. A hierarchal adjacency graph is constructed from potential edge elements
and each vertex represents a homogeneous region in the image. Network ow is used
to nd graph arcs with the greatest strengths (probability that two vertices belong
to the same tissue) and remove arcs with weaker strengths. Tumor segmentation is
shown, but only one PD-weighted slice was processed, so the method's robustness
over a range of images is not known.
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Gibbs, Buckley, Blackband, and Horsman [41] examine T1-weighted images
and segment enhancing inter-cerebral gliomas in seventeen volumes of ten patients.
Only slices known to contain tumor are considered. Supervised thresholding approx-
imating the boundary between tumor and non-tumor tissues, followed by a Sobel
lter, provides the initial segmentation. The edge strength of the Sobel lter is then
added as information for a region growing algorithm to rene the tumor boundaries.
Statistical measurements and a nearest neighbor lter complete the segmentation.
Experiments were run with two operators, with one and three trials respectively. Tu-
mor volumes are calculated for segmentations using only the threshold method and
after the region growing step respectively, to compare their level of agreement. Of
the seventeen volumes studied, only one case was shown to have \clear" disagreement
between volumes with and without the region-growing step, which was attributed to
inferior enhancement of the image. No clear benchmark for \agreement" is provided,
however. Three patients had followup scans, two, one, and one respectively. Of the
four transitions, only one transition was uniformly tracked. Without ground-truth,
however, it is dicult to quantitatively evaluate their system's performance.
Dellepiane [30] and Ra and Newman [96] suggest that edge detection methods
are unlikely to provide reliable segmentation of complex structures like tumors. This
would hold especially true for tumors with extremely diuse boundaries. In fact, Gong
and Kulikowski [42] cite edge quality as the primary reason for the poor performance
of their local thresholding method.
3.2 Multispectral Segmentation Methods
Multispectral data sets contain a series of dierent pulse sequence images, each
with its own tissue contrast characteristics. Therefore, segmentation methods should
be able to exploit the multidimensional information contained by each pixel.
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3.2.1 Clustering and Nonparametric Pattern Recognition
A variety of clustering techniques have been investigated in detail by Bezdek,
Clarke, Hall, Velthuizen, Vaidyanathan, Bensaid, et al. in a number of papers [6,
25, 26, 126, 23, 114, 117]. These techniques included both hard and fuzzy c-means
(FCM) [7], approximate FCM [13], iterative least squares clustering [47], and split
FCM [126]. A \semi-supervised" FCM (ssFCM) [4] was also examined. The ssFCM
algorithm allows training pixels to be selected as class exemplars and \weighted" to in-
uence the clustering process. A commonly used supervised nonparametric classier,
the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm, and a commercially available supervised
seed growing method, ISG Allegro (from ISG Technologies, Toronto, Canada), were
also included for comparison purposes. Resulting segmentations were compared with
radiologist labeled ground truth.
From these eorts, a number of conclusions were made. The rst is that super-
vised methods introduce the signicant problem of operator variability in selecting
training sets. In estimating tumor volumes, the kNN and ssFCM methods showed
approximately 9% and 6% intra-operator variability, respectively. Inter-operator vari-
ability was 5% for kNN and 4% for ssFCM. The ISG method showed an even larger
variability, which was as high as 15% [117]. The other problem with supervised meth-
ods is that selecting good training examples can be time consuming, depending on
the complexity of the data. Since unsupervised methods do not use training, they
do not suer from these problems and oer \reproducibility," meaning that given
a particular data set, the same segmentation will be achieved every time the data
is processed. Unsupervised methods, however, can have problems arriving at mean-
ingful segmentations [126, 123]. \Validity-guided" clustering (VGC) was proposed
in [3, 123] to address this problem by evaluating the \validity" of clusters to be mea-
sured based on within-class homogeneity and between-class separation. While VGC
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did show improvement over FCM, some tumors were still undetected [123]. Results
of the knowledge-based system are compared with those generated by kNN, ssFCM,
and ISG in Chapter 6.
The reviews addressed both segmentation within a single slice as well as tumor
volume estimation. Additional eorts were made by Velthuizen, Phuphanich, et al.
in [126] to segment the volume as an entire data set using kNN and both hard and
fuzzy c-means clustering. Results showed, however, that there appears to be enough
data inter-slice inhomogeneity to prevent satisfactory segmentation. Hall, Bensaid, et
al. [45] compared standard and approximate fuzzy c-means clustering with a super-
vised feed-forward cascade correlation neural network. The resulting segmentations
were submitted to radiologists for evaluation and while there was some intra- and
inter-expert variability, the fuzzy c-means segmentations were generally considered
superior to the neural network. Li [70, 71] used a knowledge-based expert system to
automatically detect pathology and label normal tissues (after FCM segmentation) in
a small range of MR slices that intersected the ventricles. A number of contributions
made in Li's work are used in the system presented here.
Problems with observer variability were also shown by Vinitski and et al.
in [127]. The kNN method was applied to articial phantoms and human MR vol-
umes (ve normals, three patients with tumor, four patients with MS lesions). Inter-
observer variability ranged between 6.6% and 9.3%, while intra-observer variability
was found between 8.3% and 10.4%. Kikinis, Shenton, Gerig, et al. [60] used manual
labeling and the kNN method to segment 15 male volunteers, one patient with MS
lesions, and a neuro-surgical patient. Five observers chose the kNN training sam-
ples and also manually labeled certain slices for comparison. Manual segmentations
showed pixel-by-pixel overlap of 86:2%, while the kNN segmentations were better
with 92:4%. The authors also showed that inter-observer variability when selecting
training ROI's generally decreases as observers gain more experience.
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Eorts into clustering based segmentation have also been made by other re-
searchers. \Contextual fuzzy clustering" (CTFCM) was proposed by Keht, Chun,
Hayman, and Wendt [59]. Knowledge is directly introduced into the clustering pro-
cess by adaptively adjusting the membership matrix of an individual voxel by con-
sidering the memberships of its surrounding neighbors. The method requires training
to establish the knowledge constraints, but the algorithm is otherwise unsupervised.
The method was rst applied to an image phantom created by suspending a hard-
boiled chicken egg in a bowl of gelatin. The CTFCM segmentations were compared
to the results of other classiers, such as Bayesian, hard c-means, kNN, FCM, and
thresholded FCM. The authors show that the CTFCM method best estimated the
volume (based on water displacement) of the entire egg, as well as yolk and egg white
separately. Ten sets of axial MR slices of the brain were taken from four normal
subjects and then clustered. The resulting segmentations were then given to a radi-
ologist, who graded each slice on a scale of 1 to 10. The CTFCM method was shown
to have an average rating of 10.0, while the second best method was FCM with an
average rating of 6.5. Although the authors do not state the number of clusters used
in their experiments, Section 4.1 discusses the problems encountered with FCM when
using a one-to-one correspondence between the number of clusters and tissue classes,
as well as how the problem was addressed in this system.
Brandt, Bohan, Kramer, et al. [10] examined hydrocephalic (excess CSF, re-
duced white matter) children with a variant of the FCM algorithm suited for texture
identication. Only the PD and T2 images were used and the m parameter men-
tioned in Section 2.5 was optimized for the image sets they used. The authors also
manually masked out all extra-cranial tissues before clustering, and removed low-level
intensity noise using operator thresholding on the T2 image. Results were veried
by comparing the mean distribution of brain tissues of three hydrocephalic volumes
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against three \control" volumes and showed that the hydrocephalic cases did have a
reduced level of white matter and increased amount of CSF.
Although they do not segment MR images, Sridhar and Murty [105] also in-
troduce knowledge into clustering with their \deductive clustering" algorithm. An
inheritance network is used to explicitly store and represent domain knowledge about
input objects. This domain knowledge, both conceptual and contextual, guides the
clustering algorithm, allowing for human-oriented segmentations.
3.2.2 Knowledge-Based Segmentation
Raya [97] designed a rule-based system to segment and quantitatively estimate
major brain structures. Low-level features from PD and T2 images were extracted to
enhance the separation of voxels. Classes representing specic tissues are then created
with each voxel in the image given a \condence," similar to a fuzzy membership,
in each class. The condence levels establish a hierarchal order, allowing voxels with
higher condence to aid classication of voxels with lower condence levels. Several
slices were tested, though the author did not indicate exactly how many, nor was a
separation of training and testing data made. Results were qualitatively based on
comparing the system's segmentation with the original raw data.
Sonka, Tadikonda, and Collins [104] over-segment T1-weighted images using
edge based region growing with operator adjusted smoothing parameters. A genetic
algorithm then interprets the edge structures to provide nal segmentation. A set
of 28 normal slices was available, with twenty of these slices randomly selected for
training and the remaining eight slices as testing. Segmentation accuracy was judged
by area and labeling errors of seventeen neuroanatomic structures, with errors found
to be relatively small. The authors acknowledge the limitations of a priori knowledge
about brain structures, positions, and relationships when considering pathological
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cases. Genetic algorithms were used by Velthuizen [124] to extract the best features
and nd a global solution for the optimization function of a particular classier, such
as FCM. A number of optimization functions were also tested, such as J
m
and cluster
covariance. Multiple scans from ve pathological subjects were examined and the
genetic algorithm based method improved performance in FCM segmentations, but
not with other classiers.
A fuzzy rule-base is used by Namasivayam [87, 89, 88] to presegment normal
multispectral slices. Histograms are analyzed in T1, PD, and T2 feature images and
fuzzy sets are created to represent specic tissues. Pixels with high memberships in a
particular tissue are labeled and used to initialize the semi-supervised FCM [4] algo-
rithm to classify the remaining unlabeled pixels. Edge detection based methods are
used to weight the PD histogram in abnormal slices with reduced tissue contrast. The
fuzzy rules were generated from a training set of six normal slices from 5 volunteers
and 4 abnormal slices from 4 patients. The system was tested on 33 slices from 8 vol-
unteers and 62 slices from 7 patients. Using kNN segmentations as a pseudo-ground
truth, the fuzzy system was evaluated by comparing its segmentations with those of
the same slice using standard FCM. Overall, the fuzzy system produced comparable
results to the kNN method, but required only one-fth the computation time. The
fuzzy system's results are also comparable to segmentations generated by this knowl-
edge based-system in [18]. A similar rule-based system was originally introduced by
Chang, Hillman, et al. [14, 15, 50]. The number of slices tested was limited, however,
considering only a single human MR image and rat brain image respectively.
Dellepiane, Venturi, and Vernazza [31] used fuzzy image modeling to describe
tissue-specic features. Fuzzy membership sets cover slice information such as tissue
gray levels, region shapes and size, and general anatomical structures. Anatomical
information is stored in a hierarchy similar to a semantic net. Additional analogical
and propositional knowledge is used to map segmented regions to labels. The models
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for pathological slices were generated from a training set of three slices, with regions
and structures of interest manually assigned to the proper class. An additional slice
was used for testing. A confusion matrix for the test case was created between a
manual segmentation and the system's segmentation. Results show no error in lesion
segmentation, but the lesion segmentation generated by their system did not remove
surrounding extra-cranial tissue. Error was also found between other anatomical
structures.
Knowledge-based image models were also used by H. Li, Deklerck, and et al. [72]
to segment CT images. A \domain blackboard" is created to hold information prim-
itives gathered by low level image processing tools. Analogical and propositional
knowledge map the image primitives to brain model objects. CT volumes were ac-
quired from eight normal subjects with each volume comprising 14 slices. Five sets
were used as training while the remaining three sets were saved for testing. Results are
validated by comparing the automatic segmentation of major anatomical structures
against manually labeled segmentations of the same structures. Dierent structures
of interest were found in dierent slices, so comparisons were made on a per volume
basis. For the training set, a maximum of 5:94% was found, while the test set had
up to 7:82% error. Only normals were processed, however, and the authors do not
discuss how such a system would handle abnormal cases.
Menhardt and Schmidt [82] combine a frame-based knowledge base and an
inference engine to automate interpretation (labeling) of anatomical regions. The
process of segmentation is divided into a series of sub-steps with the appropriate
knowledge, such anatomical constraints, location, and histogram distributions, in-
cluded to guide the process. Segmentations are then \interpreted" in semantic terms
that are meaningful to radiologists, though no direct validation of these interpreta-
tions is oered. The system was developed on textual and pictorial data from subjects
diagnosed with with MS or brain tumors. Menhardt also creates \iconic fuzzy sets"
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in [81] that are similar to the fuzzy partition matrix U in FCM, but also containing
more abstract domain knowledge. The \iconic fuzzy sets" are then considered by a
knowledge base that classies each MR pixel individually, rather than as a cluster.
Low-level properties embedded within a rule-based system were also implemented by
Nazif and Levine [90], though for robot vision, not MR images, by using basic image
processing operations to extract image properties for an expert system to analyze and
label ROI's.
3.2.3 Statistical/Parametric Methods
Much of the earliest work in MR segmentation has been in the area of statistical
or parametric methods. Vannier and his group in [120, 119] compared a number
of segmentation methods, from maximum log likelihood to unsupervised clustering,
but their primary goal was the understanding of tissue distributions in a particular
pulse sequence, such as those listed in Table 2. They note in [119] a computer's
ability to achieve unsupervised partitions, in 35 patient cases, that correspond well
with subjective evaluations of expected tissue distributions. Gerig, Martin, Kikinis,
et al. [38, 39] also focused on the distribution and separability of the MR pixels in
feature space, most notably how advancements in MR scanners have led to tighter and
more compact clusters. The authors advocate unsupervised methods, when optimal
image data is available, since they do not rely on manual intervention/training and
oer reproducibility.
Fletcher-Heath, Barsotti, and Hornak [35] drew manual boundaries between
tissue types in 20 volunteers, ranging from 17 to 72 years in age, to allow their
distributions to be analyzed. Their goal was to nd a range of calculated T1, PD,
and T2 values that best dened tissue cluster boundaries. Segmentation was achieved
by interactively manipulating these calculated values from a specic tissue cluster
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(located by examining the histograms of inverse T1 and T2 feature images) until
optimumclassication was found. Although no ground truth was used for comparison,
the authors found a high correlation between volunteers for the locations of major
tissue clusters in feature space, locations which were consistent with the knowledge
described in Section 2.2.
Statistical estimations of tissue distributions have also been applied towards
segmentation. Taxt, Lundervold, et al. segmented uterine corpus tumors in [112].
A c-means clustering algorithm initially partitioned an MR image of a female uterus
into 20 to 40 clusters, with clusters belonging to the same tissue manually grouped
together. Probability density models of major tissues were then constructed from
these groupings. Classication based on these densities was done using a Bayesian
framework. The probability models were constructed from a set of nine healthy
volunteers, four male and ve female, and seven female patient cases. Three dierent
uterine tumor types were found in the training set, and a probability model was
constructed for each. This allowed the systems to predict the specic type of tumor
found in nine additional test cases, as well actually segment the tumor from the
image. The tumor type predicted by multispectral analysis was generally conrmed
by subsequent histopathological examination. Larger degrees of error were found,
however, when comparing the actual sizes (largest diameter in millimeters) of the
tumors. Taxt and Lundervold also take a similar approach in examining MR images
of the brain in [110, 111] using ve MR channels. Correct classication rates of tissues
was shown to be between 71% and 90%. Only a single training and test image were
used respectively, however, so the robustness of the probability models is unknown.
Kamber, Shingal, et al. [57] use a 3D geometric probability model of brain
tissues to segment MS lesions. Probabilities are based on a combination of pixel in-
tensity and location within the brain and were originally generated from a training set
of 12 volunteers. Twelve patients with MS lesions were then examined using a variety
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of classiers, including minimum distance, Bayesian, and pruned and unpruned deci-
sion trees. Their respective MS lesion segmentations were compared against manually
labeled ground truth (with intra-observer variability of 3-5%). Articial MS lesion
phantoms were also used to make comparisons while avoiding observer variability. In
terms of error rate, the Bayesian classier performed the best, though all four methods
had less than 5% error. A combination of contour tracing and statistical analysis was
attempted by Holden, Steen, and Lundervold [51]. To build the classier, parametric
estimations of the major tissue classes were generated from a set of calibrated images
from 11 dierent training subjects and 15 slices of a single metastatic tumor MR
volume. Diculties were shown in properly segmenting the tumor and the authors
suggest remedies for this problem.
Wells, Grimson, Kikinis and Jolesz [128] use a variant of the maximum likeli-
hood method called expectation maximization (EM) they call \adaptive segmenta-
tion." Knowledge of tissue properties and within slice intensity inhomogeneities are
used by the EM algorithm to correct MR image inhomogeneities and enhance sepa-
ration of tissues in feature space. The actual segmentation process is then performed
by an automatic nonparametric classier. Considering slices with intra and inter-scan
inhomogeneities, signicant improvement in segmentation quality is shown. The au-
thors state the method has been used \eectively" in over 1000 brain scans, but do not
indicate how many slices were used to generate the probability models or how many
slices were normal/pathological, making comparisons with the knowledge-based sys-
tem here dicult. Only a single sagittal PD slice was quantitatively compared with
manually labeled ROI's (of white and gray matter only) from ve raters. These ROI's
were obtained by selecting pixels whose label (white or gray matter) was the same
in at least four of the ve manual segmentations. A 19-23% dierence is reported,
consistent with inter-observer dierences. The results of a supervised segmentation
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technique (by the same observers) is also included. The adaptive method was found
to agree more closely with the manually labeled images.
An EM algorithm is also used by Lundervold and Storvik [80] to segment brain
parenchyma and CSF ventricles. Training voxels are acquired via a c-means clustering
of a single training slice, and the tissue parameters are then estimated by the EM
algorithm. Models of dynamic contours stored in a Bayesian framework are used to
perform the actual classication. Ten additional slices from ten patients were used
for testing purposes, and satisfactory segmentation (based on visual inspection) was
achieved in a majority of the slices. Failures occurred when model assumptions were
violated, either by the presence of pathology, signal abnormalities, or the shapes of
the ventricles did not match. Also, model assumptions limit the ranges of slices the
method can be applied to.
Cohen, Andreasen, et al. used supervised ROI's to create linear discriminant
functions in PD and T2-weighted normal slices [27]. The authors, however, focus more
on the eects of observer variability, reproducibility between the same and dierent
MR coils, multiple training classes, and other factors. For example, inter-observer
reliability was tested by having two independent observers select training regions for
the same 10 subject image set and found to have between 79-96% agreement for major
brain tissues, while intra-observer agreement was rated at 61-96%.
Johnston, Atkins, Mackiewich, and Anderson [56] use a stochastic relaxation
based method called \iterated conditional modes" (ICM) to search for MS lesions.
The ICM method is supervised, using manually drawn tissue ROI's (within each slice)
to guide it, and can operate on either a PD or T2-weighted image, or both. A slice's
raw data is rst pre-processed to correct MR-coil inhomogeneities and extract the
intra-cranial region from the rest of the image. The ICM method is then iteratively
applied to rst segment white matter (where 95% of all MS lesions occur) from the
rest of the brain, then the MS lesions from white matter. After the ICM algorithm
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is applied, post-processing, in the form of morphological operations, is applied to
rene the MS lesion boundaries. Dual-echo (PD and T2-weighted) slices from ve
MR volumes, with 21-27 slices found in each volume, were processed and a similarity
index is used for system evaluation by comparing the system's lesion segmentation
to a manual lesion segmentation for the same slice. Values ranged between 0:2 (very
poor) and 0:8 (excellent) with an average of 0:505. The authors note that slices that
were segmented with both a PD and T2-weighted image performed much better than
slices where only a PD-weighted image was available.
Karssemeijer [58] also uses this model, though his system searches for abdom-
inal tissues in CT and x-ray scans. Error was rated at less than 7% in identifying 12
major structures of interest when compared with manually segmented images. The
author did not, however, indicate how many images were tested. A linear transfor-
mation using operator selected training exemplars was proposed by Kohn, Tanna,
and et al. [65]. Some have noted that such a method works well for normals, where
tissue distributions are stable, but performs poorly when dealing with pathological
cases [122]. In fact, the greatest obstacle with parametric methods is generating
reliable probability density models for pathological slices.
3.2.4 Neural Networks
Some researchers have turned to the use of articial neural networks as a means
of learning the characteristics of MR data that may be too complex to capture with
clustering or statistical methods. Li, Bhide, and Kabuka use a boolean neural network
(BNN) to implement a variation of c-means clustering to provide an initial segmenta-
tion [73]. Image based knowledge is then integrated into a constraint satisfying BNN
to merge and label the regions. Their hybrid system is shown compare favorably to
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a Hopeld neural network and traditional simulated annealing and achieves segmen-
tation in fewer iterations. Only two normal MR images were tested, however, and
the method required operator selected training vectors, so the method's robustness is
unknown.

Ozkan, Dawant, and Maciunas [93] included x-ray computer tomography as
an additional feature image in a feed-forward network trained with pixels correctly
labeled by a pretrained classier. A back-propagating network (BPN) is compared
with a maximum likelihood classier (MLC) on MR and CT slices from normals
(the number was not specied) and two metastatic tumor patients with eight and
four slices respectively. Training ROI's were manually selected. For normal slices,
the BPN consistently showed less \noise" than the MLC and results showed the
BPN was able to more eectively generalize on a smaller training set. Pathological
cases were compared with manually labeled ground truth images provided by three
dierent \experts" and evaluated using a similarity index (dened in Section 6.3.4).
The BPN and MLC had an average similarity index of 53 and 46 respectively, while
inter-physician similarity was measured at 55. The authors acknowledge the diculty
in segmenting MR volumes as a single data set, stating that the mean intensity and
standard deviation changes signicantly while moving through the volume.
Kischell, Kehtarnavaz, et al. compared four neural networks in constructing a
neural network based expert system [61]. The supervised back-propagation (BPN)
and counter-propagation (CPN) networks were examined along with the unsupervised
Kohonen network and analog adaptive resonance theory ART2. The data set used
consisted of four coronal slices from each of 16 children, 4 normal, and 12 with mild
to severe head injuries that resulted in either macrocystic encephalomalacia or gliosis
lesions. Dual-echo data was used, but from the PD and T2 images, a total of nine
features were extracted, including signal union (PD+T2) and dierence images (PD-
T2), as well as energy and entropy based texture images. Pixels from each tissue
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of interest were manually selected from the data set to train the networks, with the
remaining pixels in the images acting as test data. Of the four networks tested, the
BPN method gave the best results, based on visual inspection. When compared to
expert observers (using an interactive segmentation method) for the discrimination
of brain tissues in normal cases, a 6% estimate of discrepancy was found between
the network and human observers. The BPN network also successfully detected the
two types of pathological lesions from normal brain tissues, but direct comparisons of
lesion measurement were not made. Alirezaie, Jernigan, and Nahmias [1] compare a
learning vector quantization (LVQ) network against back-propagation in segmenting
normal and abnormal MR volumes. Training pixels are selected in both methods and
the authors state that the LVQ method is faster and more robust across a number of
volumes, though they do not specify how many volumes that is.
Some researchers have taken an unsupervised approach to using neural net-
works. A Hopeld neural network was used by Zhu and Yan [132] to determine
tumor boundaries in T1-weighted axial MR images of the brain. After pre-processing
the volume slices with a low-pass lter, a \rst slice" is manually chosen, based on
the tumor's contrast (within a particular slice) to surrounding brain tissues. A rough
segmentation is generated by applying a threshold set to a T1 signal intensity greater
than that of the white matter in the image, though the authors do not specify whether
this is automatically or manually done. Image morphology (erosion and dilation) re-
moves all regions except tumor and creates an initial estimate of the tumor's contour.
This initial contour is then passed to the Hopeld network for renement. Knowledge
is propagated between slices by using the nal tumor boundary of a previous slice
to initialize segmentation of a current slice. Two MR volumes are processed, but
only slices known to contain tumor are considered and the automatic segmentations
are not compared with any ground truth. Furthermore, only T1-weighted images are
shown, so it is unclear if multispectral data is used.
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A Hopeld network was also used by Amartur, Piraino, and Takefuji [2] to
segment dual-echo (PD and T2-weighted) images. Their network was based on an
energy minimization function designed to allow for hyper-ellipsoidal cluster distri-
butions and slices (a single image from a normal volunteer and patient case each)
were processed multiple times, each for a dierent number of clusters. Segmentation
quality is based on visual inspection. Lin, Cheng, and Mao combine neural networks
and fuzzy clustering in [76]. A competitive learning network that employs a \winner
take all" scheme is integrated with a fuzzy clustering algorithm. In [75], they created
an unsupervised 2D Hopeld network that uses the FCM algorithm to eliminate the
need for nding weighting factors in the energy function.
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CHAPTER 4
DETECTING PATHOLOGY IN SLICES BELOW THE VENTRICLES
As stated in Chapter 3, attempts to cluster an MR volume as a whole produced
poor results due to data inhomogeneity [121]. Since within slice inhomogeneity is
acceptable with the G.E. scanner and protocol used in this work, as noted in Appendix
A, slices can be separately segmented and processed. Following the stages listed in
Figure 9, an MR slice is initially segmented by FCM and the soft tissues of the brain
are extracted. The intra-cranial region is then compared with previously dened
qualitative models. If a signicant deformation is detected within a tissue, the slice
is classied as abnormal. Otherwise, the system classies the slice as normal and
proceeds to the next slice (moving down the head) until all slices in the volume are
processed.
This is called automatic volume processing because there is no external in-
teraction once the volume processing has started. In fact, the system has only the
following requirements: (1) the initial slice has already been processed and the rst
slice considered by this system lies immediately below it; (2) pathology was enhanced
with a paramagnetic compound; (3) volume slices are processed in sequential order
to allow knowledge to be propagated from one slice to the next; (4) the head was
positioned in the coil (subject looking straight up) in a uniform manner, though not
in an exact position.
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4.1 Stage Zero: Initial Segmentation
Given an MR slice data set, the rst step is to generate an initial segmenta-
tion. All slices are deliberately \over-clustered" by the FCM algorithm into more
classes than tissue types after experiments by Li in [70, 71] showed that using a
one-to-one correspondence between the number of classes and tissue types resulted
in pixels belonging to dierent tissue classes often being placed into the same clus-
ter, especially in slices with signicant pathology. Over-clustering results in a level
of over-segmentation, where the same tissue type is split into two clusters, but it
reduces the probability and degree of mixed classes [70, 71]. Over-clustering does
not guarantee its prevention of under-segmentation, however, especially for objects
that are dicult to separate. Over-clustering may instead over-segment objects that
were properly clustered into a single class when using fewer clusters. Moreover, an
increase in the number of classes used for clustering will increase the amount of com-
putation time linearly in the number of clusters. Li [70, 71] empirically found that
using ten clusters resulted in satisfactory segmentation while keeping computational
costs down.
Once a slice is segmented with FCM, knowledge discussed in Section 2.2 can
be applied enabling the distribution of the cluster centers to be matched with corre-
sponding tissue labels. Figure 12 shows a typical example. Six characters are used
to represent classes of air and bone (A), extra-cranial tissues (B), white matter (W),
gray matter (G), pathology/tumor (P), and CSF (C). Figures 12(b) and (c) show bet-
ter illustrations by projecting the cluster centers into T1 and T2 space and into only
the T2 spectrum respectively. By exploiting a \hierarchy" in feature space, through
a cluster's particular \rank" (in ascending order) in a particular feature, tissues of
interest can be more easily located. Once a possible tissue type has been located, it
may be veried and analyzed based on expected anatomical properties. It should be
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Figure 12. Class Centers for an Abnormal Slice: (a) T1, PD, and T2 Space, (b) in
the T1, T2 Plane, and (c) in the T2 Spectrum. A = Air and Bone; B =
Extra-cranial tissues; W = white matter; G = gray matter; C = CSF; P
= Pathology
noted that this hierarchy is based on the clusters' relative order in feature space and
not any particular value. This gives the extracted knowledge greater exibility since
it is not based on any particular FCM partition.
4.2 Stage One: Creating the Intra-Cranial Mask
In order to accurately detect abnormalities within the brain, analysis must be
limited to pixels that correspond to the intra-cranial region, which contain the brain's
soft tissues. Pixels belonging to extra-cranial tissues, such as air, skin, and fat are
not of interest. Therefore, given an initial FCM segmentation, the goal of Stage One
is to create an intra-cranial mask that contains only pixels belonging to soft brain
tissues. Once an intra-cranial mask is generated, a slice Template may be matched
to it and pathology detection may be performed.
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Figure 13. Separating Extra and Intra-Cranial Clusters. (a) Initial segmented image
with air already set to background (white); (b) a quadrangle overlaid on a
binary image of (a) after setting the lowest three T2 classes to background
(white) and the remaining classes to foreground (gray); (c) classes that
passed quadrangle test.
4.2.1 Extra and Intra-Cranial Cluster Separation
As shown in Figure 12, after a slice has been partitioned by the FCM algorithm,
each cluster will contain pixels belonging primarily to the same tissue type. Clusters
containing primarily extra-cranial pixels are not of interest and should be removed
from further consideration. Clustering will occasionally place an extra-cranial tissue
class between white matter and gray matter in T2 space, as shown in Figure 12(c),
preventing a simple T2 threshold from being used. Li [70, 71] used anatomical knowl-
edge that extra-cranial tissues surround the brain and are not found within the brain
itself. Therefore, if a gross estimate of the brain is created, then clusters consisting
of extra-cranial tissues will have very few pixels inside this estimated brain, while
clusters of intra-cranial tissues will have a signicant number.
Creation of the estimate of the intra-cranial region begins by noting in Fig-
ures 12(b) and (c) that the lowest three classes in T2 space, after sorting in ascending
order, belong either to air or a known extra-cranial tissue. These three classes can
automatically be set to \background" (which contain pixels not of interest) and a
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binary image can be created from the initial segmentation setting the the remaining
seven classes to foreground. Figure 13(a) shows a typical segmentation from FCM,
with clusters belonging to air already set to background (white). A binary image,
Figure 13(b), can be created by setting the remaining clusters to foreground (gray),
and shows a visible gap between extra-cranial tissues and the tissues of interest.
The centroid of the binary image is calculated to approximate the center of the
head [52], which is used as the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system that is overlaid
on the binary image, as shown in Figure 13(b). From the origin, the system moves
right along the X-axis from until a point (X
r
; 0) is found such that an 8 8 window
from (X
r
; 0) to (X
r
+ 7; 0) and centered around the X axis has K  25 background
pixels in the window, with L  5 background pixels in a single row. The point (X
r
; 0)
is referred to as the right inner point. A left inner point (X
l
; 0) can be found similarly,
as can top (0; Y
t
) and bottom (0; Y
b
) inner points, except that they operate along the
Y axis and the L background pixels must be found in a single column instead of a
row.
These four inner points produce a quadrangle as shown in Figure 13(b) and
provide the approximated intra-cranial region. To measure which clusters have a sig-
nicant number of its pixels within the quadrangle, each Cluster
i
(except the lowest
three T2 clusters, which were already marked as extra-cranial in creating the binary
image) has a \quadrangle percentage" (QP
i
) calculated by:
QP
i
=
Number of pixels of Cluster
i
within quadrangle.
Total number of pixels in Cluster
i
.
(4.1)
The QP of a cluster is compared against a threshold set according to the cluster's
rank in T2 space and the Template of the previous slice, shown in Table 4.2.1. The
threshold values used were set by examining the available training slices and deter-
mining the maximumQP values of known extra-cranial tissues and the minimumQP
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Table 3. Rules for Cluster Separation. If the percentage of the cluster's pixels
within the quadrangle is less than the threshold, the cluster is marked as
extra-cranial. Otherwise, it is marked as intra-cranial. Clusters with a T2
ranking of 3 or less are automatically marked extra-cranial.
Cluster's Rank in T2 Space Template of Previous Slice % Threshold
Rank  8 1,4, or 5 6%
Rank  7 1 or 4 13%
Rank  7 5 10%
values of known intra-cranial tissues and \splitting the dierence." In slices that do
not intersect the ventricles, clusters with a high T2 rank (8+, CSF and immediately
neighboring gray matter) are found along the periphery of the brain and are expected
to have a lower QP value. An adjustment was also needed for Template 5 slices since
a signicant amount of brain tissue is found in the temporal lobes, outside the quad-
rangle. If the cluster's percentage is less than the threshold, the cluster is marked as
extra-cranial. Otherwise, it is marked intra-cranial. The rst moment of the head
and the QP values of each cluster are saved for use in later processing steps.
4.2.2 Recovering Intra-Cranial Clusters in Template 5L Slices
After applying the quadrangle rules in Table 4.2.1, the clusters from the FCM
segmentation have been divided into a set of extra-cranial tissue classes, collectively
referred to as Group 1 clusters, and a set of intra-cranial tissue classes, known as
Group 2 clusters. There should be a minimum of three Group 2 clusters, one for
white matter, gray matter, and CSF respectively. If less than three Group 2 clusters
are found, then a deformation of the quadrangle has occurred, created when one
or both of the temporal lobes begin to separate from the cerebellum, as shown in
Figure 14(b). This indicates the slice belongs to Template 5L and if no pathology
was detected in the previous slice, processing will halt.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 14. Recovering Intra-Cranial Clusters. Given an initial segmentation (a) and
a deformed \quadrangle" (b), intra-cranial clusters can be recovered by
overlaying the intra-cranial mask from the Template 5 slice spatially clos-
est to the neck (c) and detecting which clusters have a signicant number
of pixels within the mask, as shown in (d).
If pathology was detected in the previous slice, the intra-cranial clusters are
recovered using a new approximation of the intra-cranial region. Knowledge of tem-
plate ordering described in Section 2.3 indicates that Template 5 slices immediately
precede Template 5L slices and have well dened intra-cranial masks. By access-
ing the intra-cranial mask from the Template 5 slice spatially nearest to the neck
(the \lowest" slice positively identied as Template 5), a new approximation of the
intra-cranial region is available.
Once the mask of the lowest Template 5 slice is identied, for each Cluster
i
with a T2 rank of 4 or greater, a ratio is calculated by dividing the number of pixels
in Cluster
i
contained by the mask by the total number of pixels in Cluster
i
. All
clusters with a ratio of 30% or greater are marked as Group 2, with the rest marked
as Group 1. An example of this process is illustrated in Figure 14.
4.2.3 Detecting False White Matter
With all extra-cranial clusters removed, the distributions in Figure 12 indicate
that white matter should be the Group 2 cluster with the lowest T2 value centroid.
In some slices, however, protective meningial tissues covering the brain can be found
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within the ssures of the major lobes. As a result, a cluster corresponding to these
tissues can pass the quadrangle test, falsely classifying it as Group 2, and displace
white matter as the lowest T2 value Group 2 cluster. These \false white matter"
clusters can be detected by applying knowledge of expected relative MR distributions
in feature space, as shown in Figure 12.
Assume a Group 2 cluster, Cluster
i
, where i indicates a cluster's rank in as-
cending T2 space, and feature values hT1
i
; PD
i
; T2
i
i. Given Cluster
i+1
and feature
values hT1
i+1
; PD
i+1
; T2
i+1
i, the following trends can be used as heuristics:
1. T2
i+1
> T2
i
, given since the clusters are ordered in T2 space.
2. PD
i+1
> PD
i
, though not always with some white and gray matter clusters.
3. T1
i+1
< T1
i
, with approximately 5% variance allowed.
4. The maximum dierence, in any feature, between Cluster
i
and Cluster
i+1
is
approximately 50%.
To nd false white matter clusters, the following rule searches for violations in the
last two heuristics:
GIVEN Cluster
1
hT1
1
; PD
1
; T2
1
i ! Lowest T2 Cluster
Cluster
2
hT1
2
; PD
2
; T2
2
i ! Second lowest T2 Cluster
IF PD
2
> PD
1
AND
T1
2
> T1
1
by more than T1
1
 5%
OR T2
2
> T2
1
by more than T2
1
 60% AND
QP
1
< 0:30
THEN Mark Cluster
1
as \false white matter"
Conrm Cluster
2
as white matter
ELSE Conrm Cluster
1
as white matter
The rule assumes the rst heuristic since the clusters are already ordered in T2 space.
Violations of the second heuristic concerning PD occurs primarily in slices where
white matter has been \split" into two adjacent clusters. False white matter clusters,
however, have strictly lower PD values than true white matter clusters. Therefore,
requiring that PD
2
> PD
1
prevents the rule from executing on slices with split white
matter. Finally, because false white matter clusters are extra-cranial, they generally
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 15. Creating the Intra-Cranial Mask. Given a slice's Group 2 clusters (a), by
creating a binary image (b) of these clusters, image morphology and an
eight-wise connected components operation can extract the intra-cranial
region (c).
have relatively low QP values in comparison to true white matter clusters. Therefore,
checking the QP value acts as an additional safeguard to keep the rule from possibly
executing on a true white matter cluster. If a cluster is found to be false white matter,
it is removed from Group 2 and placed into Group 1.
4.2.4 Extracting the Intra-Cranial Region
Once Group 2 clusters have been identied, an initial estimate of the brain
can be generated by setting all Group 1 clusters to background. Figure 15(a) shows
the brain along with some \noise" belonging to extra-cranial pixels misplaced into a
Group 2 cluster during FCM segmentation. Most of these noisy pixels are relatively
sparse spatially, but some slices can contain larger regions, such as the eyes, as shown
in Figure 15(a). Anatomically, however, the brain is consistently the largest structure
in the image and can be extracted by rst setting all Group 2 clusters in Figure 15(a)
to foreground to create a binary mask (Figure 15(b)). The binary image is eroded
with a 5  5 operator to remove smaller \noise" regions and enhance separation of
the brain from surrounding tissues. An eight-wise connected components operation
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follows and the spatial component with the largest number of pixels is preserved, with
all other regions set to background.
A 5 5 dilation recovers pixels lost during the erosion operation. Holes, pixels
corresponding to intra-cranial tissues that were misplaced into a Group 1 cluster
during FCM segmentation, are lled using the method described in Section 2.7.3. In
some slices, small holes near the periphery of the intra-cranial region were \opened"
by the erosion operation. To ll these holes, another 55 dilation is performed to close
the gaps created by the original erosion operation, and another hole-lling process
performed. Finally, a 5  5 erosion shrinks the mask to its original size, creating
an intra-cranial mask and completing Stage One. An example mask is shown in
Figure 15(c).
4.3 Stage Two: Slice Template Identication
Once an intra-cranial mask has been created, the goal of Stage Two is to iden-
tify the correct template for the slice. A iterative paradigm is employed in which a
template is rst tentatively assigned based on the shape of the intra-cranial mask. The
tentative template label is then used to guide additional mask renements according
to qualitative model structures expected for that template. A nal template deter-
mination will then be made for certain slices based on shape analysis of anatomical
structures.
4.3.1 Initial Template Determination
Early template label decisions are based on the assumption that the current
slice has the same template as the previous slice (located immediately above the cur-
rent slice) unless and until a \transition" between templates is detected. A template
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Figure 16. Bounding Boxes. A \bounding box" ts the smallest rectangle (aligned
with the major axes) around a foreground object, as shown in (a). Using
a bounding box on the intra-cranial mask (b) and its left and right hemi-
spheres (c) returns information to allow Template identication. Image
(b) also shows the new \inner points" generated on the intra-cranial-mask.
transition occurs when the shape properties of the intra-cranial mask of the current
slice deviates from the qualitative model of the template of the previous slice. When
making an initial template assignment, some reliable knowledge is readily available:
1. As slices are taken from lower in the head, the order of template transition is
strictly 1! 4! 5, as shown in Figures 5(a), (d), and (e) respectively.
2. The template and qualitative properties of the previous slice, Template
previous
.
3. The rst moment of the head, as described in Section 4.2.1.
4. The shape of the intra-cranial mask of the current slice.
The order of transition comes from general knowledge concerning the anatomy of the
brain, as discussed in Section 2.3. The template of the previous slice is propagated
knowledge, mentioned in Section 2.6. If the current slice is the rst \lower" slice
being processed, the slice immediately above it is the \initial slice" and known to be
Template 1. The rst moment of the head was generated in Stage One, Section 4.2.1,
and is referred to as (X
h
; Y
h
).
As stated earlier, a transition between two templates has occurred when the
shape of the intra-cranial mask of the current slice deviates from Template
previous
,
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as described below. The rules in this system are therefore designed to detect these
deviations. A slice's shape properties are identied through a series of \bounding
boxes" [54] and a new set of \inner points" (originally presented Section 4.2.1). A
bounding box ts the smallest rectangle, with its edges aligned with the major axes of
the Cartesian coordinate system, around a foreground object of interest. Figure 16(a)
shows an example. The bounding box returns (X
cb
; Y
cb
), the centroid of the object.
It also returns the \top-most" point (X
tb
; Y
tb
), which is the point with the highest
Y value. Similarly, points for the bottom-most (X
bb
; Y
bb
), left-most (X
lb
; Y
lb
), and
right-most (X
rb
; Y
rb
) points are also found, as shown in Figure 16(a). The new set of
inner points are created for the intra-cranial mask using the centroid, (X
cb
; Y
cb
), as a
new origin of the Cartesian axes, as shown in Figure 16(b).
After the bounding box is tted around the intra-cranial mask, the hemispheres
of the brain may be roughly separated using the centroid of the intra-cranial mask
(X
cb
; Y
cb
). The left hemisphere will be comprised of all pixels (X
p
; Y
p
) such that
X
p
< X
cb
. The right hemisphere will have all pixels such that X
p
 X
cb
. A bounding
box is also tted around each hemisphere, as shown in Figure 16(c), so comparisons
can be made between the two brain hemispheres. Given the information provided
by the bounding boxes and new inner points, a qualitative model of the current slice
can be constructed to compare with Template
previous
in order to detect a template
transition.
The dening characteristic of a transition from Template 5 to 5L is the separa-
tion of one or both of the temporal lobes from the cerebellum. In a Template 5 slice
(Figure 17(a)), the top-most points of the left and right hemispheres are located at
the front most tips of the left and right temporal lobes respectively. These two points
mirror one another (both having approximately the same Y-value and X-distance
from the vertical axis, a minimum of 10 pixels) and both will have a signicant Y-
distance from the top inner point of the intra-cranial mask, Y
t
. If one or both of the
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Figure 17. Detecting Template 5L Slices. In a Template 5 slice (a), the top-most
points of the left and right hemispheres (X
tb
; Y
tb
), as determined by bound-
ing boxes, mirror each other, having approximately the same Y value as
well as an equal and signicant distance from the Y-axis. These top-most
points also have a signicant distance from the top inner point of the
intra-cranial mask, Y
t
. These heuristics are violated in a Template 5L
slice, when one (b) or both (c) of the temporal lobes separates from the
cerebellum.
temporal lobes has separated, however, these qualitative properties will be violated,
as can be seen in Figures 17(b) and (c). A nal heuristic used is that the centroid
of a Template 5L brain mask will be located even further towards the back of the
brain, away from the centroid of the head. These heuristics are implemented in the
following rule to detect Template 5L slices.
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GIVEN X,Y Values of Top-Most Points of
Left/Right Hemispheres: (X
Left
tb
; Y
Left
tb
); (X
Right
tb
; Y
Right
tb
)
Top Inner Point of Intra-Cranial Region: (0; Y
t
)
X Value of Top-Most Point of Intra-Cranial Region: X
ICR
tb
X,Y Value of Centroid of Intra-Cranial Region: (X
ICR
cb
; Y
ICR
cb
)
Y Value of Centroid of Head: Y
h
IF Previous Slice is Template 5
THEN IF min(Y
Left
tb
; Y
Right
tb
) < Y
t
+ 5
AND
jY
Left
tb
  Y
Right
tb
j > 30
OR
jX
ICR
tb
 X
ICR
cb
j < 10 AND jY
ICR
cb
  Y
h
j > 35
THEN Mark Template 5L
ELSE Mark Template 5
Transitions from Template 4 to 5 are distinguished by the complete disappear-
ance of the frontal lobe, transforming the intra-cranial mask from an \ovoid" shape
into a \horseshoe" shape. This causes the top-most point of each hemisphere to have
a signicantly greater Y-value than the top inner point of the intra-cranial mask.
GIVEN Y Value of Top-Most Points of Left/Right Hemispheres: Y
Left
tb
; Y
Right
tb
Y Value of Centroid of Intra-Cranial Region: Y
ICR
cb
IF Previous Slice is Template 4
THEN IF max(Y
Left
tb
; Y
Right
tb
)  Y
ICR
t
> 15
THEN Mark Template 5
ELSE Mark Template 4
Transitions from Template 1 to 4 are less obvious to model, but can be detected
if a slice has a signicant dierence between the rst moment of its intra-cranial mask
and the rst moment of the head generated in Section 4.2.1. In Template 1 slices,
extra-cranial tissues evenly surround the brain, so the two rst moments are relatively
close. In Template 4 slices, however, the eyes begin to appear and the frontal lobe
begins to shrink, causing the rst moment of the intra-cranial region to shift towards
the back of the brain and away from the rst moment of the head.
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(a) Original Mask (b) Isolated Cluster
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(c) Isolated Cluster
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(d) Revised Mask
(e) Original Mask
(f) Cluster with False
Intra-cranial Region
(g) Removed Regions (h) Revised Mask
Figure 18. Rening the Intra-Cranial Mask. Once a slice has been assigned a tem-
plate, the intra-cranial mask is checked against its qualitativemodel. Some
slices may have \false" intra-cranial clusters (b) or regions (g), such as the
ocular muscles captured by a pathological cluster. Spatial knowledge can
detect and remove such regions/clusters, revising the intra-cranial mask
(d) and (h). If a revision is signicant, template assignment is reconsid-
ered.
GIVEN Y Value of Centroid of Intra-Cranial Region: Y
ICR
cb
Y Value of Centroid of Head: Y
h
IF Previous Slice is Template 1
THEN IF jY
ICR
cb
  Y
h
j > 7
THEN Mark Template 4
ELSE Mark Template 1
4.3.2 Intra-Cranial Mask Renement
Once a slice has been tentatively assigned a template and corresponding qual-
itative model, knowledge concerning the spatial arrangement of brain tissues is used
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to locate possible qualitative inconsistencies between the current slice and the tem-
plate tentatively assigned to it. Most slices had few, if any, inconsistencies. In some
slices, however, especially where gadolinium infused blood had enhanced extra-cranial
tissues, \false" intra-cranial regions or clusters were found after being incorrectly cap-
tured in Stage One. The presence of \false" intra-cranial tissues, such as the eye and
associated tissues in Figure 18(e), could cause deviations from expected qualitative
properties. In more extreme cases, template assignment in Section 4.3.1 was aected.
Figure 18(a), shows a Template 4 slice that is mislabeled as Template 5 due to the
presence of the eyes. Inconsistencies do not necessarily mean the slice is abnormal,
only that extra-cranial tissues were present, but may aect pathology detection at
later stages.
Template inconsistencies can be detected and corrected using anatomical knowl-
edge concerning the spatial organization of tissues within the brain. For example,
while a Template 5 slice is dened by the projection of the temporal lobes beyond the
top inner point, there is a limit (discussed below) to the length of that projection,
and regions found beyond that limit do not belong to the template model. Using
this heuristic, the eye in Figure 18(e) can be removed, resulting in Figure 18(h). The
overall process works as follows:
1. For each Group 2 cluster, Cluster
i
, isolate all pixels belonging to Cluster
i
that
are contained by the intra-cranial mask, creating an \isolated cluster image."
2. From each isolated cluster image, generate spatial regions using an eight-wise
connected components operation.
3. Compare the spatial components of Cluster
i
with heuristics that detect a false
intra-cranial cluster. If a false intra-cranial cluster is detected, remove it from
the intra-cranial mask and place Cluster
i
into Group 1. Mark the slice for
template reconsideration.
4. Compare each individual spatial component from Cluster
i
with heuristics that
detect false intra-cranial regions. If a region is found, remove it from the intra-
cranial mask. If the region removed is signicant, mark the slice for template
reconsideration.
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Figure 19. Setting Threshold
y
. To detect false intra-cranial clusters, such as the eyes
in (a), a minimum distance threshold, Threshold
y
, is used, as shown in
image (b). For each Group 2 cluster in (a), if no signicant component
can be found \behind" (less than) Threshold
y
, such as the one isolated
in dark gray in (b), then the entire cluster is removed. Image (c) shows a
revised slice after removal of the false intra-cranial cluster in (a).
Examples of isolated cluster images are shown in Figures 18(b), (c), and (f). False
intra-cranial clusters are examined separately and rst because they are simpler to
detect and may save processing by identifying the entire cluster instead of individual
spatial components contained within it.
Figure 18(b) illustrates the most useful heuristics of a normal intra-cranial
cluster, namely that its most signicant spatial components of a cluster are distributed
throughout the intra-cranial region. In contrast, a false intra-cranial cluster, shown in
Figure 18(c), will have its spatial components concentrated near the front of the mask.
Therefore, if no spatial component of Cluster
i
can be found a minimumdistance away
from the front of the mask/brain, then the cluster is considered a false intra-cranial
cluster.
The minimum distance from the front of the brain is implemented as a value
along the Y-axis, Threshold
y
, and a spatial region passes if the Y-value of its cen-
troid is less than Threshold
y
. The actual value of Threshold
y
is set based on the
intra-cranial mask of both the current and previous slice, as well as their respective
templates. For most slices, Threshold
y
is set to the top inner point of the intra-
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cranial mask of the current slice, (0; Y
t
). Of the slices processed by this system, the
top point has yet to be found at an area belonging to extra-cranial tissues, hence it
is a reliable landmark.
If a transition between Template 4 to 5 is indicated in Section 4.3.1, however,
then the presence of false intra-cranial cluster(s) may have caused template mislabel-
ing. To use as reliable a value for Threshold
y
as possible, the bounding box of the
intra-cranial mask of the previous slice, which has already been completely processed,
is loaded and the Y-value of its top-most point (X
tb
; Y
tb
) is used.
Once Threshold
y
has been dened, it is modied with a \model factor" that
moves Threshold
y
either up or down the Y-axis, depending upon the template of the
previous slice, to better isolate extra-cranial regions while preserving all true intra-
cranial regions. If the previous slice was Template 5, Threshold
y
is moved upward
in the Y-direction by 10% (multiplying Threshold
y
by 1.1) to isolate the front-most
tips of the temporal lobes where extra-cranial regions are likely to be found. If the
previous slice was a Template 1 or 4 slice, Threshold
y
is moved down the Y-axis by
10% (multiplying Threshold
y
by 0.9).
An example of this adjustment is shown for the slice in Figure 19. A transi-
tion from Template 4 to 5 was indicated as dened in Section 4.3.1, so Threshold
y
was initially located at the top-most point of the intra-cranial mask of the previous
slice. This point lies spatially just outside the intra-cranial mask of the current slice.
Threshold
y
is reduced by 10%, in accordance with the model factor. This isolates the
extra-cranial cluster, shown in dark gray in Figure 19(b). This revision of Threshold
y
also isolates some true intra-cranial pixels, but because these pixels are spatially con-
nected to other pixels behind the revised Threshold
y
, their resulting centroid will
pass the heuristic and the pixels will be preserved.
Once the model factor dened above has been set, the rule for detecting false
intra-cranial clusters can be implemented as follows:
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Figure 20. Removing False Intra-Cranial Regions. For each Group 2 cluster, if an
individual spatial components is found in front of Threshold
y
, the com-
ponent is removed.
GIVEN Top Inner Point (0; Y
ICR of Current Slice
t
)
\Model Factor" (MF), where:
MF = 0:9, if the Previous Slice is Template 1 or 4
MF = 1:1, if the Previous Slice is Template 5
Threshold
y
:
IF Previous Slice is Template 4
AND Current Slice is Tentatively Template 5
THEN Threshold
y
= Y
ICR of Previous Slice
tb
MF
ELSE Threshold
y
= Y
ICR of Current Slice
t
MF
FOR EACH Group 2 Cluster
i
Isolate Pixels Belonging to Cluster
i
from the Intra-cranial Mask
Generate Eight-wise Connected Components Region
i
a
FOR EACH Region
i
a
Generate Centroid (X
i
a
; Y
i
a
) and Size
i
a
(# of pixels)
IF :9Region
i
a
such that
Y
i
a
< Threshold
y
AND Size
i
a
> 50 pixels
THEN Mark Cluster
i
as \False Intra-cranial" and Remove
Note Intra-cranial Mask for Revision and Template Re-identication
If Cluster
i
passes the rules listed above, then each of its spatial components is tested
to locate extra-cranial regions, such as the ones shown in Figure 18(g), removing any
individual component whose centroid is \in front of" (greater than) Threshold
y
, as
shown in Figure 20. If the previous slice was Template 1 or 4, an additional constraint
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is used to protect small regions at the front of the brain, near the inter-hemispheric
ssure, by limiting the system to consideration of only regions with a centroid X-value
more than 10 pixels away from the Y-axis, where extra-cranial tissues are more likely
to be found. Due to the projection of the temporal lobes, this constraint is not needed
if the previous slice was Template 5.
GIVEN Top-most Point of Left Hemisphere Y
Left
tb
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If a region of signicant size is removed, the slice is marked for resubmission to the
heuristics in Section 4.3.1 for template reconsideration.
Once each Cluster
i
is processed, a nal check for false intra-cranial tissues is
made by searching for clusters that have a sharply reduced (as dened in Equation 4.2)
number of pixels after the renement of the intra-cranial mask, which suggests that
the cluster was comprised mostly of extra-cranial tissues and should be removed. For
each Group 2 cluster, the number of pixels contained in the revised intra-cranial mask
is divided by the number of pixels within the quadrangle described in Section 4.2.1,
forming the ratio:
# Pixels in Rened Intra-cranial Mask for Cluster
i
# Pixels in Quadrangle for Cluster
i
(4.2)
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If the ratio is less than 0:33, Cluster
i
is marked \False Intra-Cranial" and placed in
Group 1 and its remaining pixels are removed from the intra-cranial mask. Once all
Group 2 clusters are tested, revision of the intra-cranial mask, if needed, is performed
using the same steps described in Section 4.2.4 when extracting the intra-cranial
region. A revised mask is then resubmitted to the Template identication process
described in Section 4.3.1. Otherwise, the system proceeds to the next section.
4.3.3 Template Verication with Ventricle Shape Information
Transitions between Templates 1 and 4 were initially detected by the heuristics
described in Section 4.3.1 by a signicant dierence between the centroids of the head
and intra-cranial region. According to knowledge described in Section 2.3, however,
the most reliable property is the breakdown of the \buttery" shape of the white
matter immediately surrounding the ventricle area (VA). This is easier and more
reliable than examining the CSF lling the VA as CSF may be comprised of one or
more spatial components, which may require a more complicated qualitative model.
Instead, white matter is isolated and its shape along the VA is examined. If the
\buttery" shape can be found, the slice is conrmed as Template 1. Otherwise,
it defaults to Template 4. Once a slice is labeled Template 4, template ordering
described in Section 4.3.1 dictates that no successive slice can be Template 1, making
this processing step unnecessary.
4.3.3.1 White Matter Splitting
White matter is known to be the Group 2 cluster with the lowest T2 value for its
centroid. During initial FCM segmentation, however, over-clustering can occasionally
over-segment white matter into two neighboring clusters. White matter \splitting"
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(a) A White Matter Class (b) The Neighboring White Matter Class
(c) A White Matter Class (d) The Neighboring Gray Matter Class
(e) A White Matter Class (f) The Neighboring Gray Matter Class
Figure 21. Two Neighboring Classes in Two Slices.
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may aect VA shape tests in Section 4.3.3.2 and cause misclassication. Therefore,
any split white matter clusters should be recovered.
Figure 21 shows the lowest and second lowest T2 value Group 2 clusters respec-
tively for three slices. Figures 21 (a) and (b) show a slice with white matter split into
two classes, while (c), (d) and (e), (f) show a white matter class and its neighboring
gray matter class. A two-level binary decision tree was successfully developed by Li
in [70, 71] for detecting white matter splitting in slices intersecting the ventricles. A
modied version, which adds additional knowledge from PD-weighted space, is im-
plemented in this system, and examines the properties of the three lowest T2 value
Group 2 clusters, which represent (in ascending T2 order) known white matter, a
\candidate" cluster that is either gray matter or split white matter, and known gray
matter.
White matter splitting can be detected in the rst level of the decision tree if
the known white matter and candidate cluster have similar properties based either on
bi-orthogonal thickness (BT) or a cluster density measure Density, which is dened
as:
Density
i
=
# Pixels in Cluster
i
After 5 5 Erosion
# Pixels in Cluster
i
Before 5 5 Erosion
(4.3)
As described in Section 2.7, a BT gives a coarse estimate of a component's
size. Here it detects obvious cases of white matter splitting because the BT of gray
matter is never much larger than the BT of white matter [70, 71]. To compare cluster
densities, Density
i
is calculated for both the known white matter cluster and the
candidate cluster. The two density values are normalized to make the value of the
known white matter class (Density
WM
) not less than 0:1. This is done by repeatedly
multiplying both densities by 10 until 0:1  Density
WM
< 1 . For example, if
densities before scaling are Density
WM
= 0:04 and Density
Candidate
= 0:008 for
another class, then after scaling they become 0:4 and 0:08 respectively. The density
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of gray matter is less than white matter [70, 71]. Therefore, white matter splitting is
detected if both normalized densities are greater than 0:1.
White matter splitting can also be detected using the distribution of cluster
centers in feature space. Knowledge described in Section 2.2 and other sources [78,
32, 106] indicates that proton density (PD) is the best pulse sequence for discrimi-
nating between white matter and gray matter. Therefore, given the PD values of the
centroids of a known white matter and gray matter cluster, if the candidate cluster is
split white matter, the PD value of its cluster centroid will be closer to that of known
white matter. Likewise, if the candidate cluster is gray matter, it will lie closer in
feature space to the known gray matter cluster. This can be checked by comparing
the distance (of the cluster centroids in PD space) from known white matter to the
candidate cluster against the PD distance from the candidate cluster to known gray
matter.
The three components of the rst level of the decision tree can be implemented
in the following rule. Only those slices that are tentatively labeled as having split
white matter proceed to the next decision level.
IF BT
Candidate
> BT
WM
+ 5
OR Density
Candidate
> 0:1 AND Density
WM
> 0:1
OR PD
Candidate
  PD
WM
 PD
GM
  PD
Candidate
THEN Tentatively Label Candidate Class as White Matter
and Proceed to Decision Level Two.
ELSE The Candidate Class is Not White Matter
Some cases, such as Figures 21(e) and (f), have white and gray matter clusters
with similar enough features to pass the rst level of the decision tree. The second
level uses anatomical knowledge to discriminate between these two cases.
Figures 22(a) and (b) show the intra-cranial masks images of two slices corre-
sponding to Figures 21 (a), (b) and (e), (f) respectively. Both passed the rst level
of the decision tree. Anatomical knowledge, however, indicates that gray matter sur-
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(a) Intra-cranial Mask (b) Intra-cranial Mask
(c) Merged Image of
Figures 21(a) and (b)
(d) Merged Image of
Figures 21(e) and (f)
(e) Original Ring (f) Original Ring
(g) Subtracting
(c) from (e)
(h) Subtracting
(d) from (f)
Figure 22. Shape Analysis to Detect White Matter Splitting.
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rounds white matter spatially. Therefore, it will occupy much more of the periphery
of the intra-cranial mask [70, 71].
A \merged class" image is created by merging the known white matter class
with the suspected split white matter class, with all other classes set to background.
Figure 22(c) shows the merged images of Figures 21(a) and (b), while Figure 22(d)
shows the merged images of Figures 21(e) and (f). The periphery of the intra-cranial
mask is approximated by applying a 77 erosion operation to the intra-cranial mask
and subtracting the resultant image from the original mask. Figures 22 (e) and (f)
show the intra-cranial \rings" generated from the masks in Figures 21(a) and (b)
respectively. A new ring is generated by subtracting the merged class image from the
original ring, as shown in Figures 22 (g) and (h), and the number of pixels remaining
( Figure 22(g)) is divided by the number of pixels in the original intra-cranial ring
(Figure 22(e)), forming a ratio. The ratio is used to decide if a slice has white matter
splitting:
IF Ratio < 0:39
THEN Conrm Candidate Class as White Matter
ELSE The Candidate Class is Not White Matter
The ratio threshold of 0:39 was derived from Li's eorts in [70, 71]. A slice with
white matter splitting will typically have a ratio well above 0:39 (0:88 for the slice of
Figure 22(g)). Slices without white matter splitting will have smaller ratios (0:36 for
the slice of Figure 22(h)).
4.3.3.2 Checking the Shape of the Ventricle Area
Once all white matter clusters have been identied, they are merged together
to form a white matter image, similar to that shown in Figure 22(c). A 5 5 median
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Figure 23. Examining the Ventricle Area with Emitter \Lines."
lter is applied to remove small pieces of white matter to make the shape of the white
matter surrounding the ventricles easier to examine.
The \buttery" shape typical of a Template 1 slice can be best modeled by using
a polygon approximation of the ventricle area. An example is given in Figure 23(a)
and shows the six points used for this approximation, four \horns" [102] and two mid-
points, each one at an approximate angle in the Cartesian system overlaid as shown
in Section 4.2.1. For example, the frontal (top) mid-point is at 90 degrees, along the
vertical axis, while its neighboring \horns" are found at approximately 75 and 105
degrees. At 270 degrees, the temporal (bottom) mid-point can be found, with its
neighboring horns at 225 and 315 degrees. The angles given do not necessarily match
the ventricle areas of all slices precisely, but provide a workable model to which a
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slice being processed can be compared. Also, the image shown in Figure 23(a) is only
a typical example and variations can occur, such as small gaps in the white matter
surrounding the VA. A qualitative model is therefore formed by examining the most
reliable properties across training cases of the six points, both individually and the
relationships between each.
1. The points at the four \horns" are always enclosed by white matter.
2. The temporal mid-point generally contacts white matter and is closer to the
origin than its neighboring \horns."
3. The frontal mid-point generally contacts white matter and is closer to the origin
than its neighboring \horns."
To put this qualitative model in low-level terms, and to allow examination of
the shape of the white matter surrounding the ventricle area in the current slice,
\lines" (or probes) are emitted outward from the centroid of the intra-cranial mask,
the origin of the Cartesian system, at angles of 75, 90, 105, 225, 270, and 315 degrees,
as shown in Figure 23(b). If a line L
i
, where i is the angle of the emitter line, contacts
white matter, the position P
i
of the rst white matter pixel it meets is recorded and
the Euclidean distance, D
i
, between P
i
and the origin is calculated. If a line L
i
does
not reach white matter, D
i
is set to  1.
Once all the D
i
have been recorded, the \buttery" shape of the ventricle area
is modeled using the following rule:
IF D
75
 0 AND D
105
 0 AND D
225
 0 AND D
315
 0
AND
D
270
 0 AND D
270
 max(D
255
;D
315
)
OR D
90
 0 AND D
90
 3max(D
75
;D
105
)
THEN Label Slice Template 1
ELSE Label Slice Template 4
The condition that D
i
 0 requires that the emitter line at angle i contact white
matter, enforcing the rst qualitative heuristic listed above. The second heuristic
is checked by verifying that the distance from the origin to the temporal mid-point,
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which should contact white matter, is shorter than the distance to one of its neigh-
boring horns. The max of the two horns is used to allow for the possibility that
the head is slightly rotated, causing an emitter line at either 225 or 315 degrees to
contact the side of the VA instead of reaching the actual temporal horn. This \pre-
mature contact" was slightly more commonplace for the frontal area of the VA due
to the possible pitch of the head (with the subject's head tilted slightly up or down
while inside the MR coil). To compensate, the heuristic for the frontal mid-point was
relaxed slightly.
If the slice passes the rule, it is labeled as Template 1. Otherwise, the slice is
labeled as Template 4. An example of emitter lines overlaid on a Template 1 slice is
shown in Figure 23(c), while (b) shows emitter lines for a Template 4 slice.
4.4 Stage Three: Pathology Detection
Once an intra-cranial mask is generated and a Template model assigned to
it, the slice can then be tested for enhancing pathology. Knowledge used to detect
pathology will come from both anatomical sources as well as pixel distribution in
feature space. Slices with detected pathology are processed in Chapter 5 for tumor
segmentation.
It should be noted that Template 5L slices are processed only if the previ-
ous slice was determined to be abnormal and only by the mechanism described in
Section 4.4.3. The abnormal shapes of the intra-cranial masks generated by these
slices prevent anatomical knowledge from being consistently applied. More work on
templates for these slices remains.
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4.4.1 Checking Mask Symmetry
According to anatomical knowledge, a normal intra-cranial mask has a rough
\symmetry" along the vertical axis, where symmetry is dened by having approxi-
mately the same number of pixels in the left and right brain hemispheres in image
space, as shown in Figure 24(a). Slices with signicant incongruities, however, such
as the one shown in Figure 24(f), have an increased likelihood of pathology being
present. These incongruities can be detected and recovered by applying a reection
operation, described in Section 2.7.2, to the intra-cranial mask and examining the
pixels that were introduced. The reection operation is applied about the vertical
axis, using the centroid of the intra-cranial mask as the origin, and the resultant
image is called the \symmetrical mask." Figures 24(b) and (g) are the symmetrical
masks generated from Figure 24(a) and (f) respectively.
Pixels introduced by the reection operation are isolated in a \dierence im-
age," created by subtracting the original intra-cranial mask from the symmetrical
mask, as shown in Figures 24(c) and (h). Both dierence images had a number of
pixels introduced by the image reection, which was either caused by a slight rotation
of the head within the MR coil (c), or actual deformations in the intra-cranial mask
(h), possibly due to pathology. In the normal slice, Figure 24(c), however, all pixels
introduced lie around the periphery of the symmetrical mask within a relatively nar-
row margin. In contrast, the abnormal slice, Figure 24(h), has a region that extends
into the interior of the brain and is muchmore compact than those in the normal slice.
This dierence in shapes and location can modeled so that pixels introduced by the
reection operation due to the head's rotation within the MR coil can be removed.
An approximation of the periphery of the brain is created by applying a 9 9
erosion operation on the symmetrical mask and subtracting the resultant image from
the symmetrical mask, as shown in Figures 24(d) and (i). Most of the peripheral pixels
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Axis of Reflection
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Axis of Reflection
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Figure 24. Checking Intra-cranial Mask Symmetry. Images (a)-(e) are from a slice
with acceptable mask symmetry, while an abnormal slice is shown in (f)-
(j). A reection operation is performed on an intra-cranial mask (a),(f)
about the vertical axis to generate a \symmetrical" mask (b),(g). The
dierence between the symmetrical and original mask is shown in (c),(h).
A ring (d),(i) approximating the periphery of the symmetrical mask re-
moves small discrepancies, shown in (e),(j). Only (j) has signicant regions
remaining.
in a dierence image can be removed by subtracting the resulting intra-cranial \ring"
from the dierence image. A 7  7 median lter is then applied to further remove
small isolated regions. In the example slices, nearly all of the peripheral pixels in the
normal slice (Figure 24(e)) were removed, while the incongruity in Figure 24(j) was
preserved. Such incongruities can be detected by applying an eight-wise connected
components operation. If a spatial component of signicant size, 175 pixels or more, is
found, the slice is considered to have \abnormal mask symmetry" and the symmetrical
mask is stored and used in place of the original intra-cranial mask for the remaining
pathology detection stages. Otherwise, the original intra-cranial mask is used.
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4.4.2 Checking Cluster Symmetry
The symmetry heuristic that was used in Section 4.4.1 for the intra-cranial
mask is also applicable to the individual intra-cranial tissues contained within it.
Therefore, normal brain tissues/clusters will have good symmetry (dened below)
while cluster containing pathology will have poor vertical symmetry.
Each Group 2 Cluster
i
is isolated and the set P
i
(x;y)
of all pixels belonging to
Cluster
i
and contained by the intra-cranial mask is created. If (X
c
; Y
c
) is the centroid
of the intra-cranial mask, the value Left
i
will count the number of pixels in P
i
(x;y)
on
the left side of the vertical axis, where P
i
x
< X
c
, while the value Right
i
will count all
pixels on the right side, where P
i
x
 X
c
. The symmetry of Cluster
i
is then dened
as:
Symmetry
i
= 1:0 
jLeft
i
 Right
i
j
Left
i
+Right
i
+ 1
(4.4)
If Symmetry
i
< 0:65, Cluster
i
and the slice is considered abnormal. A symmetry
value less than 0:65 indicates that Cluster
i
has at least twice as many pixels in one
brain hemisphere than the other. Normal tissues with good symmetry generally have
values of 0:75 or higher. Since comparisons are made only between the number of
pixels in the left and right hemispheres, the formula described above is independent
of brain size. Figure 25 shows examples of slices with abnormal cluster symmetry. If
all Cluster
i
has satisfactory symmetry, the system proceeds to search for enhancing
pathology, as described in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.3 Detecting Enhancing Pixels
In Section 4.2.3, a set of heuristics was presented that described the distribution
of intra-cranial tissues in feature space. These heuristics can be summarized that as
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(a) Intra-Cranial
Image
(b) Abnormal
Cluster
(c) Intra-Cranial
Image
(d) Abnormal
Cluster
Figure 25. Slices with Abnormal Cluster Symmetry.
an MR pixel's value in T2 and PD space increases, its T1 value generally decreases.
An example of this principle is shown in Table 4(a), which shows typical cluster
center distributions for a normal slice. Very small uctuations can be seen between
neighboring clusters, but the overall trend is consistent. This trend can be used as
a qualitative model because an abnormal slice violates this distribution due to the
breakdown of the blood-brain barrier, which allows enhancing agents to enter the
intra-cranial region and disturb the expected pixel distributions. For example, the
slice in Table 4(b) has signicant enhancing pathology present, signied by a cluster
with high centroid values in all three features.
A rule that detects abnormalities based on the distributions of the cluster
centers would work for cases with gross pathology, but it could also accept slices
where pathology is small and mixed within a gray matter or CSF cluster. Pathology
is instead detected at a pixel level. Since knowledge indicates that pathology occupies
the high end of each feature spectrum, if a signicant number of pixels with high T1,
PD, and T2 signal intensity values can be located, then enhancing pathology has been
located.
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Table 4. Cluster Center Distributions of Normal and Abnormal Tissues. Given a
typical set of cluster centroids of intra-cranial tissues, a normal slice, such
as the example slice in (a), will have a relatively consistent relationship
between tissue types and cluster distribution in feature space, where the
higher a PD and T2 value a tissue has, the lower a T1 value it will have.
An abnormal slice (b) will violate this trend.
(a) Cluster Center Distribution of a Single Normal Slice
Tissue T1 Value PD Value T2 Value
White Matter 392 782 315
White Matter 391 830 356
Gray Matter 360 901 390
Gray Matter 362 973 438
Gray Matter 334 991 516
CSF 270 1005 775
(b) Cluster Center Distribution of a Single Abnormal Slice
White Matter 388 777 295
White Matter 379 859 337
Gray Matter 370 935 392
Gray Matter 363 998 502
Pathology 786 1380 647
CSF & Pathology 353 1092 730
4.4.3.1 Multispectral Histogram Thresholding
A typical slice with enhancing pathology is shown in Figure 26. The histogram
distributions of the tumor, segmented by a radiologist, were manually overlaid on the
histograms of the intra-cranial mask. In each of the three features, the pathological
pixels, shown in black, are found at the \high" end of the histogram. Specic dimen-
sions are not given in Figure 26, since they will change from slice to slice and the
primary concern is the relative location of enhancing pathology within the histogram.
One of the simplest and most eective methods of isolating pixels on either extreme
of an intensity histogram is through thresholding. Thresholding is a single contrast
method, but since MR data is multispectral, thresholds can be separately applied in
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each of the three feature images and the results combined. Enhancing pathology will
be detected if a large number of pixels survive the thresholds in all three features,
with one exception discussed in Section 4.4.3.2.
Histograms similar to those in Figure 26(c) through (e) are built using the slice's
intra-cranial mask, or symmetrical mask if abnormal mask symmetry was detected
in Section 4.4.1. Both of these masks may be unreliable in Template 5L slices. Since
a Template 5L slice is processed only if the previous slice was found to be abnormal,
however, an assumption is made that pathology is \spatially" adjacent between slices
and the tumor segmentation mask (described in Chapter 5) of the previous slice is
used as a substitute intra-cranial mask.
The histogram thresholds were set by examining all training slices and ob-
serving that, in each feature images of a particular slice, the majority of enhancing
pathology is found to the right (having a greater signal intensity) of the signal in-
tensity bin having the greatest number of pixels, the histogram \peak." Basing the
threshold on the histogram peak instead of a xed value gives the system more ex-
ibility with individual slices, but a number of non-tumor pixels can also be seen to
the right of the histogram peaks in Figures 26(c) through (e). These non-tumor pix-
els are not of interest. To increase the likelihood that only enhancing pathology is
detected, the thresholds in the T1 and PD features are increased by 20%, while the
T2 threshold is increased by 10%. These values were empirically derived to maximize
the removal of all normal brain tissues.
The raw histogram peaks are used in Template 5L slices because their his-
tograms are generated using the tumor segmentation of the previous slice as the
intra-cranial mask. This excludes nearly all normal brain tissue pixels, which form
the histogram peaks normally used. If the current slice contains pathology, then
increasing the thresholds may remove most of the pathology we are attempting to
detect.
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Figure 26. Detecting Pathology Using Histogram Distributions. Enhancing pathol-
ogy, shown in black, can be detected within a slice by locating pixels with
high signal intensity values in each of the three feature spectrums. Note
that the pathology is found to have a higher signal intensity than the
\peak" in each histogram.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 27. Isolating Pathology Through Thresholding. Thresholding the slice in Fig-
ure 26(a) in T1, PD, and T2-weighted feature space produces images (a)
through (c) respectively. Taking the intersection of the three images re-
sults in (d), which contains only those pixels with high signal intensities in
all three features. A slice with a signicant number of pixels in (d) most
likely contains enhancing pathology.
Once each threshold operation is applied in its respective feature spectrum, a
series of resultant images is produced. Figures 27(a) through (c) show the results
of threshold application in T1, PD, and T2-weighted feature space respectively. To
isolate only those pixels that survived all three thresholds, the intersection of these
three images is taken. An example of the resultant image is shown in Figure 27(d) and
is subsequently referred to as the \enhancing mask." To remove noisy pixels and small
pieces of meningial tissue, a \wipe" operation (Section 2.7.4) with a 33 window and
a threshold of 5. A 3  3 dilation is then applied to consolidate neighboring pixels
that remain into spatial regions, making their subsequent analysis easier.
4.4.3.2 Region Analysis of Areas of Enhancement
Given an \enhancing mask," the distribution heuristic described in Section 4.4.3
dictates that few, if any, pixels should be present in a normal slice with an intact
blood-brain barrier. To verify this, each Cluster
i
from the initial ten class FCM
segmentation is isolated and the number of pixels belonging to Cluster
i
contained
by the enhancing mask are counted. If no Cluster
i
can be found with 25 or more
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pixels (a value used due to the 3  3 dilation above), the slice is considered to have
no signicant abnormalities. Finding a such Cluster
i
of size > 25 generally indicates
enhancing pathology, and does so in Template 5 and 5L slices.
In Template 1 and 4 slices, however, the MR imaging plane may intersect with
blood vessels beneath the temporal ventricles. In gadolinium enhanced cases, the
partial volume eect, where dierent tissue types are placed into the same imaging
voxel, can mix gadolinium infused blood with CSF in the temporal ventricles, resulting
in pixels with signal intensity characteristics similar to enhancing pathology. Since
Template 5 and 5L slices do not intersect the ventricles, this possibility does not apply
to them.
An example of these enhancing temporal ventricles is shown in Figure 28, where
(a) is the intra-cranial region (showing individual cluster labels) and (b) is the resul-
tant enhancing mask. The enhancing temporal ventricles (referred to afterwards as
just the temporal ventricles) shown in Figure 28(b), have a predictable structure that
can be qualitatively modeled using anatomical knowledge:
1. The temporal ventricle horns have good symmetry along the vertical axis.
2. The temporal ventricles are found in the \rear" of the brain, below the centroid
of the intra-cranial mask.
3. The temporal ventricle horns mirror one another at approximately the same
angle from the vertical axis.
4. The temporal ventricles are always enclosed by white matter.
Although the temporal ventricles satisfy all four of the heuristics listed, the rst two
are implemented as separate rules because enhancing masks that violate them can
be immediately classied as abnormal. The last two heuristics are combined into a
single rule that searches for the temporal ventricles and classies anything remaining
as pathology.
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The rst heuristic, concerning symmetry along the vertical axis, can be il-
lustrated by comparing enhancing masks for pathology, Figure 27(d), and the tem-
poral ventricles, Figure 28(b). The most noticeable dierence between the two is
their respective symmetry along the vertical axis, as dened by Symmetry
i
from
Section 4.4.2. The temporal ventricles have very good symmetry, while pathology
has very poor symmetry. Therefore, if a Cluster
i
can be found with a signicant
number of pixels contained in the enhancing mask, Size
i
, with very poor symmetry
Symmetry
i
then then slice can be labeled abnormal. The concept is implemented as
follows:
IF 9Cluster
i
such that:
Size
i
> 50 pixels AND Symmetry
i
< 0:10
THEN Label the Slice Abnormal
The size requirement is added to prevent the rule from prematurely declaring a slice
abnormal based on a relatively small number of pixels.
Although the rst heuristic can be validated at a cluster level, the remaining
heuristics are best modeled and tested using region-based analysis. An eight-wise
connected components operation is applied to the enhancing mask to create an \en-
hancing components" mask that allows each spatial region, Region
a
, to be examined
separately. The location of these enhancing components in image space is checked by
using emitter lines, introduced in Section 4.3.3.2. Using the same Cartesian orienta-
tion as in Figure 23(b), Lines are emitted from the centroid of the intra-cranial mask
from 0 to 360 degrees, in steps 45=4 degree using the following algorithm:
j = 0
WHILE j < 360 degrees, step 45=4 DO
Emit line L
Enhance
j
Emit line L
Enhance
j+1
Emit line L
Enhance
j 1
, where if j = 0, set j   1 = 359
Figure 28(d) shows the emitter lines at the major steps j for the enhancing
component image. Additional lines at angles j + 1 and j   1 are emitted to ensure
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Figure 28. Enhancing Temporal Ventricles. Gadolinium can occasionally enhance
parts of the temporal ventricle area (b). These enhancing ventricles can be
modeled and removed by noting that the temporal ventricles are enclosed
by white matter near the rear of the brain (c), and are symmetric along
the vertical axis (e). Emitter lines are used in (d) and (e) to verify these
rules hold for an image.
contact with enhancing components, possibly missed at angle j either because the
component was too small or the head was slightly rotated. Line L
Enhance
j
returns
the Euclidean distance, D
Enhance
j
, between the origin and the rst enhancing pixel
contacted and the identity of the enhancing component Region
a
j
to which the pixel
belongs (i.e., Region
a
was contacted at angle j). If no pixel of interest was encoun-
tered, line L
Enhance
j
is removed, leaving only those lines that encountered enhancing
components to be considered.
Given a set of \contacts" with enhancing components, the heuristic that the
temporal ventricles are located at the rear of the brain can be enforced by requiring
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that all enhancing components,Region
a
j
, were encountered at an angle 180 < j < 359.
If an emitter line L
j
contacts Region
a
j
, where 0  j  180, the front of the brain,
then the slice is considered abnormal.
The \mirror" property of the temporal ventricles is modeled by the following:
Given an enhancing Region
a
found at +k degrees from the vertical axis (at angle
270), if it is a temporal ventricle, then it should have a \matching" Region
b
at  k
degrees, within 5 degrees of error.
To model the concept that the temporal ventricles are enclosed by white matter,
a \rened" white matter image is created by isolating the white matter clusters in the
intra-cranial mask and applying with a 3 3 median lter, as shown in Figure 28(c).
Emitter lines are generated in the rened white matter image, L
WM
j
, similarly to
that of the enhancing components image described above (as shown in Figure 28(e)),
except that if L
Enhance
j
did not contact an enhancing region and was removed, then
L
WM
j
is removed as well. Otherwise, the Euclidean distance between the origin and
the rst pixel of white matter encountered by line L
WM
j
, D
WM
j
, is calculated. The
model is enforced by requiring that for each angle j where an enhancing region is
encountered, the enhancing region was contacted before white matter at the same
angle, i.e. D
Enhance
j
< D
WM
j
.
These two are combined into a single rule which uses default reasoning that an
an enhancing component is abnormal unless the rule is satised, at which point the
enhancing component is removed from further consideration.
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GIVEN Angle m, Region
m
a
, D
Enhance
m
, D
WM
m
Angle n, Region
n
b
, D
Enhance
n
, D
WM
n
WHERE a 6= b AND n > m > 180 AND
IF D
Enhance
m
< D
WM
m
AND D
Enhance
n
< D
WM
n
AND j(270  m)  (n  270)j  5
THEN Mark Region
a
and Region
b
as Enhancing Ventricles AND
Remove Them from the Enhancing Components Mask AND
Remove All Emitter Lines, L
j
, That Contacts Region
a
or Region
b
ELSE Mark the Slice as Abnormal
If a component Region
a
is marked as part of a temporal ventricle and removed,
all emitter lines L
j
that contacted Region
a
are removed from both the rened white
matter and the enhancing component image. The component Region
b
is similarly
removed. The rule will re for each matching pair of enhancing components that
satisfy it. Occasionally, part of an enhancing ventricle can be found along the vertical
axis, where j  270 degrees, meaning that the component does not have a \match-
ing" region. In these cases, the heuristic for white matter enclosure is sucient with
the additional restriction that such a component lie well within the ventricle area,
D
Enhance
j
< 15. A region, Region
a
that satises this requirement can be safely re-
moved.
Once all enhancing regions that belong to the temporal ventricles are removed,
if any component remains, the slice is marked abnormal.
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CHAPTER 5
TUMOR SEGMENTATION
All slices processed by the tumor segmentation system have previous been auto-
matically classied as abnormal by our system and are known to contain glioblastoma-
multiforme tumor based on radiologist pathology reports. Tumor segmentation is an
extension of pathology detection. Therefore, information generated during pathology
detection stages is readily available.
As mentioned in Section 2.8, a strength of this knowledge-based system is its
\coarse-to-ne" operation. Instead of using a single processing step, knowledge is
applied iteratively, easily identied tissue types are located and labeled rst, then
removed to allow a \focus" to be placed on the remaining pixels. The tumor segmen-
tation system is similarly designed, but with a slight variation. By its nature, tumor
is much more dicult to model in comparison to normal brain tissues. Therefore,
tumor is dened here more by what it isn't than what it is. Specically, all pixels
found not to be enhancing tumor are removed, with anything that remains being
labeled as tumor.
5.1 Stage One: Recovering Lost Tumor in the Intra-Cranial Mask
The pathology detection systems described in Section 2.8.2 and Chapter 4 for
the upper and lower slices respectively had processing steps to extract the brain from
the rest of the MR image. Extra and intra-cranial tissues were distinguished primar-
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 29. Reclaiming Lost Tumor Pixels. (a) The original FCM-segmented image;
(b) pathology captured in \Lost Tumor" Group 1 clusters; (c) intra-cranial
mask using only Group 2 clusters; (d) mask after including Lost Tumor
clusters with tumor; (e) mask after extra-cranial regions are correctly
removed.
ily by separating the clusters from the initial FCM segmentation into two groups:
Group 2 for brain tissue clusters (from which the intra-cranial mask is created), and
Group 1 for the remaining extra-cranial clusters. During FCM segmentation, how-
ever, enhancing tumor pixels can occasionally be placed into one or more Group 1
clusters with high T1-weighted centroids, as shown in Figure 29(b), and result in an
intra-cranial mask missing pixels of interest, namely tumor. An example of this can
be seen in Figure 29(c). In order to successfully segment tumor, these \lost" tumor
pixels need to be recovered. This is the goal of Stage One, which addresses upper and
lower slices separately to better exploit their respective anatomical characteristics.
5.1.1 Tumor Recovery in Upper Slices
Referring to anatomical knowledge, tumor is located in the intra-cranial region
while true extra-cranial tissues only surround the periphery of the brain. Therefore,
a Group 1 cluster containing lost tumor pixels can be identied if a number of its
pixels can be found in the intra-cranial region. If a signicant number of tumor pixels
were lost, the intra-cranial mask may be too distorted to use directly. Figures 5(a)
through (c) for Templates 1 through 3 respectively, however, show that while the
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internal structures of the brain change, the brain itself maintains a relatively consis-
tent \ovoid" shape. This property was exploited to separate extra and intra-cranial
clusters after FCM segmentation through a \quadrangle" test like the one presented
in Section 4.2.1 and used here.
During the quadrangle test, the QP (dened in Section 4.2.1) of each clusters
was recorded. A Group 1 Cluster
i
is considered to possibly have \Lost Tumor" if
more than 1% of its pixels can be found within the quadrangle, i.e. QP
i
 0:01.
The value of 1% is used to maximize the recovery of lost tumor pixels because true
extra-cranial clusters will have very few pixels within the quadrangle, if any at all.
Pixels belonging to Lost Tumor clusters (Figure 29(b)) are merged with pixels
from all Group 2 clusters (Figure 29(c)) and set to foreground (a non-zero value),
with all other pixels in the image set to background (value=0). This produces a
\Recovered" intra-cranial mask similar to the one shown in Figure 29(d). Since a
Lost Tumor cluster is a Group 1 cluster, the Recovered intra-cranial mask now also
contains areas of extra-cranial pixels. Figure 29(d) shows that in recovering the tumor
in Figure 29(b), pixels corresponding to the eyes and skin/fat/muscle, which are not
of interest, were also added.
Small regions of extra-cranial pixels are removed and separation of the brain
from connecting tissues is enhanced by rst \inverting" the Recovered intra-cranial
mask, so that foreground pixels occupy the background and visa-versa, and applying
a 5  5 closing operation. The Recovered intra-cranial mask is inverted again and
the brain is extracted by applying an eight-wise connected components operation
and keeping only the largest foreground component (the intra-cranial mask). Finally,
\gaps" along the periphery of the Recovered intra-cranial mask, possibly tumor not
recovered above, are lled by rst applying a 15  15 closing, then a 3  3 erosion
operation. The centroid of the resultant image is then taken and used as the origin
for a reection operation (Section 2.7.2) about the vertical axis, producing the nal
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mask that will be passed onto Stage Two. An example of the nal mask can be seen
in Figure 29(e).
5.1.2 Tumor Recovery in Lower Slices
The signicant changes in the shape of the intra-cranial region in lower slices
makes using QP values unreliable. Lost Tumor clusters are instead recovered by
isolating any Group 1 cluster who centroid values are greater than the centroid of
white matter in T1, PD, and T2 space, creating an \Enhancing Group 1" mask. In
the cases of white matter splitting, the cluster with the higher T1/lower T2 value
centroid is used as the comparison cluster. The original intra-cranial mask described
in Section 4.3.2 is merged with the Enhancing Group 1 mask to create an image
similar to that shown in Figure 29(d). Eight-wise connected components is then
used to extract the largest spatial component, the intra-cranial region, and create an
\Enhanced Intra-Cranial" mask.
To consider slices where a tumor cluster was placed into Group 2, but had pixels
lost during renement of the intra-cranial mask, a \Group 2" mask is created loading
the initial FCM segmentation and setting all Group 2 clusters to foreground and all
Group 1 clusters to background. An eight-wise connected components is applied, but
in addition to the largest spatial component, any region less than 250 pixels (a larger
component is known to be part of the eyes) is also kept. This image is then merged
with the Enhanced Intra-Cranial mask and pixels belonging to meningial tissues are
separated from the rest of the brain with a 5  5 erosion operation. The brain is is
extracted using another eight-wise connected components process, keeping the largest
spatial region, and its original dimensions are restored with a 5  5 dilation and a
vertical reection operation using the mask's centroid as the origin for the vertical
axis.
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It should be noted that this process works for all lower slices, except Template
5L, where the separation of the temporal lobes violates the above constraints. Instead,
a Template 5L slice will use the mask generated in this section by the Template 5
slice nearest the shoulders as an approximation of its own mask.
5.2 Stage Two: Multispectral Histogram Thresholding
After Stage One is completed, there are three primary tissue types of interest:
pathology (which can include gadolinium-enhanced tumor, edema, and necrosis), the
brain parenchyma (white and gray matter), and CSF, with the ultimate goal being
to segment the gadolinium-enhanced tumor.
Each MR voxel will have a hT1; PD; T2i location in <
3
, forming a feature-
space distribution. Knowledge described in Section 2.2 and used in the Chapter 4
algorithm includes the fact that pixels belonging to the same tissue type will exhibit
similar relaxation behaviors (T1 and T2) and water content (PD), they will then
also have approximately the same location in feature space [9]. Figure 30(a) shows
the signal-intensity images of a typical pathological slice, while (b) and (c) show
projections in T1/PD and T2/PD space respectively, with approximate tissue labels
overlaid. There is some overlap between classes because the graphs are projections
and also due to the partial-volume eect.
Knowledge used in Section 4.4.3 for detecting enhancing pathology is also used
for its delineation. Typical relationships between gadolinium-enhanced tumor and
other intra-cranial tissues can be seen in Figure 31, which consists of histogram dis-
tributions for each of the three feature images. These histograms were examined and
interviews were conducted with experts concerning the general makeup of tumorous
tissue and the behavior of gadolinium enhancement in the three MR spectrums. Like
Figure 26, specic dimensions are not shown in Figure 31, since they will change from
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Figure 30. Distribution of Intra-Cranial Pixels. (a) Raw T1, PD, and T2-weighted
Data. The distribution of intra-cranial pixels are shown in (b) T1-PD
and (c) PD-T2 feature space. C = CSF, Pa = Parenchymal Tissues, T =
Tumor
slice to slice and the primary concern is the relative location of enhancing pathology
within the histogram. Based on the typical tissue distributions, such as those shown
in Figures 30 and 31, and the general MR principles discussed in Section 2.2, a set of
heuristics were extracted that could be included in the system's knowledge base.
1. Gadolinium-enhanced tumor pixels occupy the higher end of the T1 spectrum.
2. Gadolinium-enhanced tumor pixels occupy the higher end of the PD spectrum,
though not with the degree of separation found in T1 space [49].
3. Gadolinium-enhanced tumor pixels were generally found towards the \middle"
of the T2 spectrum, making reliable segmentation based on T2 values dicult.
4. Slices with greater enhancement had better separation between tumor and non-
tumor pixels, while less enhancement resulted in more overlap between tissue
types.
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Figure 31. Histogram Distributions for Tumor and the Intra-Cranial Region. Solid
black lines indicates thresholds in T1 and PD-weighted space, which were
based on the histogram \peaks."
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These heuristics are expressed in general terms to give the system more ex-
ibility when processing slices with slightly dierent scanning protocols. This is in
contrast to eorts that tune imaging parameters, such as [112], and therefore have
parameter dependent training sets, which limits their application to slices with the
same parameters.
Up to this point, the system has used a paradigm where a data set would
be partitioned with an unsupervised clustering algorithm, with each partition being
labeled according to rules within the knowledge base. This paradigm is expandable to
an iterative version where, given an initial segmentation generated by over-clustering,
easily identiable objects/clusters were labeled and removed and the remaining data
was \reclustered" to allow more subtle trends between objects of interest to become
clear for subsequent rules. Called \knowledge-based reclustering," this approach is
implemented in this system, as detailed in [20, 18], for rening the boundaries between
gray matter and CSF in normal slices. Work by this author in [22] showed the
paradigm was also applicable to other domains, such as satellite imaging.
To use knowledge-based reclustering for tumor segmentation, once the intra-
cranial mask was created (thus discarding all extra-cranial pixels), reclustering would
be applied to those pixels contained in the mask to separate normal brain tissues from
pathology. All normal tissues would then be discarded and the remaining pixels would
be reclustered to separate enhancing tumor from non-tumor pathology. While working
well for cases with more distinct tumor boundaries, as reported by this author in [5,
19], when tumors with more diuse boundaries were considered, the reclustering step
would arrive at partitions that, while not \meaningless" [126, 123], gave poor results
when labels were (manually) assigned to various clusters. For example, a signicant
number of tumorous pixels were being misplaced into classes of normal brain tissue,
such as white matter. Attempts to solve this problem involved greater levels of
over-clustering and a number of FCM variations, including the semi-supervised FCM
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Figure 32. J
m
Versus the Number of Errors for the Iris Set. The progress of the
optimization function J
m
over FCM iterations is shown in (a), while the
number of errors at each iteration is shown in (b).
algorithm (ssFCM) [4] (used to introduce training data automatically selected by the
knowledge base), Bensaid's validity-guided clustering (VGC) [3, 123], and Gustafson
and Kessel's fuzzy covariance method [43]. None of these approaches completely
solved the problem.
In developing the VGCmethod, Bensaid [3] identied a number of limitations in
unsupervised clustering. The most relevant limitation is the fact that an unsupervised
clustering algorithm optimizes a function that may not be a good estimator of \true"
classication quality. Most c-means clustering algorithms optimize a within groups
sum of squared errors function, J
m
. A fuzzy version is given in Section 2.5. Many
\real world" data sets, however, have optimal partitions, determined by experts in
that eld, that do not necessarily correspond to the optimal value of the objective
function. An example of this can be seen in Figure 32 for the Iris data set. Comparing
the value of J
m
with the number of errors, it can be seen that a partition with a higher
J
m
has fewer errors than the \optimal" partition according to J
m
.
For the specic problem of tumor segmentation, analysis of knowledge concern-
ing tissue contrasts in specic pulse sequences and the pixel distributions in feature
space revealed that the T2-weighted feature played at most a small role in determin-
ing the best boundaries between tumor and non-tumor pathology. In fact, gadolin-
ium slightly reduces the T2-weighted signal intensity of aected tissues [49]. While
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exhibiting slightly better decision boundaries, experiments with clustering using a
reduced number of features (T1 and PD only) showed that FCM still had a tendency
to place tumor pixels into clusters containing primarily normal tissues in slices with
diuse boundaries. Analysis of the histograms generated in Figure 31 to examine
the relationship between enhancing tumor and other intra-cranial tissues, however,
revealed that thresholding could provide a simple, fast, yet eective, mechanism for
gross separation of tumor from non-tumor pixels and implementation of the heuristics
listed above. This notion is very similar to the pathology detection mechanism de-
scribed in Section 4.4.3. In fact, the use of multispectral histogram thresholding was
rst applied for tumor segmentation, then later adapted to the more general problem
of pathology detection.
It should be stressed, however, that the use of histogram thresholding does not,
and should not, suggest that clustering is incapable of arriving at satisfactory results.
Eorts by this author in [5, 19] have shown that knowledge-based (re)clustering is
a robust paradigm. But the histogram based method is a simpler and faster way of
exploiting the heuristics listed above to obtain useful results. Comparisons of the
histogram-based method with ssFCM segmentations (which used manually selected
training examples) are made in Table 17 in Chapter 6 and show that ssFCM performed
well with tumors that had distinct boundaries, such as Patient 1, but signicantly
underestimated in tumor cases that had more diuse boundaries, such as Patient 2.
As noted in Section 4.4.3, in the T1 and PD spectrums, the vast majority of
enhancing tumor pixels can be found to the right (having a greater signal intensity
value) of the histogram \peak," which serves as an eective threshold that works
across slices, even those with varying degrees of gadolinium enhancement. While
the T2 feature was an additional safeguard for ensuring only enhancing pathology
survived in Section 4.4.3, as noted above, gadolinium's tendency to reduce the T2
signal intensity of aected tissues made it unusable for the more precise problem of
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 33. Multispectral Histogram Thresholding of Figure 31. (a) T1-weighted
thresholding; (b) PD-weighted thresholding; (c) Intersection of (a) and
(b); (d) Ground truth.
tumor segmentation and was excluded from this process. An example is shown in
Figure 31. Unlike in Section 4.4.3, where the histogram thresholds were adjusted
to maximize the removal of all non-tumor pixels, the tumor segmentation system is
designed to minimize tumor loss when removing non-tumor pixels. Therefore, the
thresholds here are not adjusted as they were in Section 4.4.3. Also, while the peak
method works well for all slices Template 1 through 5, the histogram distributions
for Template 5L slices were slightly dierent due to the fact that they are using an
intra-cranial mask from a higher slice. This distorts the PD histogram distribution
shown in Figure 31, but this can be compensated by using Peak
PD

1
2
as the PD
threshold, while the T1 threshold may be set normally.
Figure 33(a) and (b) show the results of applying the T1 and PD histogram
thresholds in Figure 31(b) and (c), allowing direct comparisons to be made between
the histograms and the results of their thresholds. In both of these thresholded images
a signicant number of non-tumor pixels have been removed, though some non-tumor
pixels remain in each thresholded image. Since tumor is known to have high signal
intensities in both T1 and PD space, however, the intersection of these two images will
further remove non-tumorous pixels while preserving tumor. An example is shown in
Figure 33(c).
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Figure 34. Density Screening Initial Tumor Segmentation From Figure 33(c).
5.3 Stage Three: \Density Screening" in Feature Space
The multispectral histogram thresholding process in Stage Two provides a good
initial tumor segmentation, such as the one shown in Figure 33(c). Comparing it
with the ground truth image Figure 33(d), a number of pixels in the initial tumor
segmentation are not found in the ground truth image and should be removed. At this
stage, however, additional thresholding is dicult to apply with possibly removing
tumor pixels.
As summarized in Section 2.2, pixels belonging to the same tissue type will
have similar signal intensities in the three feature spectrums. Because normal tissue
types have a more or less uniform cellular makeup [78, 32, 106], their distribution in
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feature space will be relatively concentrated [9]. Tumor, however, can have signi-
cant variance, depending on the local degrees of gadolinium-enhancement and tissue
inhomogeneity within the tumor due to the presence of edema, necrosis, and pos-
sibly some parenchymal cells captured by the partial-volume eect. Figures 30 (b)
and (c) show the dierent \spreads" of normal and tumor pixels. Pixels belonging
to parenchymal tissues and CSF are grouped more densely by intensity, while pixels
belonging to tumor are more widely distributed.
This \density" characteristic can be used to remove non-tumor pixels without
aecting the presence of tumor pixels. Called \density screening," the process uses
a 3-dimensional histogram for all pixels remaining in the tumor segmentation image
after Stage Two. The histogram array has a T1 range  PD range  T2 range
size of 128  128  128 intensity bins. The maximum and minimum signal intensity
values of each feature in the initial tumor segmentation are found and quantized into
the histogram array (i.e., the minimum T1 intensity value occupies T1 Bin 1, the
maximum T1 intensity value occupies T1 Bin 128, with other values \quantized"
in between). The quantization was done for two reasons. First, sizes of a three-
dimensional histogram quickly became prohibitively large to store and manipulate.
Even a 256
3
histogram has nearly 17 million elements. Secondly, levels of quantization
can make the \dense" nature of normal pixels clear while still leaving tumor pixels
relatively spread out. For the 12-bit data studied here, after histogram thresholding,
slices had a range of approximately 800 intensity values in each feature. The actual
value of 128 was empirically selected after a factor of 256, a standard value in the
number of intensities in grayscale images, was found to be unwieldy to use and did
not \enhance" the density of normal pixels. Using 64 bins in each feature blurred
the separation of tumor and non-tumor pixels in training slices where the tumor
boundary was not as well dened. Values similar to 128, such as 120 or 140, are
unlikely to signicantly change the \quantization" eect, nor should brain size since
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the histograms are based on the feature values of suspected tumor. The histograms
and scatterplots shown in Figure 34 were created using 128 bins. Specic dimensions
are not shown in Figure 34, since they will change from slice to slice and the primary
concern is the location and relative density of non-tumor pixels in comparison to
tumor pixels.
From the 3D histogram, three 2D projections are generated: T1/PD, T1/T2,
and PD/T2. An example 2D projection is shown in Figure 34(a), generated from the
slice shown in Figure 33(c). Non-tumor pixels are located in the lowest T1/PD corner
(consistent with knowledge in feature space) and are shown to have the highest peaks,
meaning those bins have the most pixels within them. A corresponding scatterplot is
shown in Figure 34(b). Similar properties can be found in the other two projections.
To remove these areas of dense non-tumor pixels, the highest peak in each pro-
jection is found and designated as the starting point for a region growing process [55]
that \clears" any neighboring bin whose cardinality (number of pixels in that bin) is
greater than a set threshold (T1/PD=3, T1/T2=4, PD/T2=3). This will result in a
new scatterplot similar to that shown in Figure 34(c). A pixel is removed from the
tumor segmentation if it corresponds to a bin that was \cleared" in any of the three
feature-domain projections. Figures 34(d) and (e) are the tumor segmentation before
and after the entire density screening process is completed. Note that the resulting
image is closer to ground truth.
The thresholds used were determined by taking the ground truth tumor of
each training slice and creating a 3D histogram, including 2D projections, based
on the dimensions of the slice's initial tumor segmentation. In other words, given
a 3D histogram of an initial tumor segmentation, all pixels not in the ground truth
image were removed, leaving only tumor behind without changing the dimensions and
quantization levels of the histogram. The respective 2D projections of all training
slices were examined. It was found that the smallest bin cardinality bordering a
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bin occupied by known non-tumor pixels made an accurate threshold for the given
projection.
5.4 Stage Four: Region Analysis
Up to this point, knowledge for tumor segmentation has been applied primarily
to a pixel's individual properties in feature space. Stage Four, however, integrates
spatial knowledge by considering pixels at a region or component level. Dened
in Section 2.7.3, a connected components operation is applied to the rened tumor
segmentation generated by Stage Three, allowing each region to be tested separately
for the presence of tumor. Figure 35(b) shows a rened tumor segmentation mask,
which contains a number of spatially disjoint areas. The ground truth tumor (c)
shows that only one region actually contains tumor. Therefore, decisions must be
made regarding which regions contain tumor and which ones do not.
While most glioblastoma-multiforme tumor cases have only one tumorous spa-
tially compact region that has the highest mean T1 value, in some cases, the tumor
has grown such that it has branched into both hemispheres of the brain, causing the
tumor to appear disjoint in some slices, or it has fragmented as a result of treatment.
Also, dierent tumor regions do not enhance equally. Thus, cases can range from a
single well-enhancing tumor to a fragmented tumor with dierent levels of enhance-
ment. In comparison, the makeup of non-tumor regions is generally more consistent
than in tumorous regions. Therefore, the knowledge base is designed to facilitate re-
moval of non-tumor regions because their composition can be more reliably modeled
and detected.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 35. Using Regions for Tumor Segmentation. After processing the intra-cranial
mask (a), (b) is a rened tumor segmentation. Only one region, as shown
in the ground-truth image (c) is actual tumor. Region analysis discrimi-
nates between tumorous and non-tumorous regions.
5.4.1 Removing Extra-Cranial Regions
Table 2 shows that both gadolinium-enhanced tumor and extra-cranial tissues
tissues that receive gadolinium infused blood, such as muscle or meningial tissues
immediately surrounding the brain, will have a bright T1 signal intensity. The pres-
ence of such extra-cranial pixels can interfere with the knowledge base's assumption
in Section 5.4.2 that regions with the highest T1 value are most likely tumor. Thus,
their removal is important to allow the heuristics in Section 5.4.2 to be consistently
applied.
5.4.1.1 Processing Lower Slices
In the lower slices, the extra-cranial regions most often reintroduced during tu-
mor recovery are the ocular muscles and nerves. An example is shown in Figure 36(a).
These structures are easily recognized by the fact that they are pairs of components
of approximately the same size (number of pixels) and mirror one another along the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 36. Removing the Eyes. Recovering lost tumor pixels can occasionally rein-
troduce extra-cranial structures such as the eyes (a). These structures can
be modeled and identied (b), allowing their removal (c).
vertical axis at the front of the head. Since they are \normal" structures, they may
be qualitatively modeled and removed.
The size heuristic can be tested by requiring that the number of pixels in each
region dier by no more than 25%. Components will mirror one another if they have
approximately the same centroid Y-value and X-distance from the vertical axis. The
\front" of the head is determined by loading the original intra-cranial mask (before
tumor recovery) and tting a bounding box around it. This returns the centroid
of the mask (X
ICR
c
; Y
ICR
c
), used as the origin for a Cartesian axis, and the top-most
and bottom most points, from which the \length" along the y-axis of the intra-cranial
region Length
ICR
y
is calculated by taking the absolute dierence of the Y values of the
top-most and bottom most points of the bounding box. A region is considered to be
at the front of the head if the Y-value of its centroid is no more than Length
ICR
y
25%
below the top-most point, Front
ICR
y
. The following rule implements the heuristics:
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min(Size
a
;Size
b
)
max(Size
a
;Size
b
)
 0:25
AND Y
a
c
> Front
ICR
y
AND Y
b
c
> Front
ICR
y
AND j Y
a
c
  Y
b
c
j < 5
AND j X
a
c
j   j X
b
c
j < 5
THEN Remove Region
a
and Region
b
Two other tests are also used to remove extra-cranial regions in lower slices.
The rst removes any region whose centroid lies outside the bounding box of the
original intra-cranial mask. Thus, a component that was to the left of the left-most
point would be removed, as would a component that was above the top-most point,
etc.
The second test searches for components in the rened tumor mask that have
little or no contact with the original intra-cranial mask (before tumor recovery in
Stage One). This reects the fact that tumor recovery was primarily designed for
pixels accidentally clustered into an extra-cranial cluster and any large component
found in the rened tumor mask with little or no contact in the intra-cranial mask
is very likely to be extra-cranial tissue. This is done by isolating each spatial region
in the rened tumor mask, intersecting it with the original-mask, and comparing the
number of pixels that survive with the original number of pixels in the region. Given
Region
a
and the number of pixels Size
a
, a ratio Contact
a
can be dened as follows:
Contact
a
=
# Pixels (in Region
a
\ Intra-Cranial Mask)
Size
a
(5.1)
and veried with the following rule (using Size
a
to limit the rule to regions within an
expected size range, based on observations made on the training slices, of extra-cranial
tissues):
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GIVEN Region
a
with Size
a
IF Contact
a
= 0
OR 300  Size
a
 800
AND Contact
a
< 0:075
THEN Remove Region
a
5.4.1.2 Removing Meningial Regions in All Slices
Once all extra-cranial regions specic to the lower slices have been removed,
additional processing begins to remove meningial regions found in all slices, such as
the dura or pia matter. Anatomical knowledge is used again by noting that meningial
tissues are thin membranes surrounding the brain and lie within a relatively narrow
margin. Therefore, any regions in the rened tumor image that have a similar place-
ment and shape would be expected to be meningial tissues. An example of such
meningial pixels is shown in Figure 29(e).
Figure 37 shows that an approximation of the brain periphery can be used to
detect meningial tissues. The unusual shape of the intra-cranial mask in Figure 37(a)
is due to prior resection surgery. The brain periphery is approximated by applying a
7 7 erosion operation to the intra-cranial mask and subtracting the resultant image
from the original mask, as shown in Figures 37(a) through (c). Each component in
the rened tumor mask is intersected with the intra-cranial border. Any component
having more than 50% of its pixels contained in the intra-cranial periphery is marked
as meningial tissue and removed from further processing. Figure 37(d) shows a tu-
mor segmentation intersected with the intra-cranial periphery from Figure 37(c). In
Figure 37(e), the pixels that will be removed by this operation are shown and they
are indeed meningial pixels.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 37. Removing Meningial Pixels. A \ring" approximating the brain periphery
is created by applying a 7 7 erosion operation to the intra-cranial mask
(a), resulting in image (b). Subtracting (b) from (a), creates a \ring",
shown in (c). By overlaying this \ring" onto a tumor segmentation (d),
small regions of meningial tissues (e) can be detected and removed. The
unusual shape of the intra-cranial region is due to prior resection surgery.
5.4.2 Removing Intra-Cranial Non-Tumor Regions
Once any extra-cranial regions have been removed, the knowledge base is ap-
plied to discriminate regions with tumor from regions without tumor based on statis-
tical information about the region. A regions mean, standard deviation, and skewness
in T1, PD, and T2 feature space respectively are used as features. For example, the
mean T1 value of Region
a
, u
a
T1
, would be dened as:
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u
a
T1
=
1
N
N
X
i=1
T1(x
i
) (5.2)
where T1(x
i
) is the T1 value of pixel x
i
contained in Region
a
. The value N represents
the number of pixels in Region
a
and is later referred to as Size
a
. The standard
deviation of Region
a
(
a
T1
) is dened as:

a
T1
(x
1
: : : x
N
) =
v
u
u
t
1
N   1
N
X
i=1
(T1(x
i
)   u
a
T1
)
2
(5.3)
and its skewness is:
Skewness
a
T1
(x
1
: : : x
N
) =
1
N
N
X
i=1
 
T1(x
i
)  u
a
T1

a
T1
!
3
(5.4)
The concept behind this approach is that the trends and characteristics de-
scribed at a pixel level in Sections 2.2 and 5.2 are also applicable on a region level.
For example, since individual pixels with a higher T1 value are more likely to contain
tumor than pixels with a lower T1 value, one expects regions with a higher T1 mean
are more likely to contain tumor than regions with a lower T1 mean. By sorting
regions in feature space based upon their mean values, rules based on their relative
order can be created:
1. Large regions that contain tumor will likely contain a signicant number of
pixels that are of highest intensity in T1 and PD space.
2. Regions that do not contain tumor are unlikely to contain a signicant number
of pixels that are of highest intensity in T1 and PD space and most likely to
contain a signicant number of pixels of lowest intensity in T1 and PD space.
3. The intra-cranial region with the highest mean T1 value and a \high" PD
and T2 value, is considered \First Tumor," against which all other regions are
compared.
4. The means of regions that contain similar tissue types will neighbor one another
in feature space.
5. Other regions that contain tumor are likely to fall within 1 to 1.5 standard
deviations (depending on region size) of First Tumor in T1 and PD space.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 38. Using Pixel Counts to Remove Non-Tumorous Regions. Given a rened
tumor segmentation after Stage Three (a) and removal of any extra-cranial
pixels, regions with a signicant number of pixels highest in T1 space (b)
or PD space (c) are likely to contain tumor, ((b) and (c) are merged in
(d)), while regions with pixels lowest in T1 space (e) are unlikely to contain
signicant tumor. Ground truth is shown in (f).
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Table 5. Region Labeling Rules Based on Pixel Presence. Any Region
a
(with
Size
a
) that satises one of the following rules is labeled and removed
from further consideration.
Size of Pixels in Intersection Action
Region
a
with 3 Masks
 5 Any Bottom T1 Pixels AND Remove
Less than 2 Top T1 Pixels Non-tumor
 500 More than Size
a
 0:06 Top T1 Pixels Label As
Tumor
 5 No Top T1 Pixels AND Remove
> Size
a
 0:005 Bottom T1 Pixels AND Non-tumor
< Size
a
 0:01 Top PD Pixels
Regions that comply with the rst two heuristics listed above are the easiest to
locate and their statistics can be used to examine the remaining regions. To apply the
rst two heuristics, three new image masks are created. The rst image mask takes
the rened tumor segmentation image and keeps only 20% of the highest T1-value
pixels (i.e., if there were 100 pixels in the rened tumor image, the 20 pixels with the
highest T1 values are kept). The second mask keeps the highest 20% in PD space,
while the third mask keeps the 30% lowest in T1 space. Each region is isolated and
intersected with each of the 3 masks created. The number of pixels of the region
in a particular mask is recorded and compared with the rules listed in Table 5. An
example is shown in Figure 38.
Regions that do not activate any of the rules in Table 5 remain unlabeled and
are analyzed using the last three heuristics. According to the third heuristic, given
a region that has been positively labeled tumor as a point of reference, a search
can be made in feature space for neighboring tumor regions. Normally, the region
with the highest T1 mean value can be selected as this point of reference (called
\First Tumor"). To guard against the possibility that an extra-cranial region (usually
meningial tissues at the inter-hemisphericssure) still exists, the selection of the initial
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Table 6. Removing Non-Tumor Regions Based on Statistical Measurements. Re-
gions that satisfy one of the following rules are removed from the tumor
mask. Region
Largest
is the largest known tumor region.
(a) Rules Based on Standard Deviation (SD) of \First Tumor"
Region Size Remove if Region's Mean Values are:
 10 OR > 1 SD away in T1 space OR
 Region
Largest
=4 > 1 SD away in PD space.
 10 AND > 1:5 SD away in T1 space AND
 Region
Largest
=4 > 1:5 SD away in PD space.
(b) Labeling Rules Based on Region Statistics
 100 Region Skewness
T1
 0:75 AND
Region Skewness
PD
 0:75 AND
Region Skewness
T2
 0:75
tumor region is veried via the heuristic that a tumor region will not only have a very
high T1 mean value, but will also occupy the highest half of all regions in sorted PD
and T2 mean space. For example, if there were 10 regions total, the region being
tested must be one of the 5 highest mean values in both PD and T2 space. If the
candidate region passes, it is conrmed as First Tumor. Otherwise, it is discarded
and the region with the next highest T1 mean value is selected for testing as First
Tumor.
Once First Tumor has been conrmed, extracted knowledge indicates that re-
gions of a similar tissue type neighbor one another in feature space. Although tu-
morous regions can have signicantly dierent makeups between slices, this heuristic
holds for the purpose of separating tumor from non-tumor regions within a slice.
Furthermore, the standard deviations in T1 and PD space of a known tumor region
were found to be a useful and exible distance measure.
Table 6(a) lists the two rules that use the standard deviation to remove non-
tumor regions, based on the size of the region being tested. The rule in Table 6(b)
serves as a tie-breaker for some regions that were not labeled before. The term
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Region
Largest
is used to indicate the largest known tumor region. In most cases there
was only a single tumor region, so the First Tumor region was also the largest region.
In cases where tumor was fragmented, however, a larger tumorous region will provide
a more robust mean and standard deviation for the distance measure. Therefore,
the term Region
Largest
would be assigned to the largest region within one standard
deviation in both T1 and PD space to the First Tumor region.
After the rules in Table 6 are applied, the tumor segmentation will have a nal
threshold applied.
5.5 Stage Five: Final T1 Thresholding
At the end of Stage Four, the regions with no tumor have been removed, but
non-tumor pixels may still be found in those regions considered to contain tumor.
While enhancing tumor has properties in each of the three available features that have
been used as knowledge, discussions with an expert radiologist [84] have indicated that
nal tumor boundaries are determined by pixel intensities in the T1-weighted image.
Thresholds were described in Section 5.2 in a relatively \coarse" manner because
the boundary of enhancing tumor was \obscured" by pixels belonging to non-tumor
tissues. With the removal of most of these non-tumor tissues in Stages Two through
Four, however, a greater level of focus can be placed and a more precise threshold
can be applied.
Knowledge presented in Section 5.4.2 indicated that spatial components con-
taining tumor have a mean T1 value within approximately one standard deviation of
the mean T1 value of known tumor. Applying this heuristic at a pixel level suggests
that a usable threshold could be set at the mean value of the segmented tumor image
minus its standard deviation in T1-weighted space. While eective in some slices,
the signicant degree of variability of tumor, in terms of size, overall signal intensity
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in T1-weighted space, and degree of separability from surrounding non-tumor tissues
prevents a single threshold formula from being used. Therefore, the threshold is made
adaptive by generating a series of candidate values, based on the \standard deviation"
principle stated above, and choosing the threshold that best approximates the tumor
boundary by examining the makeup of the current tumor segmentation image.
The candidate thresholds are generated by rst examining how the pixels con-
tained within the tumor segmentation mask produced at the end of Stage Four (here-
after called the \Total Tumor" mask) were partitioned during initial FCM segmen-
tation. A \classmap" of the tumor segmentation is created loading the initial FCM
segmentation image and keeping only those pixels contained in the Total Tumor mask.
This creates an image that is spatially identical to the Total Tumor mask, but also
contains the class labels of each pixel from the FCM segmentation, providing addi-
tional knowledge, both for generating the candidate thresholds and selecting the most
appropriate one. Examples are shown in Figures 39(a) and (e).
The term Largest is assigned to the Cluster
i
that has the greatest number of
pixels contained by the classmap image. The pixels belonging to Cluster
Largest
are
separated from the Total Tumor mask, creating a \Largest Cluster" mask (not to
be confused with the \Largest Tumor" spatial region dened in Stage Four), while
a \Remaining Clusters" mask containing all remaining pixels from the Total Tumor
mask. Example of Largest Cluster masks are shown in Figures 39(b) and (f), while
(c) and (g) show \Remaining Clusters" masks.
Once the Largest Cluster mask has been created, how tumor was partitioned
during FCM clustering can be determined. Enhancing tumor is known to have the
highest T1 value of all intra-cranial tissues. Therefore, if Cluster
Largest
contains the
majority of the tumor, then the Largest Cluster mask should have a mean T1 value
greater than that of the Total Tumor mask. Otherwise, if the tumor was segmented
into multiple classes during FCM clustering, or if if Cluster
Largest
contains primarily
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(a) Raw Data
(b) Classmap
Image
(c) Pixels in
Largest Cluster
(d) Pixels in
Remaining Clusters
(e) Pixels Removed
After Thresholding
(f) Raw Data
(g) Classmap
Image
(h) Pixels in
Largest Cluster
(i) Pixels in
Remaining Clusters
(j) Pixels Removed
After Thresholding
Figure 39. Final T1 Thresholding. A \classmap" image, (b) and (g), is generated
by mapping the FCM labels onto the tumor mask. The cluster with the
largest number of pixels, (c) and (h), is isolated from the rest of the mask,
(d) and (i). The Largest Cluster image in (c) contains the most enhancing
tumors in (a), while the most enhancing tumor pixels in (f) are found the
Remaining Clusters mask (i). Based on this distinction, statistical rules
are used to set a nal threshold in T1 space allowing additional non-tumor
pixels to be removed (e) and (j).
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non-tumor pixels, then the Largest Cluster mask may have a mean T1 value lower
than that of the Total Tumor mask.
This concept is measured by calculating the mean T1 value, u
T1
, as dened
in Section 5.4.2, for the Largest Cluster mask (u
T1
Largest
) and the Total Tumor mask
(u
T1
Total
) and creating an \enhancement ratio," Enhance
T1
L=T
, using the following for-
mula:
Enhance
T1
L=T
=
u
T1
Largest
u
T1
Total
(5.5)
If the Largest Cluster image has a greater mean T1 value than the Total Tumor
image, Enhance
T1
L=T
will be  1:0. Otherwise, the Largest Cluster image has a lower
mean T1 value. A similar enhancement ratio, Enhance
T1
L=R
is generated between the
Largest Cluster mask, u
T1
Largest
, and Remaining Clusters mask, u
T1
Remaining
:
Enhance
T1
L=R
=
u
T1
Largest
u
T1
Remaining
(5.6)
The ratios are used to allow the rules in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 to gauge how distinct
the Largest Cluster mask is (or isn't) from the other tumor masks and guide the
selection of the nal threshold value.
A total of four candidate thresholds are generated, three of which are based on
the T1 mean and standard deviation of the three tumor masks: Total Tumor, Largest
Cluster, and Remaining Clusters. One of the possible candidate thresholds, described
above, can be determined by calculating the mean T1 value of the Total Tumor mask,
u
T1
Total
, minus its T1 standard deviation 
T1
Total
. Called \TMSD," for Total (Tumor)
Mean (Minus) Standard Deviation, it is dened as:
TMSD = u
T1
Total
  
T1
Total
(5.7)
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Table 7. Candidate Thresholds. Based on the statistical information of the tumor
masks, a series of possible thresholds in T1 space are generated. The best
threshold for a particular slice is then selected according to rules in the
knowledge base.
Label Mask Based On Threshold Formula
TMSD Total Tumor u
T1
Total
  
T1
Total
LMSD Largest Cluster u
T1
Largest
  
T1
Largest
RMSD Remaining Clusters u
T1
Remaining
  
T1
Remaining
WMT White Matter T1
WM
Thresholds for the Largest Cluster mask (LMSD) and the Remaining Clusters mask
(RMSD) are generated similarly using their respective T1 means and standard devi-
ations. These thresholds are summarized in Table 7.
The fourth candidate threshold, called \WMT" for White Matter Threshold,
is the T1 centroid value of the white matter cluster, T1
WM
. If white matter splitting
has occurred, the Group 2 cluster with the lowest T2 value centroid is used because
it can be consistently identied, regardless of the degree of pathology present, and
its centroid has the highest T1 value of all clusters of normal tissues. Enhancing
pathology has a higher T1 value than white matter. The WMT threshold is used
to remove a set of pixels on the white matter/pathology border. The number of
pixels removed will normally be small (just those that are slightly higher in T1 signal
intensity that tissue known to be white matter).
The WMT threshold is adjusted slightly when Enhance
T1
L=T
 1:0. Since the
plurality of the tumor, contained in Cluster
Largest
, shows signicant enhancement,
as dened by Enhance
T1
L=T
, the WMT threshold is usually too low. Therefore, it is
scaled up by the enhancement ratio, the following formula:
WMT = max(T1
WM
;Min
T1
Total
) Enhance
T1
L=T
(5.8)
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where Min
T1
Total
is the T1-weighted value of the pixel in the Total Tumor mask with
the lowest T1-weighted intensity.
In some slices where the Remaining Clusters image has a high standard devia-
tion, the calculated RMSD threshold can be less than Min
T1
Total
, meaning the RMSD
threshold will have no use. To prevent this, RMSD is reset to the maximumof RMSD,
Min
T1
Total
, and the scaled WMT. In most cases, RMSD is already the maximum value.
Once the four thresholds are generated, they are sorted in descending order.
The value Threshold
1
, for example, will be given the highest of the four candidate
thresholds, while Threshold
2
will be assigned the second highest, and so on. Using
criteria such as the value of Enhance
T1
L=T
and the order of the candidate thresholds in
T1-weighted space, the candidate threshold that best approximates the tumor/non-
tumor boundary (in T1-weighted space) will be selected. Dierent sets of rules will
be activated based on the value of Enhance
T1
L=T
and were developed by examining
the training set and observing which threshold gave the best results under distinct
conditions. The rules are presented in order of application.
5.5.1 Thresholding If Enhance
T1
L=T
 1:0
Slices where the Largest Cluster mask has a higher mean T1 value indicate two
possibilities. In most slices, the tumor enhanced evenly and was clustered into a single
class during initial FCM segmentation. In some slices, however, dierent areas of the
tumor enhanced in dierent amounts and were split into multiple classes during FCM
segmentation, with the Largest Cluster mask containing the pixels with the most
enhancement. In these cases, the nal threshold value is determined based on a
combination of the value of the enhancement ratio, Enhance
T1
L=T
, and the \spread"
(or range) of the thresholds calculated by:
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Threshold Spread =
LMSD
Threshold
4
(5.9)
where Threshold
4
is the candidate threshold with the lowest T1 value.
Since the Largest Cluster mask has a higher mean T1 value than the Total
Tumor mask, LMSD should also be the highest candidate threshold, Threshold
1
,
and is so in the majority of cases. If the Largest Cluster mask of a slice has a large
enough T1 standard deviation, 
T1
Largest
, however, the resulting LMSD threshold may
not be the highest candidate. In these slices, the WMT threshold was consistently
found to be the highest threshold instead. This distinction is noted and used in the
decision making process. The concept of \threshold spread" is important as a number
of rules allow a maximum \spread" between the threshold selected and Threshold
4
.
The rst two rules address easily identiable cases. Normally, all of the can-
didate thresholds are signicantly lower than the mean T1 value of each of the re-
spective three tumor masks. If a slice's TMSD or WMT threshold is greater than the
mean T1 value of the Remaining Clusters mask (the mask with the lowest mean T1
value), the tumor needs only minimal thresholding unless the slice shows signicant
enhancement, in which case the nal threshold is set to TMSD.
IF u
T1
Remaining
< max(TMSD;WMT )
THEN IF Threshold
1
= LMSD AND Enhance
T1
L=T
 1:10
THEN Set Threshold to TMSD
ELSE Set Threshold to Threshold
4
If the enhancement ratio between the Largest Cluster and Remaining Clusters
masks, Enhance
T1
L=R
, is extremely small, then the tumor enhanced evenly, but was
split into separate classes by FCM along another feature (PD or T2). In these slices,
the nal threshold is set to TMSD.
IF Enhance
T1
L=R
< 1:001
THEN Set Threshold to TMSD
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The following rule addresses slices where LMSD was not the highest candidate
threshold due to the high T1 standard deviation of the Largest Cluster mask. In most
of these cases, the highest threshold, WMT, was selected unless the lowest two candi-
date thresholds (usually TMSD and RMSD) had very similar values, indicating even
enhancement throughout the tumor mask which should receive a minimal threshold.
IF Threshold
1
6= LSMD
THEN IF jThreshold
3
  Threshold
4
j < 3:0
THEN Take Maximum Threshold
i
Such That
Threshold
i
Threshold
4
< 1:002
ELSE Set Threshold to WMT
The remaining rules in this section assume that LMSD is the highest candidate
threshold, Threshold
1
. If LMSD is the highest candidate threshold, and the threshold
spread is very small, then the tumor enhanced evenly, but the nal threshold is set
to LMSD, as opposed to TMSD, to allow slightly more aggressive removal of false
positive pixels.
IF Threshold Spread  1:04
THEN Set Threshold to LMSD
If the threshold spread is very large, then the Largest Cluster mask not only
has a signicantly higher mean T1 value, but has a standard deviation such that the
resulting LMSD threshold is signicantly higher than the other candidate thresholds.
To determine whether the tumor was fragmented during FCM clustering, the T1
standard deviation of the Total Tumor image and enhancement ratio Enhance
T1
L=R
to
determine the maximum allowable ratio between the nal threshold, Threshold
i
, and
the lowest threshold, Threshold
4
, which is usually the white matter threshold, and
thus known non-tumor tissue.
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IF Threshold Spread  1:275
THEN IF Enhance
T1
L=R
> 1:25
THEN IF 
T1
Total
> 180
THEN Take Maximum Threshold
i
Such That
Threshold
i
Threshold
4
< 1:10
ELSE Take Maximum Threshold
i
Such That
Threshold
i
Threshold
4
< 1:15
ELSE Take Maximum Threshold
i
Such That
Threshold
i
Threshold
4
< 1:275
The nal rule covers the remaining threshold spread values. For slices with a
threshold spread above 1:1, if the slice's enhancement ratio, Enhance
T1
L=R
, is greater
than its threshold spread, then most of the tumor is contained in the Largest Cluster
mask and the LMSD threshold is used. Otherwise, the tumor enhanced unevenly and
minimal thresholding, based on white matter, is applied.
If the threshold spread is less than 1:1, the TMSD threshold is used if there
is little dierence between it and the lowest candidate threshold. Otherwise, the
relationship between WMT and the remaining thresholds is considered.
IF 1:04 < Threshold Spread < 1:275
THEN IF Threshold Spread > 1:1
THEN IF Threshold Spread < Enhance
T1
L=R
THEN Set Threshold to LMSD
ELSE Set Threshold to WMT
ELSE
IF
TMSD
Threshold
4
< 1:01
THEN Set Threshold to TMSD
IF WMT > RMSD AND
WMT
Threshold
4
< 1:01
THEN Set Threshold to WMT
ELSE Set Threshold to LMSD
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5.5.2 Thresholding If Enhance
T1
L=T
< 1:0
Slices where Enhance
T1
L=T
< 1:0 indicate that either the Largest Cluster mask
was comprised primarily of non-tumor pixels, or had a tumor that enhanced unevenly
and was \fragmented" into two or more classes during FCM segmentation, with the
majority of the pixels placed into the Largest Cluster mask having the lowest en-
hancement.
If the level of \enhancement" between the Largest Cluster and Total Tumor
masks is signicantly less than 1:0, then the Largest Cluster mask most likely contains
only non-tumor pixels, while the Remaining Clusters mask has tumor with strong
enhancement. In these cases, the T1 standard deviation of the Total Tumor mask
will be high and the LMSD threshold will be used. Otherwise, the TMSD threshold
is used.
IF Enhance
T1
L=T
< 0:90
THEN IF 
T1
Total
> 180
THEN Set Threshold to LMSD
ELSE Set Threshold to TMSD
As stated earlier, a slice with an enhancement ratio less than 1:0 has a tumor
where most of the enhancing tumor pixels are contained in the Remaining Clusters
mask, not the Largest Cluster mask. As a result, the Remaining Clusters mask
will instead contain the pixels with the most enhancement and the RMSD threshold
will usually be the highest candidate threshold. If the T1 standard deviation of the
Remaining Clusters mask, 
T1
Remaining
, is large enough that RMSD is not the highest
candidate threshold, however, then the following rule res if the highest candidate
threshold is TMSD or WMT:
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IF Threshold
1
= TMSD
THEN Set Threshold to TMSD
ELSE IF Threshold
1
= WMT
THEN Set Threshold to WMT
In the remaining cases, slices are thresholded primarily based on the number
of candidate thresholds above a \Floor" value, which is normally set to the TMSD
threshold unless TMSD has a value less than or near (in T1 space) the lowest T1 value
pixel in the Total Tumor mask: Floor = max(Min
T1
Total
+ 5; TMSD). The number
of candidate thresholds greater than Floor is determined and a specic rule is red
depending on the number counted. In general, this number increases as the T1 stan-
dard deviation increases in the Total Tumor mask (which lowers TMSD), suggesting
a higher presence of non-tumor pixels, or the T1 standard deviations in the Largest
Cluster and Remaining Clusters masks decreases (leaving LMSD and RMSD at higher
values), suggesting higher homogeneity of tissues within the respective masks.
If no or only one candidate threshold is greater than Floor, selection is deter-
mined based on which candidate threshold has the maximumvalue. As stated earlier,
the maximum candidate threshold is normally RMSD since it is based on the mask
containing most of the enhancing tumor pixels. If the RMSD threshold is the highest
threshold, it is selected unless the slice has a signicant T1 standard deviation in the
Total Tumor mask, in which case minimal thresholding is applied.
IF Threshold
1
= RMSD
THEN IF 
T1
Total
> 125
THEN Set Threshold to Threshold
4
ELSE Set Threshold to RMSD
If the LMSD threshold is the highest threshold, however, due to an extremely
high T1 standard deviation in the Remaining Clusters mask, then the LMSD thresh-
old is selected unless the slice shows high T1 standard deviations in all three tumor
masks and the white matter threshold, WMT, is signicantly below the Floor value,
prompting minimal thresholding to be applied.
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IF Threshold
1
= LMSD
THEN IF Threshold
4
=WMT
AND WMT=F loor < 0:90
AND min(
T1
Largest
; 
T1
Remaining
; 
T1
Total
) > 100
THEN Set Threshold to Threshold
4
ELSE Set Threshold to Threshold
1
If two candidate thresholds are greater than Floor, the maximum, then the
threshold is set to the Floor value (usually TMSD) unless the slices has a signicant
T1 standard deviation in the Total Tumor mask or has a low enhancement ratio,
suggesting a relatively small tumor surrounding by a large amount of non-tumor
pixels. In these cases, the maximum threshold is used.
IF 
T1
Total
> 150
OR Enhance
T1
L=T
< 0:95
THEN Set Threshold to Threshold
1
ELSE Set Threshold to Floor
Finally, if three candidate thresholds (LMSD, RMSD, and WMT) were greater
than Floor, then the TMSD threshold was the lowest threshold due to a signicant T1
standard deviation in the Total Tumor mask. The relation of white matter (WMT)
and the Largest Cluster mask (LMSD) determines which case exists and what the
appropriate threshold is. If the LMSD threshold is greater than white matter, then
the Largest Cluster mask contains tumor and has sucient separability to allow
maximum thresholding. Otherwise, the threshold is based on the Total Tumor mask.
IF WMT < LMSD
THEN Set Threshold to Threshold
1
ELSE Set Threshold to TMSD
Once a threshold is determined, it is applied to the Total Tumor mask. The
resultant image is labeled as nal tumor and segmentation stops.
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5.6 Post Processing: Tumor Verication in Upper Slices
The tumor segmentation rules search for gadolinium enhancing tumor. Some
of the upper slices, however, while properly being classied as abnormal due to the
presence of other pathological tissues such as edema, did not contain enhancing tumor
as dened by radiologist-labeled \ground truth." Since the rules in Stages 1 through
5 assume the presence of enhancing pathology, the nal tumor image produced by
Stage 5 will contain only false positive pixels.
To verify the presence of enhancing tumor, a variation of the enhancing pathol-
ogy test from Section 4.4.3 is applied to the nal tumor image, using the histogram
peak in T1, PD, and T2 feature space as thresholds. The resultant images are inter-
sected and the number of pixels remaining is compared with the number before the
thresholds were applied. If less than 5% of the pixels remain, the slice is reclassied as
\no enhancing-tumor abnormal." Otherwise, the tumor segmentation is conrmed.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS
6.1 Training and Test Sets
As summarized in Table 8, 638 slices from 63 volumes and 25 subjects were
available for processing. Of these slices, 194 were from \volunteer" normals, 27 were
from gadolinium enhanced normals, and 417 were from patient scans. Of the 417
patient slices, 176 were \lower slices" and 385 were conrmed, by radiologist pathology
reports, to have glioblastoma-multiforme tumor, with the remaining 32 slices found
immediately above or below the tumor mass. From the available data sets, three
training sets were created, as shown in Tables 9 and 10 for normal and abnormal
slices respectively. The rst training set was created for the purpose of qualitatively
modeling and detecting pathology in the lower slices, as presented in Chapter 4, and
included 38 normal (23 from volunteers and 15 from gadolinium enhanced normals)
and 27 abnormal slices.
The remaining two training sets were designed for developing the tumor seg-
mentation system and were thus comprised of only abnormal slices. The second
training set used 46 slices in developing Stages One through Four of the tumor seg-
mentation system in Chapter 5, while 64 slices were used for the nal T1 threshold
step in Stage Five.
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Table 8. Summary of MR Data Available.
Type Train/Test # Subjects # Volumes # Slices
Volunteer Train 4 5 23
(No gadolinium, Test 9 21 171
no pathology.) Total 13 26 194
Gadolinium Normals Train 2 2 15
(Received gadolinium, Test 2 2 12
no pathology.) Total 4 4 27
Patient Train 5 13 70
(Received gadolinium, Test 3 20 347
contained pathology.) Total 8 33 417
Total Train 11 20 108
Test 14 43 530
Total 25 63 638
Table 11 lists the total number of slices, volumes and subjects (volunteer,
gadolinium enhanced normals, and patient) unseen by the system during knowledge
base development for the pathology detection and tumor segmentation stages. The
section \Unseen At Any Processing Stage" in Table 11 totals the number of cases
completely unseen by all three processing stages in the system, for each of the three
subject types. The number of completely unseen patient slices is larger than the
number of patient slices during tumor segmentation because some slices from patient
scans were found to contain no pathology (lying above or below the tumor mass).
These slices were not processed by the tumor segmentation, but were still considered
completely unseen. Because all patient scans had some pathology present, the num-
ber of completely unseen patient volumes and subjects were calculated by counting
the number of each unseen in both pathology detection and all tumor segmentation
stages.
As Table 10 shows, patients 3, 6, and 8 were completely unseen before process-
ing. An additional column, \One Slice," is also included in Table 11 to indicate the
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Table 9. Normal MR Slice Distribution. Parenthesis indicate the number of slices
from that volume that were used as training for pathology detection. Vol-
unteer was scanned using a number of protocols, with each protocol being
listed separately. V = Volunteer; GN = Gadolinium enhanced normal;
Rn=Repeat Scan n
# Slices Extracted from Volume
Volunteer Baseline R1 R2 R3 R4 Total
V1 6 - - - - 6
V2 6 - - - - 6
V3 7 - - - - 7
V4a 8 - - - - 8
V4b 8 - - - - 8
V4c 7 7 8(1) - - 22(1)
V5 7 - - - - 7
V6 6(6) 10 6 7(1) 8 37(7)
V7 11 8(8) 9 - - 28(8)
V8 7 - - - - 7
V9 7 - - - - 7
V10 7(7) 7 - - - 14(7)
V11 7 - - - - 7
V12 6 - - - - 6
V13 8 9 7 - - 24
GN1 7(7) - - - - 7(7)
GN2 8(8) - - - - 8(8)
GN3 5 - - - - 5
GN4 7 - - - - 7
Total - - - - - 221(38)
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Table 10. AbnormalMR Slice Distribution. Parenthesis indicate the number of slices
from that volume that were used as training for (Pathology Detection;
Tumor Segmentation Stages 1-4; Final Thresholding, Stage 5). Rn =
Repeat Scan n.
# Slices Extracted from Patient Volume
Scan P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8
Base 10 13 12 16 9 15 12 7
(-/-/13) (1/-/-) (8/9/9) (1/7/7)
R1 11 14 12 15 10 12
(-/-/1) (4/14/14) (1/-/1) (2/-/-)
R2 11 15 - 15 8 13 - -
(-/-/2) - (9/15/15) (-/-/1)
R3 10 - - - 8 15 - -
(1/1/-)
R4 12 - - - 7 15 - -
(-/-/1)
R5 - - - - - 16 - -
R6 - - - - - 15 - -
R7 - - - - - 14 - -
R8 - - - - - 14 - -
R9 - - - - - 11 - -
R10 - - - - - 14 - -
R11 - - - - - 18 - -
R12 - - - - - 18 - -
Total 54 42 24 46 42 187 12 7
(-/-/1) (4/14/29) (11/15/16) (11/10/11) (1/7/7)
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Table 11. Unseen MR Slice Distribution. The number of slices, volumes, and sub-
jects not seen during knowledge base development are listed. \1 Slice"
indicates the number of additional volumes and subjects from which a
single slice was used during knowledge base development. GN = Gadolin-
ium enhanced normal.
Processing Subject Number Number Number \1 Slice
Stage Type Slices Volumes Subjects Vol./Subj."
Pathology Normal 171 21 9 2/1
Detection in GN 12 2 2 0/0
Lower Slices Patient 155 25 4 4/1
Tumor Stages 1-4 339 27 4 2/1
Tumor Stage 5 Patient 321 22 3 4/1
All Tumor Stages 321 22 3 2/1
Unseen At Normal 171 21 9 2/1
Any Processing GN 12 2 2 0/0
Stage Patient 344 20 3 2/1
Sum 527 43 14 4/2
number of additional volumes and subjects that had only a single slice used for during
development of the knowledge base. For example, only a single slice from Patient 1
was considered during the nal thresholding stage. The larger training set allowed
characteristics that were common across patients, as well as characteristics that could
show the most variation, to be extracted and used as heuristics. Since the training
set was selected to best cover the domain of tumor characteristics (size, etc.), new
patients that are introduced should fall into an area already covered by the training
set.
6.2 Results for Pathology Detection
During pathology detection in the lower slices, of the 221 \normal" slices pro-
cessed from either volunteer or gadolinium enhanced normal volumes, on only two
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(a) Raw Image (b) GT Tumor
(c) Raw Image (d) GT Tumor
(e) Raw Image (f) GT Tumor
Figure 40. Failures on Pathology Detection. Images (a) and (c) show slices that con-
tained tumor, but were passed by the system as containing no pathology.
Their respective ground truth (GT) tumor images are shown in (b) and
(d). Other slices, such as (e), had pathology detected, but was considered
not to contain enhancing tumor by the post-processing step for upper
slices. The corresponding GT image is shown in (f).
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Table 12. System Failures to Detect Tumor in Lower Slices. The slices listed here
were misclassied as \normal" by the pathology detection system de-
scribed in Chapter 4.
Patient Scan Slice Tumor Size
3 R1 13 13
6 R5 13 41
R6 11 8
12 13
R11 07 8
08 83
slices did a failure occur. Both of these slices were from test volume GN3 and were
the result of the head being suciently rotated within the MR coil that the mask
symmetry tests in Section 4.4.1 failed and caused the ocular muscles (supplied by
gadolinium infused blood) to be detected as enhancing pathology. The degree of ro-
tation in head would normally disqualify the volume from processing since one of the
system's requirements is that the subject be looking \straight up" within the coil,
but was included due to the limited number of gadolinium enhanced normals avail-
able. Since the volume was a test case, however, no knowledge was extracted from
the volume and it can be removed without aecting the system.
The system failed to properly detect enhancing pathology in six of 176 abnormal
lower slices, listed in Table 12. Four of these slices contained very small tumors (13
pixels or less) with little or no surrounding pathology (edema and/or necrosis) to
distort the qualitative models, making them dicult to locate, even visually. The
remaining two slices, however, had larger tumor sizes. The slice from Repeat Scan 5,
shown in Figure 40(a), was fragmented and no single region was suciently large to
be detected, but the slice from Repeat Scan 11, shown in Figure 40(c), was compact
and although it did not contain much surrounding pathology, was large enough that
it should have been detected by the rules in Section 4.4.3.2. Examination revealed
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Table 13. Failures in the Post-Processing Stage for Upper Slices. The column \False
No-Tumor" column shows the number of ground truth tumor pixels lost
in slices that were misclassied by the system as having only non-tumor
pathology. The \False Tumor" column list the number of false positive
tumor pixels in slices misclassied by the system as containing tumor when
no ground truth tumor was present. The value in the column indicates
the number of false positives. Rn=Repeat Scan n.
Patient Scan Slice False False
Volume Number Tumor No-Tumor
# Pixels # Pixels
2 R1 24 - 165
R2 24 - 172
6 R1 26 - 72
R4 23 33 -
R6 23 94 -
24 77 -
R12 23 - 26
24 - 4
8 Base 22 289 -
that the T1-weighted threshold generated in Section 4.4.3.1 was too high and had
removed most of the tumor from consideration. The slice was neighbored (both
above and below) by slices that had pathology properly detected, so a rule could be
constructed to consider such cases.
The system detected pathology in the remaining 170 lower slices, detecting tu-
mor as small as six pixels, but the six failures suggest that some additional knowledge
could still be used to better set the thresholds in Section 4.4.3.1 for small tumors with
little or no surrounding pathology. The system also misclassied two slices as falsely
having enhancing tumor. Examination of these revealed that while these slices had
some enhancement, they were not considered by the radiologist to contain tumor.
Some failures also occurred in the post-processing stage to separate enhancing
tumor from non-tumor pathology in upper slices, which are listed in Table 13. One
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slice, from Patient 8, Baseline Scan, was spatially disjoint from the tumor mass (in
fact, the slices immediately above and below it were properly detected by the post-
processing step as having no enhancing tumor), so an additional rule for constructing
the tumor volume would remove it from further consideration. The remaining slices
were found immediately above or below the tumor mass. \False No-Tumor" slices,
misclassied as having only non-tumor pathology, were due to the levels of enhance-
ment in these slices, plus the tumor's fragmentation and size (one slice had a tumor
size of 4 pixels). An example of one of these slices is shown in Figure 40(e), along
with the radiologist labeled ground truth. \False Tumor" slices had areas with some
level of enhancement, but the radiologist did not consider them to contain tumor.
6.3 Results for Tumor Segmentation
6.3.1 Knowledge-Based vs. Ground Truth
To evaluate the performance of the tumor segmentation system, all tumor seg-
mentations generated by the knowledge-based system were compared with \ground-
truth" tumor segmentations that were created by radiologist labeling [125]. Error
was found between the two segmentations, both false positives (where the system
indicated tumorous pixels where ground truth did not) and false negatives (where
ground truth indicated tumorous pixels that the system did not). To compare how
well (on a pixel level) the knowledge-based segmentation corresponded with ground
truth, two measures were used. The rst, \percent match," is simply the number of
true positives divided by the total tumor size. The second, is called a \correspondence
ratio," and was created to account for the presence of false positives. It is dened as:
Correspondence Ratio =
True Pos.  (0:5  False Pos.)
Number Pixels in Ground Truth Tumor
(6.1)
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(a) Raw Image
(b) KB Before (c) KB Final (d) GT Tumor
Figure 41. A Failure of Tumor Segmentation. Image (b) shows a tumor segmentation
after Stage Two, when extra-cranial tissues are identied. The system
normally removes the ocular muscles, but fails to do so in this case due to
the size dierential of the regions. As a result, a nal tumor segmentation
is produced in (c), which disagrees with ground truth (d).
The ratio will have the maximum value of 1 when True Positive = Number of Pixels
in Ground Truth Tumor and False Positive = False Negative = 0. The poorest possible
segmentation will have a ratio of:
 
0:5  (# Pixels MR Image - # Pixels in Ground Truth Tumor)
# Pixels in Ground Truth Tumor
(6.2)
For comparing on a per volume basis, the average value for Percent Match was
generated using:
Average % Match =
P
slices in set
i=1
(% match)
i
 (number ground truth pixels)
i
P
slices in set
i=1
(number ground truth pixels)
i
(6.3)
The average value for the Correspondence Ratio is similarly generated.
Table 14 lists the results of the knowledge-based system on a per-volume basis.
The knowledge-based system performs well overall where 264 of the 385 slices known
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Table 14. Knowledge-Based Tumor vs. Radiologist Labeled Tumor Per Volume.
Patient Scan True False False Tumor Percent Corr.
Positive Positive Negative Size Match Ratio
1 Base 6958 1012 255 7213 0.96 0.89
R1 6940 1953 300 7240 0.96 0.82
R2 7215 1838 255 7470 0.97 0.83
R3 6221 1318 174 6395 0.97 0.87
R4 6120 1988 234 6560 0.96 0.85
2 Base 11277 4937 953 12230 0.92 0.72
R1 12688 2935 1756 14609 0.87 0.77
R2 18187 4068 2737 20924 0.87 0.77
3 Base 9926 928 966 10892 0.91 0.87
R1 5737 1650 234 5971 0.96 0.82
4 Base 9154 2545 1265 10454 0.88 0.75
R1 8672 1335 2163 10835 0.80 0.74
R2 13824 2300 1964 15788 0.88 0.80
5 Base 9675 1064 503 10178 0.96 0.93
R1 4537 1398 120 4657 0.97 0.82
R2 4993 1309 623 5616 0.89 0.77
R3 8524 1088 691 9215 0.93 0.88
R4 3198 1759 346 3544 0.90 0.65
6 Base 5524 5742 305 5829 0.95 0.46
R1 2634 6471 50 2684 0.98 -0.22
R2 3821 6000 533 4354 0.88 0.19
R3 6143 6091 367 6510 0.94 0.48
R4 7768 4676 920 8688 0.89 0.62
R5 2432 3075 647 3079 0.79 0.29
R6 3940 2522 444 4384 0.90 0.61
R7 3523 2124 524 4047 0.87 0.61
R8 3180 1669 755 3935 0.81 0.60
R9 2652 2280 549 3201 0.83 0.47
R10 3116 1746 779 3895 0.80 0.58
R11 5258 2988 620 5878 0.91 0.63
R12 6292 2982 1129 7421 0.83 0.52
7 Base 842 358 176 1018 0.83 0.65
8 Base 4309 530 212 4521 0.95 0.89
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to contain ground truth tumor had a Percent Match rating of 90% or higher and
resulted in 18 of 33 tumor volumes having a Percent Match of 90%, with 10 at
95% or better. Tumor pixels could be lost during the intra-cranial extraction stage
in slice where the tumor occupied the periphery of the brain, such as in Patient
4 Repeat Scan 2. In four uppermost test slices (all from Patient 1), part of the
tumor had grown beyond the intra-cranial region into an area normally occupied by
surrounding meningial membranes, which have an increased percentage presence in
the uppermost slices. The tumor's location within these membranes, combined with
the reduced brain size complicated extraction. Tumor loss also occurred due to more
subtle gadolinium enhancement (still detected by the radiologist, but not clear enough
in feature space) [37], when the tumor was fragmented and enhanced very unevenly
and the system focussed on the areas with the greatest enhancement, or cases where
tissue necrosis prevented circulation of the enhancing agent, but the radiologist was
conservative in the diagnosis. Lastly, if extra-cranial pixels introduced during Stage
One were not successfully removed, focus could be misplaced upon them by the
system and their high T1-weighted intensity (due to the high levels of gadolinium
infused blood) would cause the tumor to be missed. An example of this is shown in
Figure 41. In this slice, from Patient 6, Repeat Scan 5, the ocular muscles in the left
hemisphere were connected to meningial tissues surrounding the brain. Due to the
size dierential, the rule for removing ocular tissues, which requires that ocular tissues
corresponding across the brain hemispheres have approximately the same size, did not
remove this region and it was considered tumor due to its T1-weighted intensity. This
slice is the only failure of the rules in Stage Four, Section 5.4.1.1, but the problem
should be addressed.
Overall, the knowledge-based approach tended to overestimate the tumor vol-
ume. Only one volume in Table 14 shows noticeable underestimation by the knowledge-
based system (Patient 4, Repeat Scan 1), which can be traced to three slices. Two
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of these slices, had poor intra-cranial mask preparation in Stage One, while on the
remaining slice, a poor nal T1 threshold was chosen in Stage Five. In all other
cases, the knowledge-based system consistently shows a signicant amount of \false
positives." Since the system segments tumor by removing only pixels proven not to
be tumor, leaving anything that remains being labeled as tumor, then a higher level
of false positives is not inconsistent with the paradigm.
Examples of knowledge-based segmentation versus ground-truth are shown in
Figure 42 to visually show the knowledge-based system tumor correspondence to
radiologist-labeled tumor. Figures 42(a) through (c) show a worst case segmentation,
while (d) through (f) and (g) through (i) show an average and best case segmentation
respectively. All three examples are from slices not in the training set.
6.3.2 Knowledge-Based vs. Supervised Methods
One of the advantages of this knowledge-based approach is that human based
training regions of interest (ROI's) per slice, currently required for all supervised
techniques [115], are no longer necessary after rule acquisition. Yet, results can be as
good, if not better, than those obtained from supervised methods, without the need to
for time-consuming ROI selection, which make such methods impractical for clinical
use and do not guarantee satisfactory performance. To demonstrate this, Table 15
shows how well the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm (k=7) [28] performed on the
same slices processed by the knowledge-based system. The supervised kNN algorithm
nds the k=7 labeled ROI pixels closest to a test pixel and classies the test pixel
into the majority class of the associated ROI's. The kNN algorithm has been shown,
in other studies, to be less sensitive to the choice of ROI's by dierent observers than
seed-growing [115, 114].
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(a) Raw Image (b) KB Tumor (c) GT Tumor
(d) Raw Image (e) KB Tumor (f) GT Tumor
(g) Raw Image (h) KB Tumor (i) GT Tumor
Figure 42. Knowledge-Based Tumor Segmentation vs. Ground Truth. Worst case
(a-c), average case (d-f), and best case (g-i).
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Table 15. kNN Tumor vs. Radiologist Labeled Tumor Per Volume. (k=7).
Patient Scan True False False Percent Corr.
Positive Positive Negative Match Ratio
1 Base 6430 3592 782 0.89 0.64
R1 6548 5410 781 0.89 0.52
R2 6544 5032 925 0.88 0.54
R3 5643 5227 751 0.88 0.47
R4 5457 6657 1101 0.83 0.32
2 Base 8941 5473 3289 0.74 0.51
R1 7647 8331 6963 0.52 0.29
R2 10347 10339 10577 0.49 0.25
3 Base 8012 6077 2923 0.73 0.46
R1 4287 4150 1679 0.72 0.37
4 Base 6594 14968 3858 0.63 -0.13
R1 6083 15203 4751 0.56 -0.14
R2 10940 14067 4845 0.69 0.15
5 Base 8128 5914 2049 0.79 0.51
R1 3145 7134 1512 0.68 -0.09
R2 4421 14182 1204 0.79 -0.47
R3 7726 11543 1960 0.84 0.21
R4 1823 17315 1712 0.51 -1.90
6 Base 3605 9496 2211 0.62 -0.19
R1 2414 6936 340 0.88 -0.38
R2 4183 4898 171 0.96 0.40
R3 6500 386 10 1.00 0.97
R4 7565 7963 1123 0.87 0.41
R5 2501 3024 578 0.81 0.32
R6 3421 2753 963 0.78 0.47
R7 3318 4460 729 0.82 0.27
R8 3152 2125 783 0.80 0.53
R9 2729 1532 472 0.85 0.61
R10 3417 4847 478 0.88 0.26
R11 3930 5324 1922 0.67 0.22
R12 3811 4561 3610 0.51 0.21
7 Base 874 1490 144 0.86 0.13
8 Base 2412 2109 1733 0.53 0.30
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It must be noted that most of the kNN results include extra-cranial pixels
in the tumor class because kNN is applied to the whole image (there is no prior
intra-cranial region extraction). Some of these kNN volumes had the tumor manu-
ally extracted in [116, 126, 117] (thus removing any extra-cranial pixels, which the
knowledge-based system does automatically) and are shown in Table 16. Further-
more, while the knowledge-based system was built from a subset of the available
slices, the kNN numbers were the mean results over multiple trials of ROI selection
on each slice. This means that all kNN segmentations were training slices and in-
troduces the question of inter and intra-observer variability. The knowledge-based
system, however, processed a number of slices, volumes, and subjects in unsupervised
mode with a static rule set allowing for complete repeatability with no intra and
inter-observer variability.
Table 16 compares the total tumor volume of ground truth, the knowledge-
based method, and kNN on patients where results were available for both methods.
The kNN volumes shown are a mean over one or more trials over one or more observers
and include the total (inter and intra-observer) standard deviation. For the manually
extracted tumor kNN volumes, the \best" volume was selected for manual extraction.
A comparison is also made against the semi-supervised FCM (ssFCM) algo-
rithm, which was initialized with the same ROI's used to initialize kNN [116, 126, 117].
The resultant ssFCM segmentation was then used to initialize ISG, a commercially
available seed-growing tool (ISG Technologies, Toronto, Canada) for supervised eval-
uation of tumor volumes. The ISG processing also removed any extra-cranial tissues
found in the ssFCM segmentation. Results available for the volumes processed by
ssFCM and ISG are shown in Table 17. Like the kNN volumes, the results reported
in Table 17 are a mean over the set of trials performed for that volume and thus have
a standard deviation, also listed.
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Table 16. Knowledge-Based Tumor vs. kNN. (Pat. = Patient; GT = Ground truth
volume; KB = Knowledge-based; kNN SD = kNN standard deviation;
Manual kNN = kNN volume after manual tumor extraction; # Trial =
Number of trials; # Obs. = Number of observers; N/A = Not applica-
ble/available.)
Pat. Scan GT KB kNN kNN Manual # #
Vol. Vol. Vol. SD kNN Trials Obs.
1 Base 7213 7910 10022 732 6334 5 2
R1 7240 8893 11958 2236 6794 5 2
R2 7470 9281 11576 1615 6616 5 2
R3 6395 7539 10870 4395 5901 5 2
R4 6560 8314 12115 891 5690 5 2
2 Base 12230 16214 14414 1257 N/A 5 2
R1 14609 15623 15979 2483 N/A 5 2
R2 20924 22255 20687 2622 N/A 5 2
3 Base 10892 10854 14090 2045 N/A 5 3
R1 5971 7387 8438 2361 N/A 5 3
4 Base 10454 11827 21564 3391 N/A 4 2
R1 10835 10007 21287 5944 N/A 4 2
R2 15788 16124 25008 3266 N/A 4 2
5 Base 10178 10739 14044 1901 7938 4 2
R1 4657 5935 10279 3242 2834 4 2
R2 5616 6302 18603 1084 3952 4 2
R3 9215 9612 18210 2685 6729 4 2
R4 3544 4957 19138 3789 3035 4 2
6 Base 5829 11266 13101 N/A N/A 1 1
R1 2684 9105 9350 N/A N/A 1 1
R2 4354 9821 9081 N/A N/A 1 1
R3 6510 12234 6886 N/A N/A 1 1
R4 8688 12444 15528 N/A N/A 1 1
R5 3079 5507 5525 N/A N/A 1 1
R6 4384 6462 6174 N/A N/A 1 1
R7 4047 5647 7778 N/A N/A 1 1
R8 3935 4849 5277 N/A N/A 1 1
R9 3201 4932 4261 N/A N/A 1 1
R10 3895 5081 8264 N/A N/A 1 1
R11 5878 8246 9254 N/A N/A 1 1
R12 7421 9274 8372 N/A N/A 1 1
7 Base 1018 1200 2364 N/A N/A 1 1
8 Base 4521 4839 4145 N/A N/A 1 1
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Table 17. Knowledge-Based Tumor vs. ssFCM and ISG. Results for Patient 6, 7,
and 8 for ssFCM and ISG were unavailable. (Pat. = Patient; GT =
Ground Truth Volume; KB = Knowledge-based; kNN SD = kNN Stan-
dard Deviation; # Trial = Number of Trials; # Obs. = Number of kNN
Observers; N/A = Not Available.)
Pat. Scan GT KB ssFCM ssFCM ISG ISG # #
Vol. Vol. Vol. SD Vol. SD Trials Obs.
1 Base 7213 7910 8015 540 6067 303 5 2
R1 7240 8893 7757 1435 5956 177 5 2
R2 7470 9281 7362 229 6087 198 5 2
R3 6395 7539 7185 639 5361 121 5 2
R4 6560 8314 7332 1378 5172 210 5 2
2 Base 12230 16214 12457 716 10027 599 5 2
R1 14609 15623 10916 1371 7120 1084 5 2
R2 20924 22255 13498 864 10120 608 5 2
3 Base 10892 10854 8018 632 N/A N/A 5 3
R1 5971 7387 5337 151 N/A N/A 5 3
4 Base 10454 11827 8563 399 6258 146 4 2
R1 10835 10007 8901 390 6040 179 4 2
R2 15788 16124 14080 775 10819 1884 4 2
5 Base 10178 10739 10334 633 7562 645 4 2
R1 4657 5935 3813 554 3142 745 4 2
R2 5616 6302 4667 404 3483 229 4 2
R3 9215 9612 7852 185 7300 416 4 2
R4 3544 4957 3110 576 2311 306 4 2
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Compared against kNN (before manual extraction), the knowledge-based sys-
tem is closer to the ground truth volume in 26 of 33 volumes, with 10 of them by
more than the standard deviation of the kNN volume (when multiple trials were per-
formed). A signicant number of the pixels in the original kNN segmentations are
due to extra-cranial tissues, as shown when comparing the kNN volumes with and
without manual tumor extraction, as shown in Table 16. Comparing their respective
Correspondence Ratios (on a per-volume basis), the knowledge-based system per-
formed better in 29 of the 33 patient volumes (88%), while kNN performed better in
4 (12%). More importantly, as Table 15 shows, the kNN method also has a signif-
icantly higher number of false negatives in 26 of 33 volumes (79%). For kNN after
manual tumor extraction, only total tumor volumes (of the best segmentations) were
available, so a similar comparison could not be made.
The ssFCM approach performs better than the knowledge-based method in
10 out of 18 volumes, but only 3 of these cases were by more than the standard
deviation of the ssFCM volume. In the 8 cases where the knowledge-based method
gave better results, however, 7 of them were better than ssFCM by more than the
standard deviation. The knowledge-based method performs better against ISG, in 11
out of 16 cases, with all 11 by more than the standard deviation of ISG. Furthermore,
ssFCM underestimated total tumor volume in 12 instances, while ISG underestimated
tumor volume in all 20 available volumes, which is not helpful for any use involving
treatment.
6.3.3 Evaluation Over Repeat Scans
Examining tumor growth/shrinkage over repeat scans, the knowledge-based
method failed to properly track three of 25 transitions, Patient 2 (Baseline to Repeat
Scan 1), Patient 4 (Baseline to Repeat Scan 1), and Patient 6 (Repeat Scans 8 to 9).
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The kNN method, without manual tumor extraction, failed on eight of 25 transitions,
while the manually extracted kNN volumes failed in two of 10 transitions. The ssFCM
method failed on three of thirteen transitions, while ISG failed on four out of twelve.
Since the kNN, ssFCM, and ISG volumes are based on multiple trials, it is dicult to
assign a specic cause, although the importance of supervised removal of extra-cranial
tissues, a process handled automatically by the knowledge-based system, should be
noted. Also, as a percentage, the knowledge-based system had a lower rate of failure
than the other four method.
The explanation for the knowledge-based system's failure to correctly predict
tumor growth in Patient 2, from the Baseline scan to Repeat Scan 1 has a two-fold
origin. According to pathology reports, the Baseline scan had a signicant amount
of uid, possibly hemorrhage, which left to brightened regions surrounding the tumor
in the PD scan and made the border between non-tumor and tumor pixels unusually
diuse. This distorted the histogram on which the initial tumor segmentation was
based, resulting in signicant overestimation of tumor volume on the Baseline scan.
In Repeat Scan 1, however, not only had the uid disappeared, but pathology reports
noted the slight decrease in gadolinium enhancement. Thus, the initial overestimation
followed by the decreased gadolinium enhancement caused the trend to appear to be
tumor shrinkage instead of growth. Although the kNN method (before manual tumor
extraction) followed the trend, the breakdown of how many false positives were extra-
cranial pixels and how many were within the tumor bed was unavailable. Looking at
Patient 2 in Table 15, however, the number of True Positives decreases, suggesting
that the kNN method may have failed to follow the trend also. Furthermore, both
the ssFCM and ISG methods also missed the transition. In fact, a review of the
pathology reports showed that radiologist estimations of the tumor volume had to be
revised.
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Figure 43. Tracking Tumor Response Over Repeat Scans, Patients 1 and
2. KB=Knowledge-Based System; kNN=k-Nearest Neighbors; (be-
fore)=Before manual tumor extraction to remove extra-cranial pixels; (af-
ter)=After manual tumor extraction. GT=Ground Truth.
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Figure 44. Tracking Tumor Response Over Repeat Scans, Patients 3 and
4. KB=Knowledge-based system; kNN=k-nearest neighbors; (be-
fore)=Before manual tumor extraction to remove extra-cranial pixels; (af-
ter)=After manual tumor extraction. GT=Ground Truth.
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Figure 45. Tracking Tumor Response Over Repeat Scans, Patients 5 and
6. KB=Knowledge-based system; kNN=k-nearest neighbors; (be-
fore)=Before manual tumor extraction to remove extra-cranial pixels; (af-
ter)=After manual tumor extraction. GT=Ground Truth.
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(a) Raw Image
(b) KB Tumor (c) GT Tumor (d) False Positives
Figure 46. Tumor Overestimation. The knowledge-based system (segmentation
shown in (b)) generally overestimated tumor in comparison to ground
truth (c). Image (d) shows areas of false positives in gray, which show
some enhancement in the T1-weighted raw image (the leftmost image in
(a)). While not enhancing to the degree of pixels contained by the ground
truth image, the radiologist would not rule out the presence of enhancing
tumor, instead suggesting the likelihood of micro-inltration.
The knowledge-based system's failure in Patient 4 from the Baseline scan to
Repeat Scan 1 also has two sources. The false negatives in Repeat Scan 1 were
discussed above, and the other factor can be primarily attributed to a single slice
in the Baseline scan where a piece of meningial tissue connects an extremely large
extra-cranial region (approximately 900 pixels) to the intra-cranial mask, preventing
its removal in Stage Four. Removing this extra-cranial region would reduce the tumor
volume estimation to make the transition statistically insignicant.
The failure on Patient 6 was due to overestimation in Repeat Scan 9, found
primarily in two slices intersecting the ventricles, and thus indicated a slight volume
increase, where the ground truth image indicated shrinkage. These slices, however,
along with other slices from Patient 6 with similar overestimation, as dened by
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ground truth, were presented to a radiologist for evaluation. In all cases, the radiolo-
gist considered the knowledge-based system to have captured areas which could have
signicant micro-inltration [85]. In fact, while not included in the ground truth for
volume determination, such areas would likely be included for treatment purposes.
An example of one of these slices is shown in Figure 46.
The process of creating ground truth images is very imprecise [85] and have ap-
proximately a 5% inter-observer variability in tumor volume [125]. All brain tumors
have micro-inltration beyond the borders dened with gadolinium enhancement.
This is especially true in glioblastoma-multiformes, which are the most aggressive
grade of primary glioma brain tumors, and no one can tell the exact tumor borders,
even with invasive histopathological methods [23, 37, 86], which were unavailable.
Ground truth images mark the areas of tumor exhibiting the most angiogenesis (for-
mation of blood vessels, resulting in the greatest gadolinium concentration) and rep-
resent those pixels which are \statistically most likely" to contain tumor [85, 86].
Such pixels would have the highest level of agreement agreement between radiolo-
gists, but they do not guarantee that all tumor has been identied [85]. Therefore,
the knowledge-based system may often capture tumor boundaries that extend into
areas showing lower degrees of angiogenesis (which would still be treated during ther-
apy) [86].
Figures 43 through 45 graphically compare the total tumor volumes for the
repeat scans using knowledge-based, kNN (before and after manual tumor extraction,
where available), ssFCM, ISG, and radiologist-labeled ground truth. Appendix B lists
the performance of the knowledge-base system on each slice processed.
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6.3.4 Knowledge-Based vs. Other Eorts
Three eorts reviewed in Chapter 3 had quantiable results that can be com-
pared with the performance of the knowledge-based system. Since dierent data sets
were used in each of the respective systems, only indirect comparisons are made by
calculating the knowledge-based system's average performance using the formula of
each of the systems that were compared and conclusions that can be drawn from
the results are limited. Two averages are calculated, a \per-slice" average, which is
simply averages across all patient slices listed in Appendix B, and a \per-volume" av-
erage, which considers the segmentation of an entire tumor volume when calculating
the average. When calculating these formulas for the knowledge-based system, the
labels KB and GT will refer to the knowledge-based and ground truth tumor slice (or
volume) segmentations respectively.
Of the systems reviewed in Chapter 3, only one work that segmented tumor
had quantiable results. The tumors of two metastatic patients, with eight and
four slices respectively, were segmented by a back-propagating network (BPN) and
maximum likelihood classier (MLC) by

Ozkan, Dawant, and Maciunas [93]. These
segmentations were compared with those given three physicians and evaluated using
a similarity index, dened as:
Similarity =
S1
T
S2
S1
S
S2
 100 (6.4)
where S1 and S2 are the two images being compared. The BPN and MLC had an av-
erage similarity index of 53 and 46 respectively against the physician segmentations,
while inter-physician similarity was measured at 55. In comparison, tumor segmenta-
tions generated by the knowledge-based system, had an average per-slice similarity of
57.79 and average per-volume similarity of 65.19 with ground truth (where S1 = KB
and S2 = GT ). The results of the knowledge-based system have a level of signicance
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at  = 0:01, but it should be noted that the average per-slice similarity index for the
knowledge-based system was calculated over 387 patient slices, while only 12 slices
were considered by the above method.
Results for the \iterated conditional modes" (ICM)method by Johnston, Atkins,
Mackiewich, and Anderson [56] in segmenting MS lesions were evaluated using a sim-
ilarity index between two images S1 and S2, dened as:
Similarity = 2
jS1 \ S2j
jS1j+ jS2j
(6.5)
Lesion segmentation correspondence between their system and manual labeling an
average similarity of 0:505 for 5 volumes of 21-27 slices each (approximately 120 slices).
Using their similarity index in evaluating tumor segmentation between the KB and
GT segmentations (where S1 = KB and S2 = GT ) resulted in an average slice value
of 0:69 (387 slices) and average volume value of 0:78 (33 volumes). Both knowledge-
based results are signicant at  = 0:01, but since the ICM method segmented MS
lesions, the signicance is rather limited.
A \percentage dierence" is used by Wells, Grimson, Kikinis and Jolesz [128],
calculated as:
Difference =
jS1 XOR S2j
jS2j
(6.6)
Using this formula (with S1 = KB and S2 = GT ), the knowledge-based system
has an average percent dierence with ground truth tumor of 114% on a per-slice
basis and 57% per-volume. The higher percentage dierences by the knowledge-based
system are consistent with the system's tendency to overestimate tumor volume when
compared to ground truth, as discussed above. The authors' adaptive segmentation
method had percentage dierence values ranging from 19-23% against ve manual
segmentations, but as noted in Section 3.2.3, only a single sagittal PD slice was
being evaluated for a relatively limited task of classication between white and gray
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matter, and only in areas where four of the ve manual raters had agreement in
tissue labels. No signicant conclusions can be drawn in comparing the two methods
as the adaptive segmentation problem is much simpler than ours and our approach is
expected to perform similarly under such conditions. This dissertation focuses on the
problem of tumor segmentation, but the knowledge-based system has been applied
to completely segment normal brain tissues in partial volumes above the ventricles.
Results and comparisons with kNN segmentations can be found in [18].
Lastly, although no performance measure is given, Pannizzo, Stallmeyer, and et
al. [94] report that their histogram analysis correctly followed the growth/shrinkage
of MS lesions over time in twelve of the fourteen (86%) repeat scans. In comparison,
the knowledge-based system correctly tracked ground truth tumor in 22 of 25 (88%)
transitions.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY
7.1 System Summary
A knowledge-based system that automatically detects, segments, and labels
glioblastoma-multiforme tumor in magnetic resonance images of the brain has been
described. The system is an expert system that is capable of image processing
and multispectral analysis. The guidance of the knowledge base, however, gives
this system additional power and exibility by allowing classication decisions to
be made through iterative/successive renement without any supervision or reliance
on a particular training set. This is in contrast to other multispectral eorts which
attempt to segment the entire brain image in one step, based on either statistical
methods [111, 119, 38, 57, 128], (un)supervised classication such as kNN or ss-
FCM [6, 25, 26, 126, 23, 114, 117], or neural networks [2, 73, 93, 61].
Qualitative modeling was completed for the brain cerebrum, resulting in a
system that can detect and segment enhancing pathology in any transaxial slice in-
tersecting the cerebrum. The knowledge base was built starting with a general set
of heuristics comparing the eects of dierent pulse sequences on dierent types of
tissues, as shown in Section 2.2. Information about the anatomical structure of brain
tissues and those surrounding the brain, such as the ocular nerves and muscles, were
added to provide knowledge that is independent of any scanning protocol, allowing
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suppositions based in feature space to be veried in anatomical or image space. This
overall process is called \knowledge engineering" because decisions must be made as
to which knowledge is most useful for a particular goal, such as pathology detection
or tumor segmentation, as well as how to eciently implement the knowledge into a
rule-based system.
The knowledge base was built on slices with a relatively large thickness of at
least 4mm. Thinner slices, which exhibit a reduced partial volume eect and allow
better tissue contrast, would permit more accurate segmentation of normal brain
tissues and delineation of tumor. New advances in imaging software, developed by
a team at the University of South Florida, may provide images with more distinct
tumor boundaries [77]. The system was developed using the relative relationships of
tissues in feature space, avoiding dependence upon specic feature-domain values. As
Appendix A shows, a number of dierent imaging protocols were used in acquiring
both volunteer and patient scans, yet extracted knowledge, such as relative tissue
distributions in feature space, was relatively robust. Gadolinium has also been found
to be generally very robust in dierent protocols and slice thicknesses [11]. The
extent of this robustness has not been rigorously tested, however. Should acquisition
parameter dependence become an issue, given a large enough training base across
multiple parameters, knowledge engineering could be used to integrate the changes
of tissue distributions in feature space under dierent scanning parameters, either
explicitly (observing commonly used protocols), or by learning the general changes in
feature distributions as the scanning protocols are manipulated. Once these changes
are integrated, the knowledge base could automatically adjust to a slice's specic
parameters since such information is easily included when processing starts.
Since the knowledge used in the system was extracted and integrated explic-
itly (in the form of rules), verication methods for limited data sets, such as \leave
one out," cannot be applied. The slices used for training, however, were selected to
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encompass the range of possible cases for glioblastoma-multiforme, including tumor
size, location within the brain, overall enhancement in T1 and PD space, and how
distinct the tumor was from surrounding tissue. This increased the size of the training
set, but one that was able to capture trends common across all patients while still
being relatively small. This concept is demonstrated by noting that most of the rules
used for tumor segmentation were originally based on a seventeen slice training set
constructed by this author in [21] during initial development of the tumor segmen-
tation system. This original training set was then expanded to the one shown here
to recover lost tumor pixels in lower slices (especially for Template 5 and 5L slices),
consider additional anatomical structures when removing non-tumor regions, such as
the ocular muscles, and to adjust thresholds for Template 5L slices. This suggests
that eective knowledge had been originally extracted and implemented in [21].
Furthermore, one of the subjects used for training was considered extremely
dicult, even by trained radiologists [84], due to its diuse boundaries, fragmentation
from radiation and chemo-therapy, and the surgical resection of a previous growth.
Most glioblastoma-multiformes are unlikely to be nearly as complicated, such as the
remaining subjects presented here, so the knowledge-base was, in eect, designed for
more dicult cases. Also, the patient volumes processed had received various degrees
of treatment, including surgery, radiation and chemo-therapy both before and between
scans. Yet, despite the changes these treatments can cause, such as demyelinization of
white matter, no modications to the knowledge-based system were necessary. Other
approaches, like neural networks [2, 73, 93, 61] or any supervised method initially
trained with a specic set of exemplars, could have diculties in dealing with slightly
dierent imaging protocols and the eects of treatment.
As stated in the introduction, no method of quantitating tumor volumes is
widely accepted and used in clinical practice [83]. An method by the Eastern Coop-
erative Oncology group [34] approximates tumor area in the single MR slice with the
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largest contiguous, well-dened tumor. The longest tumor diameter is multiplied by
its perpendicular to yield an area. Changes greater than 25% in the area of a tumor
over time are used, in conjunction with visual observations, to classify tumor response
to treatment into ve categories from complete response (no measurable tumor left)
to progression. This approach does not address full tumor volume, depends on the
exact boundary choices, and the shape of the tumor [67, 34]. By itself, the approach
can lead to inaccurate growth/shrinkage decisions [24].
Thus, there is a need for a fully automatic method for tumor volume measure-
ment, both for tracking tumor response to therapy, as well as the of planning future
treatment [69, 67, 121, 24]. The promises of the proposed approach are demonstrated
by the successful performance of the system on the processed slices, both in pathology
detection and tumor segmentation. The nal KB segmentations compares well with
radiologist-labeled \ground truth" images of the tumor. The knowledge-based system
also performed well against the supervised kNN, ssFCM, and ISG methods and did so
without the need for (multiple) human-based ROI's or post-processing, which make
kNN clinically impractical. The knowledge-based system's ability to automatically
track a tumor's growth/shrinkage in response to treatment as been also demonstrated.
The knowledge-based system also performs well when compared (indirectly) to other
systems reviewed in Chapter 3 using the respective benchmark formulas of those sys-
tems. Other attempts at knowledge-guided systems are beginning to appear, such as
the works discussed in Chapter 3, and also show some success.
7.2 Future Work
Complete tissue labeling (both normal and abnormal) in the lower slices other
than tumor was not of concern at this point, though rules could be developed to
do so and is a good future eort. Since the knowledge-guided system is completely
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reproducible, serial measurements of brain tissue volume (useful for applications such
as diagnosis/treatment of Alzheimer's patients) must only consider signal variations
in the MR coil. Work by Vaidyanathan in [114] has shown an upper limit on the
variation of \constant" objects (normal brain tissues of volunteer subjects) in the
MR coil used in this research over repeat acquisitions over time.
Other future work could include continued template development for the re-
mainder of the cerebellum and brain-stem. New tumor types, especially those that
have characteristics similar to the glioblastoma-multiformes studies here, should be
considered. As newer MRI systems become available, more isotropic data (e.g., thin-
ner slices) can be acquired, as well as additional features, such as diusion images,
which can be readily included into the knowledge base. In fact, this is one of the
knowledge-based system's primary advantages. Specically, as knowledge engineer-
ing is applied to additional information and processing tools, usable knowledge may
be extracted and integrated to improve the system's performance. For example, as
described in Appendix C, edge detection information may be used as knowledge in
setting the nal threshold in Stage Five. Preliminary results are encouraging for
tumor cases with distinct boundaries, but diculties are found with more diuse
tumors. The knowledge-based approach is designed, however, such that once the
technique is rened, it may be fully integrated into the system. A knowledge base
also allows straightforward expansion into additional tumor types, as well as other
brain abnormalities, such as MS lesions or possibly head trauma. Outside the scope
of this research, a common data base with biopsey proved and located pathology
would prove useful in the evaluation and comparison of the various MR segmentation
methods discussed here.
In conclusion, the system presented here is an expert system with capabilities of
image processing and multispectral analysis that can eectively segment glioblastoma-
multiforme tumors using rules and heuristics that are independent of a particular
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scanning protocol. Its unsupervised nature removes the need for human supervision
and the inter/intra observer variability it brings, and has the potential of being a use-
ful tool for detecting pathology, segmenting tumor for therapy planning, and tracking
tumor response to therapy. The knowledge-based paradigm allows easy integration
of new domain information and processing tools into the existing system. Finally,
the knowledge-based approach promises straightforward expansion into other types
of pathology and MR data.
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APPENDIX A
MR DATASET PROTOCOLS
All volunteer subject slices had a eld-of-view (FOV) of 220mm (pixel size
0.86mm and image size 256x256 pixels), while patient slices had a eld-of-view of
either 220mm or 240mm (pixel size 0.94 mmand image size 256x256 pixels). All slices
have T1-weighted(spin echo), PD-weighted:(fast spin echo), and T2-weighted:(fast
spin echo) feature images. Images were acquired using in a 1.5 Tesla General Electric
imaging coil. The particular TR/TE values and slice thicknesses are listed below.
Signal uniformity was measured according to AAPM standards [95], with a cylindrical
phantom with a diameter of 8 inches which was imaged with a eld-of-view of 270
mm. To measure the worst-case non-uniformity, no smoothing was applied. Non-
uniformity was measured for each transaxial plane, and resulted in values between
89% and 94% for all image sequences. No gradients in signal intensity were observed
in the data sets, nor was any within slice non-uniformity. All imaging was performed
post-contrast, with gentle restraints placed on the head to preventmovement, avoiding
any registration problems. The MR scanner provides 12-bit data which was used
without further scaling. All subjects with gadolinium (Magnevist) enhancement had
a concentration of 0.1 mmol/kg.
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Scanning Parameters of Volunteer Subjects
Subject Scan TR/TE(ms) Value Thick/Gap FOV
T1 PD T2 (mm/mm)
V1 Base 500/27 3000/16 3000/96 4/1 220
V2 Base 500/27 3000/16 3000/96 4/1 220
V3 Base 500/27 3000/16 3000/96 4/1 220
V4a Base 500/27 3000/16 3000/96 4/0 220
V4b Base 500/27 3000/16 3000/96 4/1 220
V4c Base 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R1 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R2 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
V5 Base 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
V6 Base 500/27 3000/16 3000/96 4/1 220
R1 500/27 3000/16 3000/96 4/0 220
R2 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R3 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R4 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
V7 Base 500/27 3000/16 3000/96 4/0 220
R1 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R2 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 4/1 220
V8 Base 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
V9 Base 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
V10 Base 500/27 3000/16 3000/96 4/1 220
R1 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
V11 Base 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
V12 Base 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
V13 Base 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R1 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R2 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
GN1 Base 600/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
GN2 Base 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
GN3 Base 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
GN4 Base 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
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Scanning Parameters of Patient Subjects
Subject Scan TR/TE(ms) Value Thick/Gap FOV
T1 PD T2 (mm/mm)
P1 Base 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
R1 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
R2 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
R3 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
R4 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
P2 Base 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
R1 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
R2 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
P3 Base 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
R1 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
P4 Base 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
R1 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
R2 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
P5 Base 500/27 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R1 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R2 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R3 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R4 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
P6 Base 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R1 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R2 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R3 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R4 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R5 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R6 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R7 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R8 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R9 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R10 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R11 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
R12 650/11 3000/17 3000/102.2 5/0 220
P7 Base 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
P8 Base 650/11 4000/17 4000/102 5/0 240
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TUMOR SEGMENTATION RESULTS
A slice-by-slice list of the knowledge-based system's performance on patient
subjects are given. The initial/center slice for a particular volume is indicated by
a \C," in the slice column (Sl.) while an \L" indicates the slice was Template 5L.
Training slices are marked by a value in the \Tr." column, where \All" indicates
a slice was used as training in all processing stages, both pathology detection and
tumor segmentation. \P" indicates the slice was used as training only for pathology
detection. \AT" indicates the slice was used as training for all tumor segmentation
stages, while \TS5" indicates the slice was used only for Stage Five (the nal T1
threshold). Slices marked with an \N" were considered normal by the pathology
detection system, while \NP" marked slices considered to contain pathology, but no
enhancing tumor by the post-processing step. In all volumes: TP = True Positive; FP
= False Positive; FN = False Negative; %M = Percent Match; CR = Correspondence
Ratio.
PATIENT 1
BASELINE Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
18 56 202 0 1.00 -0.80
# Slices 10 19C 696 10 7 0.99 0.98
KB Vol: 7970 20 1048 31 13 0.99 0.97
GT Vol: 7213 21 1089 34 27 0.98 0.96
22 857 20 22 0.97 0.96
23 771 113 9 0.99 0.92
24 838 61 23 0.97 0.94
25 705 246 1 1.00 0.82
26 610 101 31 0.95 0.87
27 288 194 122 0.70 0.47
TOTAL: 6958 1012 255 0.96 0.89
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PATIENT 1
REPEAT 1 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
16 6 38 0 1.00 -2.17
# Slices 11 17C 428 95 8 0.98 0.87
KB Vol: 8893 18 995 0 55 0.95 0.95
GT Vol: 7240 19 1098 11 62 0.95 0.94
20 902 95 13 0.99 0.93
21 TS5 694 32 41 0.94 0.92
22 789 102 14 0.98 0.92
23 764 221 5 0.99 0.85
24 664 109 29 0.96 0.88
25 409 391 21 0.95 0.50
26 191 859 52 0.79 -0.98
TOTAL: 6940 1953 300 0.96 0.82
REPEAT 2 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
18 1 228 2 0.33 -37.67
# Slices 11 19C 352 90 1 1.00 0.87
KB Vol: 9281 20 979 71 0 1.00 0.96
GT Vol: 7470 21 1233 209 5 1.00 0.91
22 1001 95 5 1.00 0.95
23 764 192 16 0.98 0.86
24 808 130 4 1.00 0.92
25 751 15 76 0.91 0.90
26 723 193 3 1.00 0.86
27 453 288 1 1.00 0.68
28 150 555 142 0.51 -0.44
TOTAL: 7215 1838 255 0.97 0.83
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PATIENT 1
REPEAT 3 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
17 20 0 3 0.87 0.87
# Slices 10 18C 528 134 0 1.00 0.87
KB Vol: 7539 19 1017 31 8 0.99 0.98
GT Vol: 6395 20 985 66 17 0.98 0.95
21 725 131 8 0.99 0.90
22 683 30 71 0.91 0.89
23 734 154 12 0.98 0.88
24 770 168 1 1.00 0.89
25 430 391 0 1.00 0.55
26 329 213 54 0.86 0.58
TOTAL: 6221 1318 174 0.97 0.87
REPEAT 4 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
15 0 355 8 0.00 -22.19
# Slices 12 16 7 177 0 1.00 -11.64
KB Vol: 8314 17 208 174 1 1.00 0.58
GT Vol: 6560 18C 732 59 8 0.99 0.95
19 1020 109 13 0.99 0.93
20 922 181 16 0.98 0.89
21 721 81 18 0.98 0.92
22 699 49 3 1.00 0.96
23 733 239 2 1.00 0.83
24 689 190 5 0.99 0.86
25 396 271 2 0.99 0.65
26 199 103 158 0.56 0.41
TOTAL: 6326 1988 234 0.96 0.81
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PATIENT 2
BASELINE Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
11 TS5 522 339 41 0.93 0.63
# Slices 13 12 TS5 909 444 65 0.93 0.71
KB Vol: 16214 13 TS5 1292 452 85 0.94 0.77
GT Vol: 12230 14 TS5 770 540 22 0.97 0.63
15C TS5 909 527 32 0.97 0.69
16 TS5 1354 308 43 0.97 0.86
17 TS5 1374 244 271 0.84 0.76
18 TS5 1217 727 74 0.94 0.66
19 TS5 946 407 95 0.91 0.71
20 TS5 850 544 55 0.94 0.64
21 TS5 474 122 65 0.88 0.77
22 TS5 460 203 81 0.85 0.66
23 TS5 200 80 24 0.89 0.71
TOTAL: 11277 4937 953 0.92 0.72
REPEAT 1 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
11 All 177 24 49 0.78 0.73
# Slices 14 12 All 517 128 86 0.86 0.75
KB Vol: 15623 13 All 763 118 110 0.87 0.81
GT Vol: 14609 14 All 1319 112 273 0.83 0.79
15C AT 1198 138 193 0.86 0.81
16 AT 1246 249 155 0.89 0.80
17 AT 1577 185 224 0.88 0.82
18 AT 1913 235 199 0.91 0.85
19 AT 1650 728 102 0.94 0.73
20 AT 1259 494 166 0.88 0.71
21 AT 505 217 61 0.89 0.70
22 AT 292 292 55 0.84 0.42
23 AT 272 15 83 0.77 0.75
24 AT 0 0 165 0.00 0.00 NP
TOTAL: 12688 2935 1756 0.87 0.77
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PATIENT 2
REPEAT 2 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
11 328 23 47 0.87 0.84
# Slices 15 12 300 336 308 0.49 0.22
KB Vol: 22255 13 TS5 1517 180 196 0.89 0.83
GT Vol: 20924 14 1783 305 156 0.92 0.84
15C 1295 114 371 0.78 0.74
16 1936 419 86 0.96 0.85
17 TS5 2085 277 336 0.86 0.80
18 2814 454 372 0.88 0.81
19 2338 614 146 0.94 0.82
20 1614 670 94 0.94 0.75
21 1223 392 118 0.91 0.77
22 556 154 276 0.67 0.58
23 398 130 47 0.89 0.75
24 0 0 172 0.00 0.00 NP
25 0 0 12 0.00 0.00 N
TOTAL: 18187 4068 2737 0.87 0.77
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PATIENT 3
BASELINE Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
13 105 348 0 1.00 -0.66
# Slices 12 14 595 74 22 0.96 0.90
KB Vol: 10854 15 664 221 8 0.99 0.82
GT Vol: 10892 16C 863 79 32 0.96 0.92
17 891 49 54 0.94 0.92
18 1135 3 121 0.90 0.90
19 1167 0 195 0.86 0.86
20 1341 8 179 0.88 0.88
21 1116 78 38 0.97 0.93
22 949 2 139 0.87 0.87
23 696 9 178 0.80 0.79
24 404 57 0 1.00 0.93
TOTAL: 9926 928 966 0.91 0.87
REPEAT 1 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
13 0 0 13 0.00 0.00 N
# Slices 12 14 252 277 5 0.98 0.44
KB Vol: 7387 15 511 216 14 0.97 0.77
GT Vol: 5971 16C 731 121 33 0.96 0.88
17 722 8 88 0.89 0.89
18 831 249 10 0.99 0.84
19 821 337 9 0.99 0.79
20 736 178 9 0.99 0.87
21 495 30 19 0.96 0.93
22 399 97 25 0.94 0.83
23 176 89 9 0.95 0.71
24 63 48 0 1.00 0.62
25 0 0 0 NP
TOTAL: 5737 1650 234 0.96 0.82
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PATIENT 4
BASELINE Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
09L P 179 8 194 0.48 0.47
# Slices 16 10 377 81 78 0.83 0.74
KB Vol: 11827 11 839 181 140 0.86 0.76
GT Vol: 10454 12 867 253 97 0.90 0.77
13 961 180 45 0.96 0.87
14 832 896 153 0.84 0.39
15 569 26 140 0.80 0.78
16 709 22 116 0.86 0.85
17 832 86 162 0.84 0.79
18C 726 154 23 0.97 0.87
19 732 350 12 0.98 0.75
20 813 74 95 0.90 0.85
21 368 77 7 0.98 0.88
22 271 113 3 0.99 0.78
23 79 44 0 1.00 0.72
24 30 98 5 0.86 -0.54
TOTAL: 9154 2545 1265 0.88 0.75
REPEAT 1 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
11L P 147 32 16 0.90 0.80
# Slices 15 12 268 48 125 0.68 0.62
KB Vol: 10007 13 631 96 227 0.74 0.68
GT Vol: 10835 14 713 35 304 0.70 0.68
15 1280 87 152 0.89 0.86
16 928 27 92 0.91 0.90
17 669 185 88 0.88 0.76
18 739 12 157 0.82 0.82
19 807 14 192 0.81 0.80
20C 785 77 203 0.79 0.76
21 TS5 762 40 197 0.79 0.77
22 541 47 327 0.62 0.60
23 198 284 1 0.99 0.28
24 204 93 34 0.86 0.66
25 0 258 48 0.00 -2.69
TOTAL: 8672 1335 2163 0.80 0.74
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PATIENT 4
REPEAT 2 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
10L P 213 142 68 0.76 0.51
# Slices 15 11 P 671 83 199 0.77 0.72
KB Vol: 16124 12 All 1580 278 106 0.94 0.85
GT Vol: 15788 13 All 1848 182 197 0.90 0.86
14 All 2182 186 250 0.90 0.86
15 All 1618 213 195 0.89 0.83
16 All 1800 279 119 0.94 0.87
17 All 1063 277 79 0.93 0.81
18 All 925 143 116 0.89 0.82
19C AT 589 79 285 0.67 0.63
20 AT 688 37 132 0.84 0.82
21 AT 282 151 87 0.76 0.56
22 AT 191 98 76 0.72 0.53
23 AT 126 123 55 0.70 0.36
24 AT 48 29 0 1.00 0.70
TOTAL: 13824 2300 1964 0.88 0.80
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PATIENT 5
BASELINE Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
07L All 422 170 16 0.96 0.77
# Slices 9 08L All 967 130 72 0.93 0.87
KB Vol: 10739 09 All 1623 303 49 0.97 0.88
GT Vol: 10178 10 All 1735 151 119 0.94 0.90
11 All 1704 67 102 0.94 0.92
12 All 1542 62 111 0.93 0.91
13 All 833 70 10 0.99 0.95
14 All 674 38 22 0.97 0.94
15C All 175 73 2 0.99 0.78
TOTAL: 9675 1064 503 0.95 0.90
REPEAT 1 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
07L P 0 0 0 N
# Slices 10 08L P 60 130 6 0.91 -0.08
KB Vol: 5935 09 899 553 67 0.93 0.64
GT Vol: 4657 10 931 311 6 0.99 0.83
11 898 100 13 0.99 0.93
12 913 112 18 0.98 0.92
13 702 108 9 0.99 0.91
14 134 84 1 0.99 0.68
15C 0 0 0 N
16 0 0 0 N
TOTAL: 4537 1398 120 0.97 0.82
REPEAT 2 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
07L 57 243 1 0.98 -1.11
# Slices 8 08L TS5 529 202 187 0.74 0.60
KB Vol: 6302 09 987 283 122 0.89 0.76
GT Vol: 5616 10 874 12 285 0.75 0.75
11 1302 13 27 0.98 0.97
12 979 329 1 1.00 0.83
13 265 227 0 1.00 0.57
14 0 0 0 N
TOTAL: 4993 1309 623 0.89 0.77
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PATIENT 5
REPEAT 3 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
07L P 91 369 28 0.76 -0.79
# Slices 8 08L 629 145 123 0.84 0.74
KB Vol: 9612 09 AT 1175 162 92 0.93 0.86
GT Vol: 9215 10 1451 93 24 0.98 0.95
11 1366 10 185 0.88 0.88
12 1664 31 154 0.92 0.91
13 1276 15 47 0.96 0.96
14 872 89 38 0.96 0.91
15 0 174 0
16C 0 0 0 N
TOTAL: 8524 1088 691 0.93 0.88
REPEAT 4 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
08L TS5 248 271 153 0.62 0.28
# Slices 7 09L 136 172 20 0.87 0.32
KB Vol: 4957 10 358 143 47 0.88 0.71
GT Vol: 3544 11 1051 387 65 0.94 0.77
12 788 346 4 0.99 0.78
13 539 131 53 0.91 0.80
14 78 309 4 0.95 -0.93
15C 0 0 0
TOTAL: 3198 1759 346 0.90 0.65
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PATIENT 6
BASELINE Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
13 169 360 4 0.98 -0.06
# Slices 15 14 370 458 10 0.97 0.37
KB Vol: 11266 15 435 327 14 0.97 0.60
GT Vol: 5853 16 362 871 29 0.93 -0.19
17 571 872 5 0.99 0.23
18C 570 183 67 0.83 0.71
19 495 621 13 0.94 0.28
20 615 365 0 1.00 0.70
21 296 388 0 1.00 0.40
22 554 433 1 0.99 0.55
23 510 542 1 0.99 0.47
24 427 296 25 0.94 0.62
25 150 26 64 0.70 0.64
26 0 0 72 0.00 0.00 NP
27 0 0 0 NP
TOTAL: 5482 5784 371 0.94 0.44
REPEAT 1 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
11 53 338 0 1.00 -2.19
# Slices 12 12 76 715 3 0.96 -3.56
KB Vol: 9105 13 188 414 1 0.99 -0.10
GT Vol: 2754 14 360 757 2 0.99 -0.05
15 207 940 4 0.98 -1.25
16C 658 883 1 1.00 0.33
17 250 478 7 0.98 0.04
18 404 656 1 1.00 0.19
19 88 401 9 0.92 -1.16
20 92 438 0 1.00 -1.38
21 97 108 7 0.93 0.41
22 161 343 15 0.91 -0.06
TOTAL: 2704 6401 50 0.98 -0.18
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PATIENT 6
REPEAT 2 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
12 0 0 0 N
13 69 928 272 0.20 -1.16
# Slices 13 14 0 901 39 0.00 -11.55
KB Vol: 9821 15 402 487 14 0.97 0.38
GT Vol: 4354 16 525 318 22 0.96 0.67
17 369 868 3 0.99 -0.17
18C 612 77 102 0.86 0.80
19 641 802 7 0.99 0.37
20 384 83 67 0.85 0.76
21 351 558 0 1.00 0.21
22 311 249 0 1.00 0.60
23 81 487 1 0.99 -1.98
24 76 242 6 0.93 -0.55
TOTAL: 3821 6000 533 0.88 0.19
REPEAT 3 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
11 0 295 0
# Slices 15 12 224 603 0 1.00 -0.35
KB Vol: 12234 13 376 837 0 1.00 -0.11
GT Vol: 6510 14 572 731 1 1.00 0.36
15 637 897 0 1.00 0.30
16 839 844 1 1.00 0.50
17C 733 58 139 0.84 0.81
18 1015 456 7 0.99 0.77
19 392 146 76 0.84 0.68
20 561 343 0 1.00 0.69
21 354 344 3 0.99 0.51
22 214 394 0 1.00 0.08
23 166 73 9 0.95 0.74
24 60 53 111 0.35 0.20
25 0 17 20 0.00 -0.42
TOTAL: 6143 6091 367 0.94 0.50
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PATIENT 6
REPEAT 4 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
10 0 650 0
# Slices 15 11 154 408 1 0.99 -0.32
KB Vol: 12444 12 900 429 23 0.98 0.74
GT Vol: 8688 13 847 837 51 0.94 0.48
14 954 102 172 0.85 0.80
15 762 944 38 0.95 0.36
16C 1014 146 78 0.93 0.86
17 775 162 80 0.91 0.81
18 786 28 137 0.85 0.84
19 502 37 176 0.74 0.71
20 446 209 140 0.76 0.58
21 436 227 22 0.95 0.70
22 192 464 2 0.99 -0.21
23 0 33 0
24 0 0 0
TOTAL: 7768 4676 920 0.89 0.66
REPEAT 5 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
10 0 0 0 N
11 0 0 0 N
12 8 84 0 1.00 -4.25
# Slices 14 13 0 0 41 0.00 0.00 N
KB Vol: 5507 14 0 1251 205 0.00 -3.05
GT Vol: 3079 15 273 423 7 0.97 0.22
16 379 324 9 0.98 0.56
17C 370 81 64 0.85 0.76
18 334 1 258 0.56 0.56
19 430 177 23 0.95 0.75
20 295 223 11 0.96 0.60
21 194 181 20 0.91 0.48
22 124 143 2 0.98 0.42
23 25 119 7 0.78 -1.08
24 0 68 0
25 0 0 0 NP
TOTAL: 2432 3075 647 0.79 0.30
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PATIENT 6
REPEAT 6 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
11 0 0 8 0.00 0.00 N
# Slices 15 12 0 0 13 0.00 0.00 N
KB Vol: 6462 13 55 152 0 1.00 -0.38
GT Vol: 4384 14 282 300 5 0.98 0.46
15 479 544 4 0.99 0.43
16C 719 562 3 1.00 0.61
17 616 34 138 0.82 0.79
18 562 30 118 0.83 0.80
19 487 47 148 0.77 0.73
20 412 220 3 0.99 0.73
21 320 237 4 0.99 0.62
22 8 225 0 1.00 -13.06
23 0 94 0
24 0 77 0
25 0 0 0 NP
TOTAL: 3940 2522 444 0.90 0.63
REPEAT 7 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
10 0 65 0
# Slices 14 11 0 42 0
KB Vol: 5647 12 75 10 25 0.75 0.70
GT Vol: 4047 13 146 37 29 0.83 0.73
14 252 327 9 0.97 0.34
15 461 464 4 0.99 0.49
16 662 586 60 0.92 0.51
17C 503 36 138 0.78 0.76
18 521 158 24 0.96 0.81
19 375 120 115 0.77 0.64
20 338 55 93 0.78 0.72
21 177 218 4 0.98 0.38
22 13 6 23 0.36 0.28
23 0 0 0
TOTAL: 3523 2124 524 0.87 0.62
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PATIENT 6
REPEAT 8 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
10 26 91 5 0.84 -0.63
# Slices 14 11 56 26 9 0.86 0.66
KB Vol: 4849 12 145 4 29 0.83 0.82
GT Vol: 3935 13 243 235 19 0.93 0.48
14 404 578 16 0.96 0.27
15 549 123 159 0.78 0.69
16C 512 46 155 0.77 0.73
17 400 29 106 0.79 0.76
18 304 63 61 0.83 0.75
19 308 64 86 0.78 0.70
20 188 54 58 0.76 0.65
21 35 221 45 0.44 -0.94
22 10 135 7 0.59 -3.38
23 0 0 0 NP
TOTAL: 3180 1669 755 0.81 0.60
REPEAT 9 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
11 44 246 1 0.98 -1.76
# Slices 11 12 117 85 29 0.80 0.51
KB Vol: 4932 13 114 143 50 0.70 0.26
GT Vol: 3201 14 399 558 24 0.94 0.28
15C 439 524 155 0.74 0.30
16 460 39 136 0.77 0.74
17 343 39 84 0.80 0.76
18 331 231 22 0.94 0.61
19 231 73 41 0.85 0.72
20 152 151 7 0.96 0.48
21 22 191 0 1.00 -3.34
TOTAL: 2652 2280 549 0.83 0.47
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PATIENT 6
REPEAT 10 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
10 136 96 32 0.81 0.52
# Slices 14 11 156 11 32 0.83 0.80
KB Vol: 5081 12 207 61 100 0.67 0.57
GT Vol: 3895 13 241 356 3 0.99 0.26
14 303 279 1 1.00 0.54
15 301 479 14 0.96 0.20
16 678 52 133 0.84 0.80
17 350 49 73 0.83 0.77
18C 292 94 104 0.74 0.62
19 211 49 57 0.79 0.70
20 276 122 11 0.96 0.75
21 114 57 27 0.81 0.61
22 35 76 8 0.81 -0.07
23 0 0 0 NP
TOTAL: 3300 1781 595 0.85 0.62
REPEAT 11 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
07L 0 0 8 0.00 0.00 N
# Slices 18 08L 0 0 83 0.00 0.00 N
KB Vol: 8246 09 223 123 23 0.91 0.66
GT Vol: 5691 10 568 208 8 0.99 0.81
11 520 344 7 0.99 0.66
12 593 469 9 0.99 0.60
13 423 55 61 0.87 0.82
14 453 337 5 0.99 0.62
15 561 501 22 0.96 0.53
16 665 51 111 0.86 0.82
17C 397 287 18 0.96 0.61
18 284 16 65 0.81 0.79
19 183 96 60 0.75 0.56
20 218 169 21 0.91 0.56
21 30 256 0 1.00 -3.27
22 32 178 27 0.54 -0.97
23 6 0 7 0.46 0.46
24 0 0 0 NP
TOTAL: 5156 3090 535 0.91 0.63
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PATIENT 6
REPEAT 12 Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
07L 19 47 47 0.29 -0.07
# Slices 18 08L 203 255 78 0.72 0.27
KB Vol: 9274 09 201 271 67 0.75 0.24
GT Vol: 6438 10 420 692 112 0.79 0.14
11 597 155 116 0.84 0.73
12 653 202 23 0.97 0.82
13 406 393 80 0.84 0.43
14 292 327 33 0.90 0.40
15 346 580 126 0.73 0.12
16 878 169 97 0.90 0.81
17C 409 261 51 0.89 0.61
18 337 79 125 0.73 0.64
19 202 298 18 0.92 0.24
20 186 23 48 0.79 0.75
21 126 161 25 0.83 0.30
22 56 30 31 0.64 0.47
23 0 0 26 0.00 0.00 NP
24 0 0 4 0.00 0.00 NP
TOTAL: 5331 3943 1107 0.83 0.52
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PATIENT 7
BASELINE Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
15 0 0 0 N
# Slices 12 16 0 0 0 N
KB Vol: 1200 17 0 0 0 N
GT Vol: 1018 18 ALL 39 58 7 0.85 0.22
19C ALL 106 68 10 0.91 0.62
20 ALL 285 33 30 0.90 0.85
21 ALL 210 20 60 0.78 0.74
22 ALL 162 100 23 0.88 0.61
23 ALL 25 12 45 0.36 0.27
24 ALL 15 67 1 0.94 -1.16
25 0 0 0 NP
26 0 0 0 NP
TOTAL: 842 358 176 0.83 0.65
PATIENT 8
BASELINE Sl. Tr. TP FP FN %M CR
14 195 248 1 0.99 0.36
# Slices 7 15 757 150 23 0.97 0.87
KB Vol: 4839 16 987 11 74 0.93 0.93
GT Vol: 4521 17 983 8 76 0.93 0.92
18C 854 15 20 0.98 0.97
19 472 28 18 0.96 0.93
20 61 70 0 1.00 0.43
21 0 0 0 NP
22 0 289 0
23 0 0 0 NP
24 0 0 0 NP
TOTAL: 4309 530 212 0.95 0.89
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APPENDIX C
EFFORTS USING EDGE DETECTION
As mentioned in Chapter 7, one of the strengths of the knowledge-based ap-
proach is its ability to evolve as new domain information becomes available and pro-
cessing tools are developed. One of these in the preliminary stages of development is
the use of edge detection to aid the setting of the nal threshold in Stage Five. Like
most of the edge detection methods described in Chapter 3, the technique is based on
the principle that edges can be found along the border between enhancing tumor and
the surrounding tissues. The more distinct the boundary is, the greater the intensity
dierence (usually in T1-weighted space, where gadolinium enhancement is most ef-
fective) and the stronger an edge it will have. Most edge-detection based methods,
such as those described in Section 3.1.3, attempt to use edge strength trace the tu-
mor's contours. This can work well for tumors with distinct boundaries, as shown in
Figure 47(d) using a standard Sobel operator, but can have signicant problems with
more diuse tumors, shown in Figure 47(i).
A number of edge detection operators have been introduced, such as Canny and
Bergholmmost of these have a number of parameters that are dicult to automatically
optimize, especially in a domain where the object of interest can have such wide
ranging characteristics. As a result, Dellepiane [30] and Ra and Newman [96] have
suggested that edge detection are unlikely to work reliably for complex structures like
tumors. Edge detection may still provide knowledge that to be exploited, however.
By noting that edges not only approximate the tumor boundary spatially, but can
also indicate the approximate signal intensity of that boundary, which can be used in
a threshold operation. This concept is more exible since detected edge need not be
perfect, merely sucient to indicate the appropriate signal intensity. Edge detection
must still be reasonable, however, for the method to work.
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To address the problem of detecting edges in tumors with diuse, and to min-
imize the problem of parameter optimization, the technique introduced here uses a
\fuzzy" approach to edge detection presented by Tao and Thompson in [109] which
used fuzzy if-then rules that were based on the relationship between each pixel and
its eight-wise neighbors. Structure elements, sixteen in total, examples shown in Fig-
ure 48, are used to develop a fuzzy if-then rule:
IF [the dierences (D
x
's) between the intensities of the pixels (marked with \x") and
the center pixel are small] AND [the dierences (D's) between the intensities of the
pixels (not marked with \x") and the center pixel are large] THEN the center pixel
of this structure is an edge pixel.
The authors state that the fuzzy memberships small and large are dened with
a bell-shaped function, though they do not specify a particular function. Here, a
Gaussian-based function is used and the fuzzy set small is dened as:

small
= e
 
Diff
2
(a;b)
2
2
where Diff
(a;b)
is the absolute intensity dierence between the center pixel and the
eight-wise neighbor (a,b). The fuzzy set large is dened as: 
large
= 1   
small
. The
actual Gaussian formula is not used to allow a membership of 
small
= 1:0 to be
returned when Diff = 0. Also, in a standard Gaussian function, the value  repre-
sents the standard deviation. For dening the fuzzy set, it controls how quickly 
small
decreases (and 
large
increases) as the intensity dierence, Diff , becomes larger. In
this preliminary study,  = 2:0, though it could be possible to have rules in the
knowledge-base adjust the value according to a tumor's characteristics.
The fuzzy if-then rule described above is used to determine a pixel's \edge
potential" (PEP) within a given edge structure (Figure 48) by calculating the mem-
berships between the center pixel and each of it eight-wise neighbors for the fuzzy
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(a) Raw Data
(b) GT Tumor (c) KB Tumor (d) Sobel Edge (e) Fuzzy Edge
(f) Raw Data
(g) GT Tumor (h) KB Tumor (i) Sobel Edge (j) Fuzzy Edge
Figure 47. Detecting Edges Along Tumor Boundaries. Given a tumor segmentation
mask, (b) and (h), produced by Stage Four, edge detection is performed
on pixels contained by the mask to nd the tumor's boundaries. The
results of a Sobel operator are shown in (d) and (i), while (e) and (j)
show the results of a fuzzy edge detector described in [109]. The tumor
in (a) has distinct edges and both edge detectors work well, though the
Sobel operator more closely matches ground truth (b). The tumor in (e),
however, performs relatively poorly, for both the Sobel and fuzzy edge
detectors.
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Figure 48. Edge Structures for Fuzzy Edge Detection. Edge structures, examples
shown above, are used to generate the fuzzy if-then rules. Neighboring
pixels covered by an \x" calculate membership in the fuzzy set small,
while those uncovered calculate membership in the fuzzy set large.
set small (if the neighbor is covered by an \x" in the edge structure) or large (if the
neighbor is uncovered), and returning the minimummembership. For example, using
the rst structure (PEP1) in Figure 48, its edge potential would be:

PEP1
(x; y) = min(
small
(Diff
(x 1;y 1)
); 
small
(Diff
(x 1;y 1)
); 
small
(Diff
(x 1;y)
);

small
(Diff
(x 1;y+1)
); 
small
(Diff
(x;y 1)
); 
small
(Diff
(x;y+1)
);

large
(Diff
(x+1;y 1)
); 
large
(Diff
(x+1;y)
); 
large
(Diff
(x+1;y+1)
))
Given sixteen edge structures, a pixel will have sixteen possible edge mem-
berships. The pixel's nal edge membership is set by keeping membership of the
structure the best matched the edge (i.e., the structure with the highest member-
ship). Formally:
PEP (x; y) = max(
PEP1
(x; y); : : : ; 
PEP16
(x; y))
Once nal edge memberships have been calculated for all pixels, the detected
edges are \thinned" by removing redundant edge pixels through a local maxima
operation. A \pseudo-centroid" of the remaining edge strengths is then calculated and
only those edges that are stronger than the pseudo-centroid are kept. The method
proposed by Tao and Thompson was implemented as described in [109] with the
addition that the technique only considers pixels contained in an image mask (in this
case, the tumor segmentation mask produced at the end of Stage Four).
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Table 18. Final Thresholding: \Stage Five" Vs. Fuzzy-Edge Based. Tumor vol-
umes generated by the rules described in Section 5.5 and fuzzy-edge based
thresholding are compared.
Patient Scan Threshold True False False Percent Corr.
Method Positive Positive Negative Match Ratio
1 R1 Rule 6940 1953 300 0.96 0.82
Edge 7071 1758 169 0.98 0.86
2 R1 Rule 12688 2935 1756 0.87 0.77
Edge 11096 1778 3514 0.76 0.70
2 R2 Rule 18187 4068 2737 0.87 0.77
Edge 16676 2865 4249 0.80 0.73
Results of the fuzzy edge detection method can be seen in Figures 47(e) and (j)
for tumors with distinct and diuse boundaries respectively. As mentioned earlier,
however, the method being initially investigated does not require the exact tumor
boundaries, only their approximation, so that a nal threshold may be set based on
the intensities of the pixels contained in those edges. Given a fuzzy edge image, a
threshold is set by calculating the mean intensity (in T1-weighted space) of each pixel
contained in the fuzzy edge image. No weighting (according to edge membership) of
intensities is performed as experiments showed that weighting did not signicantly
aect the resultant threshold value. Table 18 shows some example tumor volumes
using this fuzzy-edge based thresholding. As can be seen, while performing well in
cases with distinct tumor boundaries, the method has problems with more diuse
cases, such as Patient 2. The method has promise, however, and should be further
investigated.
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APPENDIX D
RULES IN CLIPS
Due to the size of the CLIPS rules and modules for image processing and
multispectral analysis used in this work, they could not be included in hardcopy
format. Instead, they have been included on CD-ROM in IS0-9660 format (readable
on Unix, DOS, and Mac platforms).
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